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is high energy & motivating: it's the 
non-contact kickboxing workout with 
the kicks of Tae Kwon Do & the punch-_ 
es from Boxing. 
KARDIO KICKBOX 
will give you the results you 've always 
wanted, while also learning to defend 
yourself in any situation. From shou~ 
ders to calves you will become lean & 
strong. You 'll tighten, tone & firm your 
body while building a positive self-
image, increasing your self-confidence 
& reducing your stress level. 
KARDIO K,CKBOX 
is for everyone - from those who want 
to get in shape to those looking for the 
ultimate. workout. 
FREE INTRODUCTORY CLASS 
TO ALL WOMEN IN THE COMMUNITY 
. LIMITED TIME ONLY -
CALL 774-3478 
TODAY 
fot schedule and 
location neatest you 
FREE MONTH 
OF KARATE 
Call for Details· 774-3478 
Give us a call for your child to 
become one of our highly 
motivated truly dedicated 
students. Our courteous and 
friendly staff of instructors will 
explain how easy it is to get started. 
CaU today or'stop by 
Visitors are always 
welcome!!! 
Fournier~ 
Olympic Karate Ctr. 
550 Forest Ave., Portland, ME. 
774-3478 (FIST) 
Try drinking a shake through a cocktail straw and 
you'll appreciate the idea behind Road Runner. . 
• 
The internet is huge. The phone line running into 
your computer is smaiL It's understandable why 
downloads take so long. But there's a solution . 
Road Runner, Time Warner Cable's high speed 
cable modem offers total internet access at 
blazing speeds - often 100 times faster than 
your typical modem. Imagine planning a vacation, 
checking your stocks or just surfing around -
from home or office - in a fraction of the time. 
Through Road Runner's high speed, digital 
Better yet, if you connection, the internet's wealth of knowl-
call and make an edge and information are readily available 
appointment to - without the wait. 
have Road Runner 
installed before 
January 31, 
we'll waive the 
Installation charge 
For more information on Road Runner, call 
Time Warner Cable at 775-3431 any day of 
the week up until 11:00 p.m. 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
CHRIS HORNE 
Chris Home of Portland is lead guitarist, singer and 
songwriter for The Brood and rhythm guitarist for 
Shutdown 66, two bands that specialize in 1960s music. 
How old are you? 
Twenty-one plus. 
Twenty-on!J plus? 
I wouldn't want to scare the kids. Don't put that ._. 
How'd you get into music? 
I kinda got into the '60s-type stuff, kinda working 
back from the present. My brother was starting a band 
.. . so I went to the pawnshop in Lewiston, and bought a 
Baldwin guitar, which is still my favorite guitar, and 
learned how to play it basically by listening to records. 
We had three little family bands. The first one was 
Saturday, January 10, 10am-4pm 
Moine Photo (o-OP is a nort-profil arts and educotion organization which pJOvides lentols 
of dorkrooml. lobI, I,"dio IPOce, ( ~lIes and wOIklnops for omoleurl and professiono •. 
called The Contractions, then we became Drops of Red, 
and then, as almost kind ofajoke [because] we played 
the Rainbow Teen Disco, we were Rocktopus. 
How long ago was that? 
Probably 20 years ago. 
So you were 1 year old? 
It's 21-plus. 
What kind of music do you like? 
I like ... poppy, two-minute, formula, verse-chorus, 
guitar-solo kind of songs. You listen to it, it 's a blast, 
and then it's over. It's kinda like playing your 4Ss at 
home. [The Brood's] albums are like that. We take a lot 
of time to make each song sound good on its own, as 
opposed to doing an album where everything kinda has 
4 FREE MINI-ClASSES 
COLOR or BlACK g WHITE PRINTING ClASS · Come with your 
nego~ves ond we'll show you ~ow to moke your own reprints 
or enlorgements with FREE moteriols from stort to finish! 
LIGHTING ClASS -We'll show you the bosic techniques for 
properly ligh~ng 0 studio setting with fobulous results. 
NON-SILVER lAB ClASS -leorn historic printmoking processes 
including Cyonotype ond Von Dyke Brown. 
(ome for a free <ias~. taur, and view the exhibit 
of photos by our stan and faculty_ For more 
information call 774-1900. 
'-. generally 











by the blues 
guys. So it's 
kinda the 
back-and-




the same kind of sound. Our albums are almost more 
like a compilation of singles. Some of them are more 
girlie, like the Shangri-Las, and others I'm growling like 
the yellie, screamie type bands. 
What are your favorite bands? 
? & the Mysterians is one. I just saw them recently, 
and they're as good as ever. And a couple of Boston 
bands that really inspired me .. . were The Lyres and a 
band called the Hopelessly Obscure. The Lyres were 
playing in Portland since, like, the early ' 80s. 
So you were 4 or 5 years old? 
Again,21-plus. 
Intervi~ by Al Diamon; photo by Colin Malakie 
The Arts 8. Educotion Division of the 
non-profit Moine Photo Corporation 
100 Ook Street Portland 774-1900 
Hours: Tues.-Sun. lOem·1Opm 
, . 
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HE'S BECOME SUCH A SOCIAL BUTTERFLY. 
I thought it was unhealthy for anyone to spend that much time alone in his room . So I bought a computer and set 
it up in the family room. He didn 't take the bait. Then I called javaNet and signed him up for unlimited Internet access. 
Not only does he now know his way around radioactive slime and grenade launchers, but he has made cybe, friends 
around the world. $19 .95 a month is a small price to pay for more chances to gaze at a face only a mother could love. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
Transform yourself. Visit javaNet at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. Or call 1-800 javaNet for immediate Internet access. 
-------------------- . . ~ 
Tubthumping 
Sean Faircloth made a remarkable pub· White liRe fever 
lie statement on Dec. 24. It seemed to indi- Democratic state Rep. Mike Sax! of 
cate that Faircloth, the 1996 runner-up in Portland hails from what must be the most 
the Democratic primary for U.S. Senafe, is liberal neighborhood in Maine. The city's 
not pfanning to make another try for major West End is infested with every imaginable 
office anytime soon. Or maybe his state- variation oflefty, from traditional tax-and-
ment was supposed to mean he mig4t be a spenders to New Age weirdos to uruepen-
candidate, but not the kind that's planning tant communists. So what issue most 
on winning. Either way, it was a rare concerns Sax! in the 1998 legislative ses-
example of an intelligent young politician sion? Social services? Environmental pro-
with a bright future doing just about the tection? Subsidized health care? Nope, 
stupidest thing he could pos- nope and nope. 
sibly do. "I have been working dili-
Faircloth told the truth. gently with my mother, Rep-
In. an opinion column resentative Jane Sax! [of 
published in the Bangor Daily and other mistakes Bangor]. to reestablish the 
NtrnJs, Faircloth wrote, "De- East-West highway as a pri-
mocracy is overrated." To ority," Sax! wrote in a 
prove his point, he asked 60 fundraising letter mailed to 
people if they'd read the for- supporters and special inter-
est practices proposal that est groups in December. "An 
was on last November's bal- East-West highway is a 
lot. Only one had done so. vision started over 30 years 
"Here is the naughty secret ago, but we can't wait anoth-
about referenda," he wrote. er 30 years to see that vision 
"Voters are guessing!" fulfilled." 
Faircloth thinks the recent The East-West highway 
spate of referendum ques- • A L D I A M 0 N would run from Calais 
tions indicates Maine is in ...................... through Bangor and on to 
danger of following California into initia- ! Maine's borders with Canada and New 
tive hell. The La-La Land ballot regularly ! Hampshire. It would cost approximately 
carries 10 or more referenda, many of them ! $ I billion, and is touted as being the best 
containing conflicting sections, legally i means of jump-starting the stagnant econo-
questionable requirements and fundamen- i my in the northern half of the state. It's not 
tal errors of logic resulting from their i the worst idea for doing that that's ever 
drafters ' over-reliance on psychoactive sub- I come down the pike, but it's hard to figure 
stances during the 1960s. ! why it's such a big deal to a Portland liber-
"California's referenda system has less i at. 
intellectual depth than 'Wheel of For- I Well, actually, it's not all that hard. As 
tune,'" Faircloth wrote. "At least 'Wheel ! is usually 'the case when a politician does 
of Fortune' isn't rigged and the commer- I something unusual, Saxl is maneuvering 
cials are less obnoxious." ! for advantage. "[The East-West highway 
But referenda are easy to rig. Special I is] good for economic development for all 
interests find it simpler to buy loads of stu- I the state of Maine," Sax! said, sounding 
pid TV spots than to buy loads of stupid i very much like a candidate for higher 
legislators. i office. Which he is. Saxl, who's currently 
"[President James] Madison thought ! the House majority whip, is running for 
direct popular rule - democracy - leads i majority leader. To win, he needs support 
to mob rule and bad law," Faircloth wrote. I from rural legislators in the north. To win, 
"Madison believed we should democrati- i he-has to appear to be moderate. To win, 
cally elect representatives, but it was a rep- ! he's apparently willing to brush off the con-
resentative's job to study, deliberate and i cerns of his liberal constituency. 
craft public policy. " , If the idea of adding a couple oflanes to 
This is, of course, the last thing an elect- I the Maine Turnpike was enough to cause 
ed representative wants to do, since mak- J many of Sa xl's neighbors to fly into a liber-
ing decisions alienates special interest i al version of road rage, what about the 
I 
groups, which makes it harder to raise ! environmental impact of laying hundreds 
money and win re-election. In order to I of miles of blacktop across forest, rivers 
force our leaders to do the job they were ! and wetlands? "Those are issues," said 
elected to do, Faircloth proposed a radical i Sax!, "we have to address." 
solution: "We should repeal sections in i Saxl will, no doubt, be accused of aban-
Maine's Constitution permitting referenda. ! doning his principles to enhance his posi-
"Whenever a politician intones, 'That's I tion, but the Portland legislator still stands. 
an important issue. Let the voters decide,' i by some mainstays of liberalism. For 
say this: 'If you don't have the guts to tack- ! instance, Saxl's preferred method of fund-
Ie tough issues yourself, you don't deserve i ing the East-West highway is to raise the 
the job.' When someone asks you to sign a ! gas tax 3¢ a gallon. 
petition to place an issue on the ballot, tell I 
them to ask a legislator to introduce it as a i Raise cane instead of taxes by writing to this eol-
bill. ! umn, care ofCBW, 561 Congress St., Portland, 
"Better to decide issues Madison's way i ME 04101. Or refine that cane into sweet talk, 
than Madison Avenue's way." I and e·mail us at ishmaelia@gwi.net. 
Interested in one of these little numbers? 
CALL '-8oo-JAVANET 
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Or visit the cafe at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
. . 







take the chill off this northern sky 
and curl up in winter clearance. 
.men'S~.t 
1ppiJ'd _~ MCCHWies " 1 30-50% ·o .f£ 




41 0 fore st. old port 
open man - fri 10:00 - 6:00 
sat 10:00-5:30 ' 
Getting 'on the information 
superhighway just got a lot 
faster .•• and less costly! 
Designed to meet the access, speed and reliability demands of business, 
CommTellnternet, Maine's most powerful statewide Internet provider, is 
nQW available for your home-at a substantial savings. 
Now, for a limited time, there's free sign-up, no installation fee, and you 
even get the first month's service at no cost!* 
What's even better, if you have a new computer with Windows 95 
Internet Explorer pre-installed, you can be up and surfing on the Net 
within minutes of calling to sign up! 
Don't miss this special offer for Maine's most 
advanced Internet service. Call CommTellnternet at 800-643-6265 
or sign up through our website at www.ctel.net. 
* This offer applies only to our most popular residential standard mId premium service alld is 
good through February 1, 1998 
Part of CommTeI , a Maine 
communications company for 100 years 
www_ctel.net 
Annie Seikonia, Dan ·Short, Mary StafTUltel 
Art Director: Joanna Amato Assistant Art 
Director: Marl< Knott Senior Graphic 
Designer: Charmaine Daniels GraphIc 
Designer: Jeffrey Clifford Web Monkey: Mark 
Knott Associate Publisher: Julie Watson 
Circulation Manager: Greg Gallant 
Accounting Manager. Diana Combellick 
Receptionist: Dianne Davis VP of Sales 
and Marketing: Carey Wat<on Senior 
Advertlslng'Representatlve: Kelly Armstrong 
Advertlalng Jtepresentatlve.: Tammy 
Duffy, Scott Keysor, HeatMr Harriger, David 
Joughin Claulfied Manager: Joline Hachey 
CI~1tIe!I Sales: Marr: Shepard Cleaaltled 
~: John Nunan 
Who _ are ami wtIere to lind ua 
EvelY Thursda(30,OOO copies of caw afe 
distributed freoIi thfoughout Greater 
Portland. Look for CBW at outlets from 
Brunswick to Windham to BIddeford and at 
selected York County locations. For 
information about display advertising, call 
775-6601. For information about Classified 
advertising, call 775-1234. 
Where .... to lind· us 
Casco Bay Weekly is also on the World 
Wide Web. Feature articles, columns, 
CBW's calendar of events and an archive of 
past CBW stories (with fUll-text search) are 
available free to 3r1yone worldwide with a 
Web browser. For information on 
advertising on CBW's website, call 
775-6601.http:j /www.cascoba~.com 
Some. of what the Production Department 
listened to while getting this week's 
paper out: 
John Starks & The Red B~r Jazz Band, • Live 
at the Red Bar" • Chaka Kahn, • Epiphany: 
The Best of Chaka Kahn"· Dave Grusin, 
"The Gershwin Connection" 
Casco Bay Weekly is published every 
Thursday by Maine Publishing Corp .• 561 
Congress St., Portland , ME 04101-
Subscriptions available for $49 per year. 
$29 for half-year subscriptions. 
Periodicals postage pending at Portland, 
ME and additional entry offices. Send 
address change to 561 Congress St., 
Portland. ME 04101. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress St_ 
Portland, ME 04101 
Phone. 77&6601 
Fax 0 775-1615 
E-mail: 
. edltor@cbw.malne.com 
Entire contents © Maine Publishing Corp. 
How to be an economist: a) Find some 
random economic facts, such as those 
gathered below by CBW's staff, b) assume 
they mean something, c) tell anyone 
who'll listen. Hey, look Ma, we're 
economists. 
• Boxes of "Penis Pasta" sold at 











Maine: 7 years 
In northern 
Maine: 5 years 
• Complaints received by the 
state Office of Consumer Credit 
Regulation: 
Against mortgage companies, 
Jan.-Sept. 1996: 33, Jan.-Sept. 1997: 
35 
Against auto dealers, 
Jan.-Sept. 1996: 7, Jan.-Sept. 1997: 
10 
Against debt collectors, 
Jan .-Sept. 1996: 30, Jan.- Sept. 
1997: 35 
Against retail stores, 
Jan.-Sept . 1996: 3D, Jan .-Sept. 
1997: 23 . 
Against credit reporting agencies, 
Jan.-Sept. 1996: 16, Jan.-Sept. 1997: 
IS 
Against finance companies, 
Jan .-Sept. 1996: IS, Jan.-Sept. 
1997: 18 
Total number of complaints 
received, Jan. -Sept. 1996: 1,890, Jan.-
Sept. 1997: 2,150 
Amount refunded to consumers, 
Jan.-Sept. 1996: $21,988, Jan. -
Sept. 1997: $42,486 
• Number of points University of 
Maine women's basketball star Cindy 
Blodgett must average over the team's 
remaining games to break the NCAA 
Division I career scoring record 
(as of Dec. 31): 26.7 
• Number of points Blodgett must 
average to break the NCAA all-time 
career scoring record: 28.9 
.. The price of life is too high to give up, " 
sang Merle Haggard. "It's gotta 
come down again. " Help us keep our 
costs in line by sending items for 
this column to CBW; 561 Congress St., 




1998 might be the year to take 
on a new ana exciting hobby: 
Learn another language! 
o Group classes and private tutorln!J 
in French, German. Italian. Japanese. 
Polish. Portuguese. Russian. Spanish 
o Workshop!l: weekend immersion 
programs; Pronunciation. grammar. 
translation. business French 
& Spanish seminars 
• Ethnic !loclal event!l: Kaffeestunde. 
Potluck, Slide Shows 
CALL for our New Brochure 
(207) 772-0405 
Don't miss our Open House 
January 22 
Classes start 1/26 
fhe Language Exchange. Inc. 
PO Box 4833-398 Fore St. - Portland 
Big Sale 
Now is the time_ .. 
.. _ to put yourself into 
wonderful clothing by 
EILEEN FISHER 
with savings of up to 35% 
... don't miss the bargains at 
our winter clearance sale! ' 
only at 
AMARYLLIS 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
207-772-4439 
Free Delivery 11 ".m. eo 
.... ~ .~ ... ~:~.: .. ~.~r!~~~~ .. 
~otGlI New 
Chick Cae .... P_Inl - golden chicken 
(cnders, rcggiano parmesan. anchovies. Romaine 
CacSc"u dressing ............ 6.95 
BlallCCCa FOnDa"lO - T.O.N .Y.'. version 
()f the classic cheese steak mOOe with shave rem,ler· 
I{)in of beef. saut~ oninns, peppers, mushronms 
and amm~nic sharp prnv(llone ..... . ..... 6.95 
Veal Paatraml - T.O.N.Y.'. ,muk"] lean veal 
sliced thin with Swiss cheese and hOi mustard ... 7.95 
IlOtl .. erle 1'11_ Flab - fresh chunks sluw 
rn .. 1SteJ (un", celery and red onion tcmcd in 
T.O.N.Y.'s special mayo .. , ......... . .. 7.95 
Franco Foocer - T.O.N. Y.'. homemade .moke-
house hot dog on crusty It .. lian roll . . ..... . . 4.95 
with cheese find panccna (italian bacon) ac1l ., 1.50 
crhe Relll Ulililin 
Slindwi.:hes 
Ve.puc:ci . classic italll·american submarine 
sandwi ch with or",ranic It'ftuce, G~nna sa lami . 
sopress;l{a, coppa, <li-omaric provolone, Rome t(lllla· 
tll, ()ni~lOS, .': recn g'drlic, tomatoes & extra 
vi rgin o live nil . . . . ... .. 4,95 
AlDerican Chicko1 • . I'( )tisserie chicken, 
c~plant caroua ta with Roasted Peppers 
.. ...... . ...... 4.95 
PoUo Club · mtisserie chid:.en, Ita lian hawn 
(p;mcenll) wi th lettuce, tnmatn & m .. yo ... 5.95 
Porky Porchetta . mtlSseric pork roasted 
with Marinated e~lant & roasted peppers. , .,. 4.95 
Mlchanselo . thin sliced pmsciul{o. fresh 
mtlZzareila. basil & extra virgin :llive o il ... 6.95 
Polio Parmi,iana - gnlJen fried chichn. 
fresh san marzano, marinara sauce, monarella 
cheese. haked in brick (lvcn ......... . .. . 5.95 
Meatball Parml,iana - h",nemade meat· 
balls. fresh 5..10 maz.ano mArinara Si'lUCC, mozzmdltt 
cheese, h:.tkcd in hrick. oven , , . . . . ... 5.95 
Velleellrilln Heroes 
Marcella Bella , fresh mozzarella cheese, 
egb'plam C<lponata, marinoueJ roma tomato, t,'fccn 
!(.lrlic hlrn;-lhJl.'S, fresh basil & extrd virgin olive ni l 
. . . ....... ... . 5.95 
Primavera· vcgct<'lhlc Ofb"mic grL"ens, fresh 
mushroom, aromat ic provolone, D lamata olives, 
ruasu."\.I peppers, sweet rd ish & mspberry hazelnut 
vinaigrcltc .......... .. . . 5.95 
Melansana . classic eggplant parmesan wilh 
mmzarcll", tcmpura eggpl<lnt, san manano mari· 
narcl sauce, baked in hrick nven .. . ....... 4.95 
Olivada · T.O.N.Y.'s hnmcmi'ldc cheese spre-dd with 
sliced Swiss cheese, Spanish ulives, Calamata oliva, 
roasted pepper.! & hl)f cherry Jl(PJl('riS ..... .. ,.6.95 Ch'"" # Sour Cream· Onion. Plain, Lmvf.u 
Barhccue • L.owfat , Plain 1.00 
SlIlGds 
Greek Salad · o rganic greens with Bulgarian 
feta ch eese & Oruk salaJ dressing ...... , , 6.95 
Green Mon.ter . organic greens, with tom"~ 
mes, cucumhers &. red onions .. ......... J.95 
Cae.u . rnmaine lenuce. Rcggiano parmesan 
anJ tanJ..'Y Caesflr dressing .... , .. .. . . .. . ~.95 
With chick<n ••• . ••• ••••• 6.95 
Dressing" • Caesar - hal ian - poppyseed 
- honey Dijon - parmesan ~ppcrcom 
- low·fat ranch - Inw,fat Italian 
Class"': Homes Ie Deuena 
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FREE DELIVERY ON 
OF $15.00 OR MORL J 
$5 Charp on orden under S1$.OO 
Ii !:r;rC;:fHfj'iJtnii 
T.O.N.T. Baloney . cI.ssic chetO<, r<rremni & fresh 00,1 
PersonallZ" 8.95 Family 16" 13.95 Party ZO" 15.95 
Cla .. lc Marabcrlta ChecK - wirh fresh basil 
Pc",,"aIIZ" 7.95 Family 16" 11.95 Party 20" 13.95 
MJ'be Oriaiaal" from Naples, I[aly • scarmoza cheese, 
san manann tomi'ltn $fIuce & fresh basil 
Pers<,"aIIZ" 9.95 Family 16" 14.95 Parry 20" 17.95 
Smoked Chicken· with red nnion & fresh basil 
PersonallZ" 10.95 Family 16" 15.95 Parry ZO" 18.95 
Piz&a Blaaco · white pitza, ricotta cheese, 
Hl<-lSteJ ~"rlic, yellow & reJ tomau)(s & fresh hasH 
Pe,..,"dl IZ" 11 .95 Family 16" 16.95 Party ZO" 19.95 
Tempura E'lPlant - wirh ",."eJ peppers 
& fresh hasil 
Per.;onaIIZ" 9.95 Fdm,ly 16" 14.95 Party ZO" 17.95 
Pe.to . J..'Tcen pin", homem~dc pincnut pcsto. roasted 
garlic, ;lSI:l~l cheese, fresh red & yd lnw tomlltoes 
Persona l IZ" 11.95 F.ooily 16" 16.95 Party 10" 18.95 
New & ~oellll)' 
DeUdoNS PIUII 
Scampi · while pizza, T.O.N.Y.'s !{olrlie sh~lIm hurter 
sauce, mOlllm.:-lIr1, roasl'!.:J )ll.l rlic, ro .. lStcJ It.·des, c'lrameliz.ed 
onions, huil, Itall.m pars ley, orc/.:<lnn & lemon zest, shrimp 
Pers<,"al IZ" 12.95 Family 16" 18.95 Family ZO° 23.95 
Sbrlmp and Peeto , )(reen piutl with res") sauce, 
mOZI..'lrella. sunJ.rieJ h)mOltnes, Calamata l\livl."S & fresh hasil 
Per.onal 12" 12.95 F.mily 16" 18.95 Parry ZO." 23.95 
Splnaei . frcsh garden spinach, masred shallots fcta 
cheese, caramcliZl.'lI o nions, reJ & yelluw roma{('IeS, moz· 
zarclla & fresh has.! 
Pe",'naIIZ" 9.95 Family 16" 14.95 Parry ZO" 17.95 
aoeemary'e Potato · white pizza with T .Q,N.Y.'s 
garlic sha llo t butter S<lUCC with slicl..J "nl.'W" po{atoes, mast· 
eJ Ma rlic orC)lano, roscmary, AsiaJ..'tl cheese & fresh hasH 
Pcrson.1 IZ" 10.95 F.m,ly 16" 15 .95 P.rry ZO" 18.95 
Roaated Ve'Jie - white pi" •• T.O.N. Y:s garlic sh.lllll 
huucr sauce, rnasted )(arlic. Ict"ks, C;UfOlS, squa~h, z.ucchini 
and red potato, monard!.1 & Asia~,(l cheese 
Per.;lInallZ" 10.95 Family 16" 16.95 Parry ZO" 19 •• 95 
Build Your Own Pittll 
Peraonal 12." • 1.00 each 
Family 16" • 2..00 each 
Party 2.0" • 3.00 each 
pepperoni-tri-colored peppers-red & yellow 




prOiciuttu~smoked chicken~rotisserie chicken, 
barbecue chicken.anchovies,feta~tcmpura eggplant' 
broccolj,fresh mozzarella,Swiss cheese~ 
sundried tomatoes-gorganzola-pepperjack-
mu.shrooms~fontina-Reggiano parmesan 
20 0% Soda 1.35 
CIas.ic Coke • Diel CaU 0 Diel CaU, 
No Caffeine • S".-ile 0 S .. nlu.1 Or<l1'\ge 
• A&W Rool B"",. ---,,.-F'F' II Free Slue! II 
~ II Any two II Buy One I hero subs II Get One Free II 
Buy party .ize pizza 
and get one of equal of lesser value-
Abaolutely FREE! . MUIII "re.me coacpon • Expirl!' 2,7.98 I' of equal or lesser value ,I I Valid cuery Day .1 MWlII PT~unt coupon. • F.qius 2.7.98 
II No Doulk Discounts II T. 0 N y. T.O.N.Y. 
I • • • • II T.O.N.Y. II 
B71(!( OVEN PillA. HEROS' ANTIPASTI 
BRI(f( OVEN PillA' HEROS' ANTIPASTI BALONEY- BALONEY-
I .. I 
II BALONEr II ".08-11110 • 77:J..TOGO • 7~-a_11 111I3a-1UO 77:J..TOGO .. •• AtrMo_G'V ..... I., M .. ,......~·&,;"'2.7.98 • • 
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• • S Oleywatch: Portland is again cracking : 
* down on Old Port mega-landlord Joe .. 
• _ Soley. After Soley ignored complaints : 
* about the decrepit state of apartments at 9- -
• • • I I Exchange St., the city obtained a _ 
: court order on Jan. 2 to evict the tenants .. • and close the place down. _ 
Among the problems were * • plumbing that didn't work, _ 
fire code violations and : 
lots of indoor dog poop. • 
* Soley, as usual, took no • 
responsibility for the mess, .. 
* instead blaming tenants • 
•  and claiming he'd already fixed most of the a 
* • problems. City inspectors have gone after • 
a 
• Soley on pr!"vious occasions for similar viola- : 
• tions in other apartments and businesses he • 
• a owns, but this is the first time the dispute has : 
• resulted in the condemning of ~ structure. • • * 
• a 
: • Stupidwatch: The South Portland City • • • Council decided on Jan. 5 to open all tts • 
• • polling places for the Feb. 10 special : 
• election on gay rights. The city had previous- • 
• • • Iy announced it would limit voters to a single * 
• poll, a cutback it claimed would save $5,000. • 
• a a But that plan appeared to violate both state * .. law and the city charter, prompting the Maine • • • 
a Civil liberties Union to sue. On Jan. 2, a _ 
• • judge ordered South Portland to smarten up. • • • • 
: • Bigotwatch: The Christian Civic league of : 
• Maine has finally admitted they lust don't a 
a • 
_ like queers. In a November fundraising a 
• letter obtained by Maine Won't Discriminate, -
a • 
_ league director Michael Heath wrote, • 
: "Homosexuality is appropriately stigmatized : 
_ by civilized people." Elsewhere. he added, a Profit problem: Cumberland County commissioners are locking out the company that provides health care at the Jail, RLE PHOTO/TONEE HARBERT 
l ~:v::::~::V~~:iI::i~~:~:l~o:r;::::~ l Jail ailments 
: ~~s~:e:~~~n ;:da~a;_~~:~;:i~:~~n ~: ,~~:,: : Questions are being raised about the cost and quality 01 
: :~;~~! '~g~~~:tU;y np::p~:. in Maine displays : health care at the Cumberland County jail . 
• • • • • SHARON BASS 
: • T oothwatch: Faced with a lawsuit from a Cumberland County commissioners 
• Pine Tree legal Assistance over the pitiful : say the cost of providing health care at 
: amount the state Medicaid program paid den- : the county jail is too high, and plan to 
• tists to treat low-income kids, the • cancel their contract with the private 
: Department of Human Services has dou- : company providing the service. 
• bled Its spending on the program. By • Ironically, the commissioners decided to 
: doing so, the department hopes not only to. : hire Prison Health Services of Tennessee 
• head off the legal challenge, but to induce .. in the first place because they expected 
: more dentists to enter the program. In : privatization to save big money . The 
• August, caw reported that because of the • company won the bid for the job in 1994, 
: low level of reimbursement, only about 80 of : and its contract was extended two years 
a the state's 600 practicing dentists accepted a later to run through 1999, apparently 
: kids with Medicaid coverage. : because the county was satisfied with the 
• a firm's performance. However, county 
: • Copwatch: The Maine State Police is : officials now claim the price tag has got-
: eliminating patrols after midnight on : ten too big - even though increases were 
• Interstates 95 and 295 between Brunswick • built 4Ito the contract - and plan to start 
* • looking for a cheaper alternative. 
• and Scarborough. These are the same patrols _ "We were hoping we could negotiate 
• that were instituted last year in response to • • • a little better deal than the contract called 
• public outcry over the staties' failure to • for," said Commissioner Gary Plummer. 
• respond to a drunk driver who later killed a • • "[We're going] to see if there are better 
: two people. The department insists the cuts • values out there." 
• are not due to budget constraints, but : County Manager Carol Granfield said 
: beca.use the officers are needed on earlier : Prison Health has not yet been notified of 
• shifts. Why doesn't this make sense! caw _ the county's plans. Company officials did 
• • not return messages seeking comment. 
When it took over Cumberland 
County Jail's medical program, Prison 
Health, which recently signed a joint 
contract with the Maine Youth Center 
and three other correctional facilities in 
Maine, was given a $360,000 annual 
budget. In 1997, $485 ,000 was budgeted, 
but $530,500 was actually spent. For 
1998, $613,000 has been budgeted, but 
county officials claim that's just too 
pricey for inmate health care. (The con-
tract covers inmates and employees at the 
jail and pre-release center.) Granfield 
said she couldn't compare the current 
cost of the service to the amount spent 
when it was operated by the county in 
1994, because a combination of funding 
sources were used. 
Phebe Dixon, Prison Health's chief 
administrator at the jail, said the amount 
the county is spending is paltry. "We do 
our best to deliver care on a shoestring 
budget," said Dixon. "The taxpayers 
don't want to pay for better health care." 
Critics of the privatization move 
agreed that most people don't want to see 
more bucks going to medical care for 
inmates. But they claim that the privately 
run service skimps too much, tends only 
to the bottom line and gets little county 
oversight. According to Prison Health 
Services' contract, the jail administrator 
is responsible for that oversight. Jail 
administrator Jeffrey Newton did not 
return phone calls seeking comment. 
"I think we should only provide 
inmates the minimum services to keep 
them in good health," said Plummer. "In 
the past, we probably went overboard 
offering more services than we should 
have." 
Commissioner Peter Feeney dis-
agreed. "Overall, I'm completely against 
privatization of any portion of the jail, " 
said Feeney. "Any time you privatize 
one of these things, you lose control of 
the overall operation. What a lot of those 
private companies do for the first two 
years is give you a good price. And after 
that, forget it. They're trying to make a 
profit." 
Granfield said during the first two 
years of the contract, she was able to talk 
Prison Health out of increasing prices, 
even though such hikes were provided 
for in the written agreement. As a result, 
in 1996, she recommended extending the 
contract - which would have ended in 
1997 ---:- for two years. The company has 
asked for more money this year, she said, 
claiming its costs have risen as the 
inmate population grew from about 200 
'a day in 1995 to over 250 a day in 1997. 
Meanwhile, said Feeney, nobody's 
really looking at how good ajob the com-
pany's doing. He objected to Plummer's 
attitude that jail inmates don't deserve 
the same level of health care as those on 
the outside. "There's a difference 
between a prison and a jail," he said. 
"There are a number of people in there" 
awaiting trial who are acquitted. 
John Connors, a former longtime vol-
unteer at the jail, said there's a blatant 
lack of oversight of health care. "I don't 
think we're getting any medical audit-
ing," said Connors, who work~d at 
Mercy Hospital for 15 years, where he 
said he became familiar with such proce-
dures. "I think we're just relying on an 
outside company's word." 
County officials say they have no 
qualms about Prison Health's perfor-
mance. The decision to can the company 
is purely financial. "It's 100 percent bet-
ter than when we did it ourselves," said 
Commissioner Esther Clenott. "It was 
such a mish-mosh before . We had to 
bring private doctors in." 
The current contract provides for a 
physician for four hours a week, a psy-
chiatrist for two hours a week, a full-time 
nurse administrator and four full-time 
nurses . Prison Health doesn't provide 
any dental services, which are optional 
under its contract. 
Connors said having a psychiatrist for 
only two hours a week "is pretty bogus." 
Inmates say they're suffering as a result. 
Rita Mae Devito, who's been jailed since 
the middle of December, said she desper-
ately needs medication for her manic-
depression and anxiety disorder, and has 
asked numerous times to see a psychia-
trist. So far, she said, she hasn't. 
"You're stuck up and down," said 
Devito, who said she's serving time for 
shoplifting. "You have fits of mania , 
you're crying all the time. I tell the nurses 
can I have my medication, and they just 
laugh." 
Last April, Raymond Maxwell, 
another jail inmate, said he suffered from 
an abscessed tooth. For 10 days, he said, 
he was only given aspirin while the pain 
worsened. One Friday, he said the pain 
got so bad that "I almost had tears com-
ing out of my eyes. I was getting to the'" 
point where I thought, what do I have to 
do, pound my head against the wall and 
show blood?" Since the doctor only 
comes to the jail on Tuesdays, he was 
told nothing could be done. 
So Maxwell, who said he's been con-
victed of possession of cocaine with 
intent to distribute, had his wife get pre-
scriptions for an antibiotic and painkiller 
from the family dentist_ She brought the 
drugs to the jail, where Maxwell said the 
staff nurses administered them to him. 
Prison Health's Dixon said that 
couldn't have happened. "We wouldn't 
give medication that comes in from 
home," she said. 
County commissioners are scheduled 
to request new bids to run the health pro-
gram at their January meeting. 
Homeless shelters 
Checking up 
Violations lead Portland to 
do more inspecting 
Portland is stepping up its inspections 
of homeless shelters and emergency resi-
dences. Triggered by findings that 
the Arnie Hanson Center on India 
Street had numerous code violations 
("Dysfunctional shelter," 10.23.97), the 
city decided in December to inspect all 
shelters on a monthly basis. 
"When we realized Arnie Hanson was 
an issue, we expanded the program to 
give it anothc!t set of eyes," said Mark 
Adelson, the city's director of housing 
and neighborhood services. Last fall, the 
state found various fire code violations 
and overcrowded conditions at Arnie 
Hanson, a shelter for alcoholics run by 
Catholic Charities Maine. 
Adelson said he and Bob Duranleau, 
the city's social service director, asked a 
group of advocates for the homeless to 
develop the new plan. City code enforce-
ment officers do the inspections. 
Four shelters have been checked so 
far, said Adelson, and they were "all in 
pretty good shape. Most of these are very 
well~run shelters." 
Previously, the city only inspected its 
own programs - the Oxford Street and 
Chestnut Street shelters. Now seven oth-
ers are included: Arnie Hanson; Evodia 
House, also operated by Cath~lic 
Charities; The Bridge, operated by 
Ingraham; ·the YWCA shelter; Serenity 
House; Bell Street Properties; and the 
Family Crisis Center. 
The new effort has been met with con-
cern by shelter managers. Tim McBrady, 
program director for Serenity House, a 
residence for chemically dependent men, 
said he knew nothing about the inspec-
tions. "I'm surprised," said McBrady. 
"Some things happen around here with-
out our knowledge." 
''I'm a little concerned about the con-
fidentiality of the women and children .. 
said Lois Reckitt, director of the Family 
Crisis Center, a domestic violence shel-
ter, "I'm also concerned [about] who's 
doing the inspecting." Since the center is 
in an unidentified location, she said, 
"somebody [from the city] has got to be 
sworn to secrecy. " 
The Maine State Housing Authority 
(MSHA) has also stepped up its inspec-
tions of shelters. ~e it used to do year-
ly checks of programs with MSHA 
mortgages, the authority recently decid-
ed to review all shelters that it funds, 
including eight in Portland. 
Adelson said doing more inspections 
will not mean beefing up the code 
enforcement budget. "It's not that it costs 
more money," he said. "It takes time 
away from other things that need to be 
done. But then again, just for peace of 
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Do You Really Want To Face This Tonight?? 
... t Us Cook F r .YA u! 
o Table-Ready Entrees. Breads, Wines, Cheese. 
• Delicious Desserts • 
Gnat joMJ .. .jOf flu nuVcjng or flu hlicing---
435 Cortage Road· Soum Portland· 767-1500 
A Full-Sn-vict Market· Open 7 Days 
Repeat Performance 
has new and used 
gear for winter fun ••• 
o _150 sleeping bags, $153 & $158 
• Snowshoes from Tubbs & MSR, $99 and up 
• Trekking poles, $44/pair 
• Plus lots of other great deals! 
• Stop by - and then get outdoors! 
a ~a~!c!5!~e~!~~~ar~~~th~n~ 
• 
50lA Woodford St., Portland· 879-1410 
near comer of Woodford & Brighton Ave. 
RES TAU RAN T 
NOW ACCEPTING 
RESERVATIONS 
FOR ALL PARTIES 
GEARY'S BEER DINNER 
JANUARY 12, 1998 - 7:00PM 
A FIVE COURSE MEAL PAIRED 
WITH GEARY'S PORTFOLIO. 
RESERVATIONS ONLY. 
$30.00 PER PERSON, 
PLUS TAX AND GRATUITY. 
LUNCH MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
I 1 :30AM-3PM 
DINNER SEVEN NIGHTS STARTING AT 5PM 
201-1&0-&966 
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• LAEl MORGAN 
T he loss of a post office is often the death of small communities , so when Cliff Island was threat-
ened by a downgrade 
early in November, Bob Howard reacted 
by posting a call for help on the Internet. 
Noting the postal service would be doing 
a "snail" mail count over the next week 
or so; he called for island backers to 
utilize the postal service to the fullest. 
"Drop someone on the Island a note. 
Send in your CIA [Cliff Island 
Association) dues early," Howard 
on 
• 
suggested on the island web page 
(www.ime.netl-clijislel) . "If nothing else 
send off a handful of empty envelopes. 
Maybe you can start a chain e-mail of 
sorts and send off a request for snail mail 
to all the people in your address book 
with a request they do the same. Use the 
following address: CI Postal Committee, 
Cliff Island, ME 04019." 
Howard has good reason to place his 
faith in cyberspace, because it has 
already helped him solve one -major 
problem. The Cliff Island carpenter 
established his website in April 1995 as a 
way to lure families to that remote 
community, where the population had 
dropped below 60 and the school had 
only one student. 
Howard's efforts, which generated 
considerable media publicity, brought 
over 1,300 inquires, with three families 
making commitments to move in. The 
Cliff Island school now has 13 students 
- more than double the number 
required to keep it in operation. 
The Cliff Island story is just one 
example of Maine's fast-growing 
Internet culture. Hop online, hook up to 
a search engine, and you'll find a 
multitude of businesses and individuals 
who are using the Internet to make 
money and connect with the rest of 
Maine and the world. 
For Ted and Connie St. Pierre of 
Tourmaline Media, the Internet offers a 
chance at global recognition and access 
to markets they sacrificed by moving 
their music-recording operations from 
Boston to Bethel in 1980. Broadening 
their scope, the couple began producing 
humor, publishing 17 of Joe Perham's 
dialogues and epics like "Hugh Maine, 
Moose Ranger." Now the company is 
also doing well w,:ith ambient music and 
indie rock, all marketed through a series 
of websites in addition to the traditional 
catalog. 
"I taught myselfHTML [Internet web 
page code). For a while our site 
Cambridge, England, where scientists 
had trained a camera on their office 
coffee pot, a sort of online existentialist 
joke. But his old Macintosh crashed 
before he had more than a glimpse of the 
cyberspace phenomenon. Undaunted, he 
prowled electronic libraries, explored 
academic sites and decided the Internet 
was here to stay. On March 7, 1995, he 
put a modest electronic version of his 
paper up on Miller's MaineStreet server, 
beating the Boston Phoenix by a month to 
make CBW the first alternative 
newspaper in the nation with its own 
website. 
Meanwhile, the University of Maine 
became one of the first colleges in the 
nation to wire its dorms for the Internet. 
Maine was among the first five states in 
America to put u~ a website 
Maine 
businesses look 
to the Internet 
for profit 
[home.earthlink.netl-tourmaline) just sat 
there," Connie St. Pierre says. "But then 
I listed it on I 00 search engines. It took 
me all day, but now the site really means 
sales. " 
The state's interest in cyberspace is 
relatively new. Although the Internet 
became easily accessible to the American 
public in the late 1980s, Maine's first 
provider (maine.net.inc, slarted by 
Andrew Robinson and Christopher 
Miller) did not come online until April 
1994 and dissolved shortly thereafter. 
Mark Fevola from Bangor bought some 
of maine. net's equipment to start Agate 
Internet (www.agate.nttl) - now 
Maine's oldest provider with the largest 
wide area network. 
Miller, who had been a solar-heating 
contractor, started MaineStreet 
Communications (www.maint.com) with 
his wife, Nancy King. Robinson, a 
Bangor native who'd been working for 
the Corporation for Research and 
Educational Networking in Washington, 
D.C., went on to found Portland's 
netMAINE (www.nmi.net).anInternet 
integration, security and software 
engineering firm. And by November 
1994, the list included Portland Internet 
Corp. (now Great Works) and PSI, a 
Virginia-based provider. 
During this period, Wayne Curtis, 
then editor of CBW, logged onto a site in 
I 
(www.state.me.us). and the first to provide 
Internet connections to every school and 
library, thus making cyberspace readily 
available to the public. 
Without much fanfare, about 400 
software manufacturers have set up shop 
in Maine. There are now about 50 
Internet service providers to choose 
from. Inte.rnet services merited their 
own category in the Portland Yellow 
Pages for the first time this year. Maine 
residents have been much quicker to sign 
up for Time Warner's high-tech 
computer cable system, called Road 
Runner (www.twmaine.coml".htm). than 
residents of the five other states where 
the company has test sites. And many 
Portlanders patronize JavaNet Cafe 
(www.javantt.com). which opened last 
February in downtown Portland for 
those who like to log on while they drink 
coffee in public. 
Almost half of Maine citizens own a 
personal computer, according to 
statistics released by Pan Atlantic, from 
its Strategic . Marketing Services 
Omnibus Poll - ahead of the national 
average of about 42 percent. Nearly half 
of personal computer owners in Maine 
are linked to the Internet, according to 
the October report. Thirty-six p.ercent of 
Internet users indicated they browse the 
Internet daily, while 23 percent browse 
every couple of days. 
Despite this edge, there is still some 
catching up to do. "Maine is at the end 
of every pipeline, including the 
Internet," Miller says. "Maybe not dead 
last, but certainly not leading the pack." 
Website designer Janet Harvie 
mortgaged her father's truck and 
borrowed from her credit union to start 
a website design company, Portland 
WebSmith (www.PortlandWebSmith.com). 
in a storefront. She finds Internet 
sophistication growing among the small 
businesses she serves, but admits that 
much of her job is still education. 
"If you don't keep up 
some kind of a 
presence you're going 
to be left out." 
- Don Harper, 
Biddeford 
businessman 
"About twice a week, someone comes 
in and asks, 'Just where is this Internet, 
anyway?'" she says. "When I tell them 
it's all over, it makes them pretty 
nervous. 
"Maine people first and foremost are 
a hard sell, but a lot of people do find it 
useful. I say it's just like the telephone. 
People will grow into it, although right 
now there's not a feeling of huge need." 
"It's a mixed bag. Some parts of the 
state are well-served, while others do not 
do so well," observes George 
Markowsky, owner of Trefoil Software 
(www.doleta.govlprogramslonetI3ItsldOOl. 
htm), which has a contract with the U.S. 
Department of Labor. Markowsky 
joined the Computer Science 
Department at the University of Maine 
Orono in 1984, serving twice as 
department chair and is on staff as a 
professor. "We still don 't have a Ph.D. 
computer program in this state although 
there are noises that it may happen in 
the near future ," he says. 
Yet for a poor state that was about the 
last in the union to hook up television, 
Maine's computer literacy is surprising. 
"We're not yet like Massachusetts 
where you can register your car, but we 
will be putting a short form for tax 
returns over the Internet," says Bob 
Mayer, the state's chief information 
officer for computing. "You can already 
request tourism information, although 
we send it back regular mail. There are 
the minutes for [the] Legislature and by 
next summer we hope to have bill status 
on line, the text of bills and bill tracking. 
We're working a program to sell fishing 
licenses." 
During his election campaign, Gov. 
Angus King promised to improve the 
statewide information infrastructure ang 
create a business-oriented economic 
database. Most feel Maine's school and 
library connections to the Internet fulfill 
the first promise, and the database -
which helps prospective investors 
explore transportation networks, 
potential labor force , etc., in any area of 
the state - is now available through 
local economic development officers. 
Michael Scott, project coordinator for 
computing and network services for 
University of Maine, who also founded 
and directs ASAP, a high-tech student 
media group, is pleased with Maine 's 
computing infrastructure and its 100 
percent digital switching system. "The 
University of Maine has a fiber optic 
network between campuses, and our 
conferencing system, First Class, has 
about 9,900 users," he says. "Quite often 
the non-technical people have the most 
content. That's why we made sure they 
got on line." 
Scott is concerned about Maine's 
computer "brain drain," a problem 
brought. home recently when three of his 
most gifted students took high-paying 
jobs with major companies on the West ' 
Coast. 
But Joe Kumiszcza, executive director 
of the Maine Software Developers 
Association (www.mesda.coml). points 
out his organizatibn -,- started a decade 
ago by George Markowsky with four 
members - now represents 70 high-tech 
companies that succeeded in lobbying 
the state to take the tax off software 
products. 
"Recently we had a job fair that 
attracted 700," he says, noting people 
like John Scully, of Apple fame, Bob 
Metcalf, originator of ethernet, a widely 
used computer network hardware, and 
Tom Demarco, who writes computer 
books, all summer here. "It's the quality 
oflife that's attracting them." 
But it is Maine's amateur users who 
are the most interesting. Beverly 
Johnson launched her lively Chebeague 
Island site (web. nlis. net I -bjohnson I 
Chebeag. html#2) to keep residents and 
summer visitors up on local news . 
Although she;: and her husband recently ' 
limited their spare time by adopting 
three children from the former Soviet 
Union, and Johnson ' s plumbing 
business keeps her busy, she continues to 
host the site, delighted by responses from 
former residents living as far away as 
Indonesia and Egypt. 
Jeffrey Day is puzzled because the 
simple site his wife put together for their 
travel agencies (home.aol.comldaystravel) 
appears in the midst of a long steamy 
listing that can be gotten by typing 
"Maine" and "sex " in some search 
engines. But then, so does Dirigo Maine 
Coon Cats Information (www.geocities. 
com I Heartland 12250Icooncat.html). 
The business Day gets directly from 
his site (which consists of a brief bio and 
800 numbers for his offices in Bangor, 
Skowhegan, Waterville , Augusta, 
Lewiston and Brunswick) does not 
appear to pay for its cost, which is a 
complaint of many who do not offer a 
return e-mail address or promote their 
web presence. 
"Basically it's a business tool, a client 
service," says Rich Vaglia, who built 
web pages for his Caribou Presentations 
(www.maine.com/caribou) in 1995. "My 
pages haven't paid for themselves 
directly. It's a vehicle for disseminating 
information." 
While sites promoting tourism like 
Cliff House (www.maine.comlc/if!housel) 
and sophisticated electronic catalogues 
like L.L. Bean (www.//bean.coml) prompt 
users to order online, results are not 
always tangible for more modest efforts. 
"When we started, there were less 
than 20 in the state of Maine who had a 
website," says Don Harper, who markets 
Internet services 
merited their own 
category in the 
Portland Yellow Pages 
for the first time this 
year. 
berry products from his Whistling Wings 
Farm in Biddeford, with a prize-winning 
site of his own creation . "We'd been 
mailing out 15,000 catalogs at a cost of 
maybe $5 ,000, plus a lot oflabor. On the 
web we could hit 15 million at basically I 
percent of that cost. The secret is in 
marketing your Internet site. You 
wouldn't build a store, open the door 
and just expect people to come." 
Harper says traffic to his folksy, 
informative pages (www.wwfarm.coml) 
has built steadily, but usually does not 
produce direct orders. "People come up 
on vacation and tell us they're here 
JANUARY 8, 1998 u 
because they saw our site. Actually we're 
considering taking our catalog off and 
just putting on more general 
information. We get e-mail requests for 
l our catalog," Harper says. "If you don't 
keep up some kind of a presence you're 
going to be left out." 
Nancy King of Mainestreet happily 
reports the company ' s customers are 
now 20 percent individuals and 80 
percent businesses. Originally, it was just 
the opposite . Her venture currently 
produces on-line publications like the 
soon-to-be-renamed Biz, which she 
predicts will be supported by advertising 
within another year. 
"I think that is the model for the 
future," King says. The company hosts 
automatically refreshed databases and 
virtual networks, which connect 
businesses to the Internet full time. "If 
! one company buys another and one 
office has Macs while the other is IBM, 
we can allow a seamless interface," she 
says. "We help businesses engineer for 
FTP sites. We can make it possible for a 
sales team to access a password-
protected site where they can check their 
merchandise and place orders." 
As for the future, Mark Fevola speaks 
for many fellow pioneers who have 
( 
watched the Internet's presence grow. 
"I already see laptops on the tractors 
- which does not mean they have 
cellular modems and network 
connections ... but more and more 
people are computing," he says . 
"Unfortunately, we are not using 
Internet and datacom technology to its 
potential; rather, we are wasting its 
resources with absurdities such as online 
safaris, casinos, smut and virtual florists . 
"The younger generations, the quick 
learners, the scientists and the 
corporations are the ones who 
understand and create useful functions 
for this medium: research , commerce, 
education, communication. The Internet 
won't bring Maine into the future; rather 
it will augment and enhance Maine 
culture - just like it would were we 
anywhere else in the world." 
Lae/ Morgan is a professor at the University of 
Alaska and a website consultant to CB W. 
: 
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WINSTON BOX 
16 mg. "tar". 1.1 mg. nicotine 
avo per cigarette by FTC method. 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking 
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health. 
Why can't jeans ads be-this real? 
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WANTTO STARTYOUR OWN BUSINEssr 
PICK OUR BRAINS! 
We're SCORE (Service Corps Of Retired Executives) with SS successful & experienced 
managers from top companies throughout the country available to help you. 
Workshop Series workshops sponsored by: 
• Writing a Business Plan 





o n_ MF/eel 
KeyBank 
• How to buy a business 
Peo~les Heritage 
The Bunk 0/ Ma inc. • Marketing & Sales 
Free individual counseling also available 
Contact us for additional information on this workshop series or the 
February schedule at 207-772-1147 or email: score53@maine.org 
Bring a copy of this ad and your partner will attend at no charge, a $10 value 
$CORE MEANS BUSINE$$ 
}. C . LEE 
BOUTIQUE 
Soft 1Jressing for rwomen 
rhinkahead 
Stock up on Summer Plax 
Sale $10 and up 
58 EXCHANGE ST. 
PORTLAND 
207-773-6771 
85 MARKET ST. 
PORTSMOUTH 
603-431-3942 
!<nown for Maple and Green Mountain Coffee 
Roasters. Now, Maple MQnda; ~ to MaineJ · 
TRY A CAFE VERMoNT FUR 
THE PRICE OF A ~ rot''FEEf 
[afll Vermont. our masl papular signalUre drink. combines III, freshesl caffee 
with dislinct flavor of pure Vermanl maple syrup from Highland Sugarwarb. 
15 T ...... 5t. • PwtIond 
VioM .. _ s.6 PwtIond _ .. c..-..... ....... 
....... 10 Shop lis-. 
GREAT HOT oR mID! 
GREEN 
MtlJINTAIN 113-303& 
_A~c 0 F FEE 
,@aOASTEas 
S· 
Are You About to Become Engaged? 
A Diamond to Express Your Deepest Emotions. 
When you give a gift of a diamond to someone you love, it carries with it some of your most 
cherished and personal emotions. We understand. We think aboul the man who will give this dia-
mond and the woman who will receive it and the imponance that this symbol will represent as their 
commitment to each other grows with each passing year. It is with these thoughts that we select 
each diamond that is to become part of our Cross Collection. We want every diamond from our 
store to be something which we too would be proud to give to one of our loved ones. Come 
experience the thrill of discovery and the most beauliful diamond money can buy al the very hest 
value you will find anywhere. 
Cross Jewelers 
The Upstairs Jewelry Store 
570 Congres77~~:sg~and, ME 04101 
0 93 
Donate plasma and earn 
up to SISO/mth 
Ask about our new donor programs 
(or if you haven't donated in six months) 
PORTLAND BIOLOGICALS 
685 Congress St. • Portland • 772-5715 
Hours M W F 8-4 • T Th 9:30-6 
Sat 8-3 • Sun 8-2 
Be~t person in Portand _________ _ 
BestJV p~rsonality'___ _________ _ 
Best weather forecaster 
-'-"---
Best writer (CaW staff not eligible.!...) ___ _ 
Best waiter 
Best chef 
Best radio DJ 
Best bartender 
Local politician you tru:;t most 
Local politician you trust leas.! 
Best breakfast join.!. 
Best lunch 
Best dinner for cheap 
Best dinner 
if money's no object 
Best new restaurant 
(opened after 1/1/97) 
BE!st pl§lc~ for a romantic d~ ___ _ 
Best brunch 
---~~--...!..,-
~e~t fre~ ~ts~t... hapPYJ!.0u_r__ _ __ _ 
Best coffee ~p"o.!... _ _ ____ ~ __ _ 
Best sidewalk food cart -- -- ---
Best bread 
Best desserts 
---- --_ ......... ;.:......-






Best Italian sandwich 
~---------------T! 
Be,st ~ra.!:p::::s _____ _ 
Best fried clams 
Be.s!.~as~ _ 
~~S!._lo_b_ste~r~r~o~II ________ ~. __ ~ __ 
~est vegetarian fOO::.d ______ ~-___:_=--
Best neighb~rhood bar 
Best local band 
-"" ----.--.. __ .. _-_._--
Best local solo music artist 
Best local album of 1997 
Best live music venue 
Best radio stat::;io:.:.n:.-___________ _ 
Best theatrical production 
~stplaceJ£pla~~po::.o~I~ ______________ _ 
Be~t_ place to pICl.Y~arts _____ _ 
4' 
Ah, Portland. How do we love thee? 
et us count the ways. 
It's- time to vote for the Best of Portland, 
CBW's annual love fest, · in which we 
elebrate all that is most wonderful about 
I ur town (and some of the things that aren't 
o wonderful, as well). So get out your 
riting ute.nsils and fill out the categories 
ou care about. 
Confine your nominations to people and 
laces within our coverage area (roughl 
runswick to Windham to Old Orchard 
each). If you wax poetic, we might use your 
omments when we write up the winners in 
ur issue of March 12. 
All entries must be in our hot little hands 
y 5 p.m. on Feb. 6. Vote early, but no 
ften. Photocopied entries will not be 
ccepted. 
Best place .~ danc~ ___ _ 
Best bookstore 
l!es.!..!apeiCD store 
Best movie theater 
Best place for a free date - .......... --.... 
Best s~rting~vent __ _ 




Best bicycle shop~ ___________ _ 
Best laundromat -=.:.::..:c...,-_ 
Best junk store 
Best_tailo::..r ___ _ 
B~st place for out.;:d.::.oo:::r'-!g~e:.:a:.:.r ____________ _ 
Best fishmon er 
Best jeweler ___________ _ 
Best place to get .:::a..:.h::::a:::.ir~cu::..:t~ _________ _ 
Best place for tattoos and piercings 
Best manicure 
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Best massage ther~~st 
Best health club 
Best doctor 
Best corner store - ----
Best florist 
Most honest garage 
Best appliance repair 
Best use of taxpayers' money 
Worst abuse of taxpayers' money 
Best bureaucracy 
to deal with 
Worst bureaucracy 
to deal with 
Most ~ffective citizen group 
Best gas station 
Best pottery shop 
Best day care 
Best local website 
.- BEST PLACES 
Best building 
!:lgliest _building 
Worst intersection for pedestrians - _._--
Best Portland neighborhood 
~est p~ce ~r ~ ~ke_nd getaway 
Best beach 
Best park ___ _ 
~est_pla~ to walk a 90g 
Bes~ company ~ wor~ f~r 
Best temp agency to work for -- - -- - .... 
Best public bathroom~ 
.·I:ro·):j=iti:r·ltR#I 
Did you think of something we overlooked? 
Here's your chance to create' your own 
-
c~tegor~s a;.:nd:::...::·a:;.:n;:s:.:w::.e:.:rs:.:.. ____ . ______ _ 
Name: 
City/town.:.:. ____________ _ 
Daytime phone number 
(in case we have question~.L:): ______ _ 
Mail or drop off ballot: 
Best of Portland 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress Street 
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Private property 
T he deep-seated American mistrust of government has led to a nationwide craze for privatization of services, with folks like Ross Perot leading the 
charge. Private companies, the argument goes, are more cost-efficient at running 
public institutions than government agencies, giving taxpayers more bang for their 
buck. Jails and prisons have been prime targets in the drive to turn over 
government functions to profit-making concerns, probably because the public at 
large cares less about what happens to people in jail than what happens to people 
o-rama," page 8). The Council originally voted to open only one polling place for 
the election - which will decide an issue of major importance to the people of 
Maine. The decision was doubly disheartening because it will be hard enough to 
get out the vote for this single-issue midwinter election - ' without limiting the 
number of places where ballots can be cast. 
SO 
NOTED 
on the outside. 
But privatization isn't always the panacea its boosters' tout. 
The Cumberland County commissioners, who in 1994 hired a 
. ~ T~",~-ba"d finn to pro"de .",U' "'" to """"" " th, 
,.. Cumberland County jail, have discovered the county isn't 
saving as much as expected. After initially satisfactory results, , 
costs have been rising at an unexpected rate. Some inmates are .1 
complaining about the quality and accessibility of the care they are offered. And ! 
critics of privatization, including Commissioner Peter Feeney, claim the way 
things are now, the county can't exercise appropriate control over delivery of 
services. 
The commissioners will be considering new bids for the jail's health services 
this month. But will one private company be better than another? The answer 
might not be in the private sector, but rather in having government take back 
control of services within its own institutions. It's worth talking about. 
Southern exposure 
In the end, the councilors backed down on their foolish and apparently 
unlawful decision. But they didn't change their minds because they suddenly saw 
the light and wanted to do the righteous thing. They did it because they got sued 
by the Maine Civil Liberties Union. It was a small victory for civil rights 
advocates, but every such victory is important. 
Why does this matter? Because Maine needs a law protecting the civil rights of 
all its citizens - more, apparently, than even we had thought. The hate-f1lled 
remarks of Christian Civic League director Michael Heath, who said in a 
fundraising letter that "Homosexuality is appropriately stigmatized by civilized 
people," proved anti-gay discrimination is very real - as if there were ever any 
doubt. 
When this paper hits the streets, ~1ection day on this vital civil rights legislation 
will only be a month away. Don't forget to go to the polls (don't worry, we'll 
remind you again). Find your own polling place and exercise your right to vote, 




In order to save a mere $5,000, the South Portland City Council was willing to 
make it harder to vote in the Feb. 10 referendum on gay rights legislation ("News-
Casco Bay Wool Works, a business mentioned in our article "Manufacturing 
• success" (12.4.97), is owned by Dory-Anna Richards. 
State child abuse 
Casco Bay Weekly w<lcomes 
your leans. P/~ keep your 
rhoughts ro kss rhan 300 worrls 
(Iong<r lerrers may he editd for 
spact reasons), and indude your 
address and dayrime phone 
number. Lerrers, Casco Bay 
W«kiy, 561 Congrtss Sr., 
Portumd. ME 0410{ or via 
e·mail:edirol@cbw.maine.ccmt. 
Sharon Bass' "A father for the state" (12.18.97) 
completely fails to address some of the most pressing 
issues in child abuse. Ask anyone involved in protective 
custody work, either as a representative of parents 
accused of abusing their children or as guardian ad litem 
for those children, and chances are you'll be told that I 
Department of Human Services (DHS) caseworkers are 
too often just as untrained as the court-appointed special 
advocates profiled in Bass' article, but that rarely stops 
them from making quick decisions and then spending 
the next few years defending the logistical turf they have 
backed themselves into. The children are reduced to 
pawns in the caseworkers' personal power plays. 
Nor is it true by a long shot that DHS only intervenes 
in the most egregious cases. Harassment of parents, if 
not outright removal of their children for no better 
reason than that the worker feels like it, is woefully 
common. In fact, DHS is now being investigated by 
federal officials for taking action against non-English-
speaking parents who are never provided with 
interpreters ("No speak English? Too bad," 12.17.97). 
Which is to say children are being removed from parents 
, 
LETTERS 
who may be deficient only in the magic words needed to 
communicate their fitness. And too few guardians an; 
prepared or willing to contest inappropriate decisions. 
The glowing report on Allie McCormack avoids these 
issues completely. Even if McCormack is Santa in 
disguise, he does not present a balanced or complete 
picture of the situation. It is unfortunate that Ms. Bass 
opted for the "feel good" approach to journalism, for 
'until serious investigative reporting is conducted, the 
problems will likely continue. And children, who mayor 
may not have been abused by their parents, will continue 





Nearer, my God 
As a reformed atheist and mystical dilettante, I was 
piqued by Aaron Belmont's letter ("From an educated 
atheist") in your 12.25.97 issue. I have always been wary 
of organized religions, while fascinated by the mystical 
traditions at their core. So many believers need to 
demonize unbelievers, as if that will make their own 
faith stronger. 
Belmont should take heart, though, for things could 
be a lot worse if he were, say, a fervent Christian who 
had a direct experience of God and tried to convey it to 
the congregation. Look what happened to Joan of Arc 
and many others. 
It's quite possible that a compassionate atheist is 
closer to God than a mean-spirited believer. 
Jeff Hotchkiss 
Yarmouth 
More good ideas 
Here's the list, folks, 24 ideas for a better Portland: 
I) More sarcastic and ironic humor. Idlever fails to 
make me laugh. 
2) Full nudity in the adult services ad section. 
3) Have AI Diamon write an entire issue. 
4) Expand "Portland Pleasure Seekers" to an entire 
page. 
5) Jokes about Joe Soley - I just can't get enough of 
'em! 
6) Popular election of the receptionist. 
7) A cornucopia of corny comic strips. 
8) Cheesy artwork. 
9) Sainthood for Betty Noyce. 
10) Feature articles about stuff that nobody cares 
aboU:t. 
11) Move "This Modem World" to the front pages, 
since it's the only thing that anybody reads. 
12) Dis the Press Herald and City Council - now 
that's irreverence! 
13) Give Zoe Miller a laxative. 
14) Out with Elizabeth Peavey, in with Joe Brennan. 
IS) Exposes on such 'Villains as Kim Block and Les 
Otten. 
16) It's written on the ceiling. 
17) A 60 percent recycling rate on jokes. 
18) More Anglo-Saxon blandness. 
c,raw\spac,t, 
Growing up in Portland during the '70s, 
I remember the fire department would test all 
the civil defense sirens at noon every Saturday. 
Why did it stop? 
Well, first of all, says Portland firefighter Bob Bachelder, the fire 
deparunent had nothing to do with the sirens. He says the "state 
emergency broadcast-type system" did. In the '7Os, 'TV and radio 
stations took over the civil defense tests in an effort to reach 
more people. "I remember the sirens as a kid growing up in the 
late '50~," says Bachelder. Were they loud and annoying! "No," 
he says. "They only lasted a couple of minutes. And you knew it 
was going to happen." 
Got a burning question about life in Greater Portland? let 
C8Ws crack investigotive squad sort it out for you. Those whose questions are 
selected 'or publication will recei •• a complimentary SPAM® r.frigeratar 
magnet CBW Q, 561 Congress St. Portland, ME 04101, or by fox: 775-1615. 
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19) Large breasts. 
20) Photos of more interesting subjects - drying 
paint, PTA meetings, Zoe's baogers, etc. 
21) College-dropout writing quality. 
22) Sarah Goodyear blow-up-dolls. 
23) Half-assed liberalism. 
24) Print this letter. 
Zachary Smith 
Standish 
"Chasing Amy" defended 
There are two issues I would like to take up with your 
news intern, Jonathan Adams, and both issues deal with 
his year-end "review", of the film "Chasing Amy" 
("Movies," 12.25.97). 
Unlike Mr. Adams, I found "Chasing Amy" to be 
quite brilliant. It hit all the right buttons for me -
laughter, tears and a healthy dose of Jay and Silent Bob. I 
thought this was one of the best-written fllms I have ever 
seen and the acting was honest and real. And for director-
writer Kevin Smith to create a $250,000 mm and have it 
make over $12. million in the U.S. alone is an incredible 
accomplishment. 
Interestingly enough, Mr. Adams' critique was, sadly, 
the first negative response I have heard about "Chasing 
Amy," although he is, of course, entitled to his own 
opinion. But, come on, "stinker of the year"?!? We 
obviously didn't see the same "Chasing Amy." And he 
surely must not have seen the cinematic crap "Batman 
and Robin," "U-Turn" or "The Crucible." 
The second issue regarding "Chasing Amy" is Mr. 
Adams' use of the paraphrase from the website "Suck." 
Let me ·see if I understand this. If you were to meet 
someone interesting and enjoyed spending time with this 
person, but then found out this person liked "Chasing 
Amy" - you would actually risk a potential friendship 
over a movie?!? What does that say about you?!? It's a 
complete load of shit. If I were to meet someone I 
thought was really cool, and then they come out and say 
"Fear'l is the best movie ever, well ... I would disagree ' 
with them, but I wouldn't end a potential friendship 
because of it. That would be just plain stupid. 
If this type of infantile attitude continues for you 
personally, Mr. Adams, it is my opinion that you will 
end ~p alone. Get a fucking grip and lighten up. 
Q.1 OMD ~~~~J 
R. Louis Raymond 
Portland 
Vile Oiamon 
Despite AI Diamon's posturing as a cynical, 
microbrew-swigging pundit, I have always found his 
writing tedious and his politics to be of the uninspiring, 
right-of-center, neo-liberalism variety. 
My usual reaction to an AI Diamon column is a yawn, 
but after reading his "25 ideas for a better Portland" 
feature (12.25.97) I was revolted. The article is typical 
Diamon, rambling along laboriously, making lame 
attempts at humor while critiquing various Portland 
residents and institutions. It is "idea" number seven 
where Diamon takes the plunge from juvenile to vile. He 
attempts to take the Press Herald to task for shoddy and 
sensational journalism. This is a charge that has merit, 
but, as an example, Diamon erroneously cites the paper's 
eight-part story on alcoholism. In his critique, Diamon 
equated alcoholism with "chapped lips" and redundant 
radio airplay. I found this ignorant and callous. Diamon 
views the working class subjects featured in the story with 
contempt, ridicules their low-brow taste in alcoholic 
beverages, while relegating the devastation of excessive 
drinking as a mere annoyance. 
The Press Herald piece was informative, well-written 
and included numerous statistics that placed the feature 
beyond the realm of anecdotal. 
Diamon is in good company. His pro-alcohol ranting 
is shared by Press Herald editorialist, Christian zealot and 
right-wing xenophobe M.D. Harmon. 
Yours in disgust. 
Snook Cole 
Portland 
Where the wild things aren't 
This is a response to comments from Sharman 
Wendell, Nathan Smith, and Alexander Jaegerman 
about the Eastern Promenade trail ("Hail to the trail," 
12.25.97). I see no reason to celebrate the exorbitant 
expenditure of money on the Eastern Prom trail, 
especially at a time when our schools are screaming for 
money and the Portland Public Library has fewer than a 
dozen books published after 1960. The library is a 
resource we all can benefit from, but it has a low priority 
when placed side by side with an opportunity to 
reconstruct nature. 
I, like Berry Manter ("Wild thing," 12.4.97), used to 
enjoy observing the multitudes of different wildflowers 
and seeing new ones arrive with the changing of seasons. 
Wendell & Co. mention how little impact the 
reconstruction had on the plant life, but from my 
observation, all that remains in the immediate 30-40-foot-
wide area of the trail is grass, tar and some transplanted 
bushes. The hillside, which is and was predominantly 
wild grass, remains. 
The trail itself is now being promoted as a tourist 
attraction, which may not have been the intent but is the 
reality. I used to enjoy looking out at the ocean without 
the distraction of the artificial lights. Now, there is no 
sense in looking. The winter carnival is another typical 
misguided attempt at capturing the holiday 'spirit, at the 
cost of the enjoyment of nature. Why not put the time 
and energy used in constructing this eyesore into the 
construction of a shelter for people who are in need? 
Nature, it seems, simply cannot be enjoyed or endured 
by people any longer. Before the trail, we had a beautiful 
area that needed no human intervention to be beautiful. 
Now, we have to hire someone to maintain the grass, 
plant flowers and trim the shrubs. All can now enjoy the 
highly "planned" attraction of the East End. Our motto: 
"Here, nothing is left to mere chance." 
Finally, anyone was free to walk where the trail exists 
now before it was built. Wendell probably considers 
anyone who has ever taken a walk in the woods to be an 
adventurer. For that matter, anyone who walks on dirt 
rather than tar could be considered to be on a safari. 
Ifwe don't find a cure for "man-made madness" there 
will be no more nature left to· enjoy. We need to examine 
why we as humans need to manipulate things before they 
can be enjoyed. These materialistic attitudes need to be 
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• H appy New Year. Maine Arts' signa- • 
• ture event, ~w ~ar' l • • + Portland, returned to crowd- • • 
• pleasing form this year after a disappointing .. 
• + run in 1997. Final tall ies weren't available • .. 
.. when caw went to press. but director Burl .. 
: H:.sh said ticket sales to the day-long festival : 
.. were strong. "At the door. sales were up a .. 
• : good 20-25 percent," Hash said . "We .. 
.. worked really hard on marketing. Mainly .. 
• : that's the .only thing you can do to offset the .. 
+ chance of cold weather." .. 
• : Last year's celebration was plagued by .. 
+ sub-zero wind chill and a lack of large venues. + 
• Though some acts played .. 
• • .. 
to empty seats, would-be 
J.i .... ~.,iIIIII ..... audience members sh iv-
ered in line for more pop- .. 
• ular performances, only to • 
be turned away when pint-
sized halls quickly filled. 
Maine Arts .lost some 
: $15,000 on the event 
• • • • 
• • 
• Hash said he had worried people might • .. 
: stay away this year, too, especially when tem- .. 
• peratures plunged into the single-digit range • .. 
: Dec. 31 . But with Merrill Auditorium and the .. 
• • State Theatre open again, New Year's .. 
: Portland '98 had room to spare, a prospect .. 
• that coaxed partiers out of their cozy homes. • .. 
: "People knew you had a lot of space," Hash .. 
• said . "We basically allowed people to go to • · .. • these big venues and stay there all night. They • 
.. didn't have to jump around." .. • • • Though organizers turned ticket holders • 
• away from packed comedy and juggling .. .. . 
shows, Hash said he heard few complaints • • 
• because most people found something to • .. 
: attend. "I love this event." he said. "You can 
do everything in one night." 
.. 
• • • • Blood, sweat and New Year's: Only five .. 
days into the new year, the YMCA on Forest .. • Avenue was packed with bodies during .. 
the usual post-rush hour lull at 7 p.m. The • .. 
• • 
wait for a Stairmaster was at least 15 minutes 
and the weight room had at least double its • .. normal crowd of grunters and groaners. The • 
• newcomers weren't hard to pick out. One • • : labored at the Nautilus quad lift looking mis- .. 
• • • • 
• erable. Another bounded with sprightly ener-
: gy on the treadmill until the oV.erexertion 
• caught up with her and she folded her boCly in .. .. 
• pain. A regular surveyed the congestion from .. 
.. his perch on the Stairmaster. He clowned a : 
• • little, feigning exhaustion, then turned to his .. 
.. friend and commented, "All these people ... : 
: must be resolutions." The mend nodded his • 
• head in agreement. "They'll all be gone by : 
: next week," said the regular, smiling with the • 
.. contentment of someone who needn't make .. .. 
.. I ' • reso utlons. • .. .. 
• .In transit While a number of people greet- : 
: ed 1998 in the toasty comfort of home, many • .' .. others braved the frigid temperatures to take .. 
: advantage of New Year's Portland. But at .. 
least one person fell somewhere In : 
between. The following conversation .. 
between two old-timers was overheard at .. .. 
Friendly's on Jan. I: • 
Guy one: Did you walk around Congress 
last night! 
Guy two: No! I had my car! 
Guy one: Where did you go! 
• .. 
• • • • 
Guy two: Behind One Civic Center! I just : 
stayed in my car! caw .. 
• 
SKATING THE NIGHT AWAY - DYSFUNCTIONAL FUNK 
AMERICAN HISTORY RETOLD - LOVE THERAPY -
EXILE IN "WRONGVILLE" - THIEF OF HEARTS 
JANUARY 8, 1998 
eJr8clfJ) 
A comically·rendered rood IDle of on unholy poet between two men .. one who is dying ond anolher who is 
leorning 10 live. 3 RING CIRCUS FILMS __ DAVID ARQUEnE KATHRYN ERBE J.E. FREEMAN 
BRAD HUNT PATRICK McGAW" CATHY MORIARTY "DREAM WITH THE FISHES-
_.JOSEPH MIDDLETON ..... _ TITO LARRIVA ~~_CHARLES RAGGIO 
....-_JUSTIN McCARTNEY _ RICK LeCOMPTE ___ BARRY STONE, C.S.C. 
_....-JOHN SIDEROPOULOS CHARLES HSIAO _ ...... JOSEPH MIDDLETON 
_ DAVID AROUEnE LAURIE A. MILLER JEFFREY BROWN 
..,~ F INN TAYLOR " JEFFREY BROWN _.JOHNNY WOW " MITCHELL STEIN 
00- (; -,,:~~~!~~~g~~~!I~~~:~;LOR :"'.!: ~ 
_ ... ,,"-"-."'_""'.-' ............. , .... -u .... --'........ __ 
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Bray's Fresh HIes: 
Brandy Pond Blonde· American Wheat Ale, Light & Smooth 
Old Church Pale Ale . American Pale Ale, Dry Hopped 
Pleasant Mountain Porter· Classic Porter, Rich & Malty 
Quaker Ridee Oatmeal Stout· Traditional 
At These Locations: 
Free Street Taverna, Great Lost Bear, Federal Spice - Portland, 
Beale Street Barbecue - Bath, Bird and Toucan - Lewiston, 
Pleasant MI. Inn - Bridgton 
Jonathan's - Augusta, The Loft - Bethel, and of course 
BralJ's BreWDUb & Eateru 
Join Us for [uuh or Dinner 7 Da1js allJeek 
* Bruce ffiarshallliue Saturday Jan. 10* 
g TIL mIDnIGHT 
Ught in naples. Hte . 302 & 3S 
maine' 6g]'6806 
Tburs. ~ '78's lHsu 
LilJ:¥.itl .llsm-aaM $3 
,.'"'''~. ar Cfl~S~ .~ 
Prime cut 
According to guitarist Ben Smitb, his band mixes "everything from classic rock, like The Who and the 
Rolling Stones, to The Stooges and The Clash." The band in question? New York City's Sweet 
Diesel, an intense foursome whose brand of punk and hardcore music is not for the faint of heart. 
Together since 1993, Sweet Diesel has spent a good portion of their time on the road, touring with 
the likes of CIV, The Misfits and Orange 9MM. But last year they managed to get into the studio to 
lay down their second full·length release, "Wrongville: which guitarist/vocalist Nat Murray 
describes as "a slice of life" filled with "daily thoughts and ideas." Experience the mayhem of their 
live show, Jan 8 at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland, at 5 pm. With Honkeyball and Six Going on 
Seven. Tix: $6 (all·ages). 773-8187. 
thursday B 
As","" 
Retro '70s disco night (9 pm/no 
COYer) 
The BaItdnC Squlrret 
Bitl Shrmamura ("""",/6:30 
pm/no cover) 
The 8asemont 
Oady Zoot (flIl ky rocl</9:30 
pm/ S2) 
The Big Easy 
The Arena-Woodbum Band 
(bfues/9:30 pm) 
The Bitter End 
Call ahead 19 pm/oo cOYer) 
Cfub100 
TJ the OJ spms Top 40 (9 pm-l 
amfladies' night) 
The Comedy COIIIIICIIoo 
Butch Bradley's Comedy SIlowcase 
(8:30 pm/SS) 
F ... StreetT ...... 
Wondertlead 110 pm/S2·S3) 
GrtI36 
The Sean Moncher Swing Combo 
('lOs- <lid '40s-style swrng/!H!:45 
pm/no """'~ 
Heidi U Wit 
Karaoke 18 pm-l <m) 
The_ 
College Night with OJ Da~ 'Da 
Oredd' Dorsette (Top 40 ~ 
dance/8 pm-l <m/oo COYer) 
Old Port T ovem 
Riot Acllrock/l0 pm/no cover) 
PIa,... Pub" ~~ 
North Shore Comedy Productions 
sa..HouseToyem 
Ken Gnmsley and Friends (classic 
rock) 
SIIten 
Coootry line daneing 18 pm/no 
COYer) -Elizabeth Ross and Tom O'Brien lacouSl~/9 pm-midnighl/no COYer) 
Stone Coast IlrowinC Compaoy 
W~Slon Greooan & the SIIa Rocks 
Band (9;30 pmnt + pay $5/18+ 
pay 17) 
The UnderCJOund 
DJ Bob Look's All Request Night 
('70s, '80s and '90s dance hits) 
Zootz 
Honkejllall, Sweet ~iesel, sa 
Going On Seven (5 pm/alf 
ages/56); Lounge Night willi OJ 
Kan (9 pm-l <m); Rec Room (9 pm-




. liquid Daydream (rock/9-11 
pm/53); guest OJ ldance until 1 
am/53) 
Thea-
Motel Brown Ireggae/9:30 pm/52) 
The BIC Easy 
1\. Greg Piccolo & Heavy Juice 
(blues/9:30 pm/52) 
The BItt" End 
I Cell ahead (9 pm/51) 
Club 100 
! TJ the OJ spins Top 40 19 pm-l 
. am/no cOYer) 
I The cOmedy COMOCIIon 
Bill Camptlell (8:30 1>'1/$8) 
F ... StNe\ Tmma 
Crash 22 Irocl</10 pm/52'53) 
Gena'. 
Kid Witll Man Head <lid A~so H"a 
(pook/9:30 pm/$4) 
Grill 36 
~ .... ad (jallfll:30 1"'1 an/,._) 
HeadsU WIn 
Free buffet and mus~ 14 pm-l 
am/no cOYer) 
The InduIIIy 
College Night (DJ Ja}te spins hip-
hop and dance/I8+/10 pm-3 
am/S3. 21+/55, 18+) 
Motrapalio 
C!lem-lree party willi OJ Thunder 
(hipl\Op. hoose. reggae and R&B/8 
pm-l am /56/ages 1523) 
The_ 
Hoose party 10J Da~ 'Oa !Jredd' 
Dorsette spins hiJ>Mp <lid dat<e/ 
8 pm-2 <m/S3 after midnight) 
Old Port Toy,," 
Riot Act (rock/l0 pm/no COYer) 
Players Pub, ~ 
Mr.E<rI 
The Roell 
Cell ahead (9 pm/no cover) 
SIsI,n 
Dancing (guest OJ/8 pm/no cover) -Joe Villani Ipiano/7:3IH2:30 pm/no cOYer) 
. Stone Coast BtowirC C_ 




CeY ahead (9 pm/no cover) 
Zootz 
Urban Dance wM OJ Moshol <lid 
OJ O'aum Ihip-hop, triJ>Mp <lid 
acid jazz/9 pm-3 am/53 after 11 
pm/alJ.ages after 1:15 am); Rec 
Room {9 pm-l <m/no coverl 
saturday 10 
As","" 
Chron~ Ftrrlk (fu .... j9-11 pm/S3); 
OJ MosM (dance until 2 am/53) 
The IIasemetIt 
Br'<k Hoose Ifunk/9:30 pm/52) 
The Big Easy 
Jimmy & llie Soul cats (Te,as 
blues/9:30 pm/$2) 
The BItter End 
Cell ahead 19 pm/$1) 
Brian BoN 
Ra~sh Paddy Itraditlonallrish/9 
pm) 
Club 100 
TJ the OJ spins Top 40 (9 pm-l 
am/no COYer) 
The Comedy COMOCIIon 
Bill Cemptlell19 pm/$8) 
FIOt Sbeet Toy ... 
2nd Shift (10 pm/52·$3) 
6eno'. 
t"esistib~, The Pontiffs and Kenne 
Highland leclectic rock/9:30 
pm/$4) 
Grtt 36 
Cell ahead Uazz/8:30 pm-l am/no 
cover) 
_UWIn 
Pizza and Pitchers 18 pm-I am/no 
cover) 
The Inckostry 
OJ Mia spins Top 40, ~ <lid 
techno 118+/10 pm-3 am/$3, 
21+/$8,18+) 
MetropoIiI 
'70s disco explosion ladies' ~ght 
(8 pm-4 am/53~adies hee/18+ 
from 14 am) 
TheM .... 
Dance party (OJ Dale ·Oa Oredd' 
Dorsette spins hip-hop to slow 
jams/8 pm-3 am/55/$3 after 1 
ami 
Old Poll Toyem 
Riot Acllrocl</10 pm/oo cover) 
ThePI'IIIkMI 
OJ Shane Stap~s (Top 40 dance 
hits/S3) 
Play ... Pub" N~b 
Colossus 
R .... '. The _ads 7th ann .... sary 
bash (rocl</9 pm/55) 
The Roell 
Cell ahead 19 pm/no COYer) 
SIsI .. 
Oanc~g (guest OJ/8 pm) -Joe Vilta~ (piano/7:30 12;30 pm/no COYer) 
Slone Coat IIIewIrog c-.-
Ronnie E<rI & the Broadcasters 
(9:30 pm/I8+/510/$12 advance) 
The Uroderpouod 
Andy's Weekend Party (9 pm-l:30 
am) 
VerrHlo'. 
Cel ahead (9 pm/no COYer) 
ZooII 
Oerades 01 Dance ('70s. '80s, 
'90s dance with OJ FK One/9 pm-3 
am/S3 after 11 pm/alfages after 




An Gnan (tnsh traditional/3<i 
pm/no COYer) 
The Comedy c-tIIII 
George Hamm's Comedy Showcase 
(8:30 pm/$6) 
The Forge 
Ken Grimsley ar<! Friends (dassic 
rock) 
FrIO Street T OYtrIII 
Frank (10 pm/no cover) 
Grttty MeM. 
Be Bop Jazz Ensemb~ I~ 10 
pm/no cover) 
HeIdlUWIn 
F~sta Sundaj Ifree buffet/8 pm-l 
am/oo cover) 
Old PoIIT ..... 
OJ Oanein' Don Corman (10 pm/no 
cover) 
The Roell 
Karaoke wM Eric Krueger (9 
pm/no COYer) 
SI.t,n 
Free pool <lid lootball (I pm/tour· 
nament at 7:30 pm) 
Somewhete 
Marlene Daley (~ano/7:3012:30 
pm/noc ..... ) 
Stone Coast IlrowinC Compaoty 
Jazz brunch (11 .... 2:30 pm) 
TheUnde~ 
Andy's WeeI<and Party 19 pm-l:30 
am) 
Zootz 
Free Fall SUndaj willi OJ Moshol 
(hip-hop/9 pm-3 am/53 after 11 
pm); Rec Room 19 pm-l <m/no 







Merrill Auditorium, 1/25 
Pantera 
Civic Center, 





monday 12 TheUnde~ Nickel and dime night 
ZooII As~1III 
Me.ose Night 
The BIg Easy i 
laser karaoke willi Ray Dog 19:30 I 
pm) , 
Rec Room {9 pm-l am/no cove~ 
wednasdu 14 
The FDlJe 
Open mrc with Ken Grims~, 
FrIO Street Tmma 
Open m~ (10 pm/no COYe~ 
Old Port T IYtI1I 
OJ Oanein' Don Corman 110 
pm/no cover) 
Tho UnderCJOund 
All Day HaIlPI' Hour 
ZooII 
Dominate the Species (golliic 
ir<!ustrial dance <lid letish 
night/9 pm-l <m/S3); open mlc 
in the Rec Room 19 pm-l <m/no 
cOYer) 
tullll" 18 
The BIg Easy 
Open blues jam 19:30 pm) 
FretSlreetT ...... 
Tribe (10 pm/oo COYer) GIttty_. 
Blue Steel Express (btuesf8 pm-
midnight/'" COYer) 
_UWIn 
Name That Tunesday 18 pm-l 
am/no """') 
Old Port TOY.,. 
Jenn, Woodman Unplugged (10 
pm/no cover) 
O'Rm.', 
Wind""s (covers/9 pm/oo cOYer) 
Players Pub a NtChtciub 
2 for Tuesdaj With Ctwis Canak -Karaoke willi L<rry & lany (9 pm-1 am/no COYer) 
Angle', 
I<en GrinsIey;nt Friends (r:tassic rodI) 
The Big Easy 
Cell ahead 
The BItt. End 
Cell ahead 
! ctubl00 
· TJthe OJ spins Top 40 (9 pm-l 
am/ladies' night) 
The Comedy ConnIction 
Improy staffing The 10 (8;30 
pm/S5) 
, F ... S_T ...... 
I· 'The Spirit of Jazz' series 18-10:30 pm/$3) 
i . Gritty Mc:DuII'. 
! The Mollier Brollier Duo (8 pm-
I midnight/no """') 
! _UWIn 
I 
'Heads U Win' Oaj (hourly 
prizes/8 pm-l <m/oo COYer) 
I OtdPortT .... · Karaoke with OJ Oanein Don (10 
I pm/oo cover) 
i The h¥IIiao 
· Ladies' night willi DJ Shane 
Staples (Top 40 dance 
hits/13f1adies free) 
Players Pub. Nlglltclub 
Juke Night 
Slst ... 
EI~n Night Ilree pool/5 pm) -Open mic 19 pm-l am/no cove~ SlonoCoast 
Wi~ Oats 19:30 pm/S3) 
The UnderCJOund 
Stone coast i 
Domestic Problems (9:30 pm/S1) : 
Nine-ball pool toumament 
Zootz 
Rec Room (9 pm-l am/no """') 
club directory 
A~'s 121 Commercial St, Portland. 773<i593. 
Asylllll121 Center St, Portland. 772.8274. 
The Barking Squirret Deering Oaks, PortI<IId, 7745514. 
The Basement 1 Exchange St Portland. 828-1111, 
The Big Easy 416 Fore 51. Portland. 780-1207. 
The BItter End 446 Fore St. PortI<IId. 8741933. 
Brian Bonl 57 Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Club 100 Route 100, Graj. 758-2374. 
The Comedy ConnectIon 
6 Custom House Wharf, Portland. 7745554. 
The Forge 42 Whart 51. Portland. 773-9685. 
F ... St ... t T ..... 128 Free St Portland. 7741114. 
Gena"13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
Grill 36 36 Market St, Portland, 772-6099. 
Gritty MoDuli', 396 Fore 5t, Portland. 7)2.2739. 
lIta ... U Win 27 Folest Ave, Portland. 7741100. 
The Indu,try 50 1I'h<Jf St, PortIar<!. 87!Hl865. 
Metropoli' 1037 Folest Ave, Portland. 797·3781. 
The M .... 427 Fore 51. Portland. 772·1983. 
Old Poll T ... m 11 Mootton St, Portland. 
O'Rourke'. Unring 175 P~ketl 51, So. Portland. 767·3611. 
The PovIIIon 188 Midd~ 5t Portland. 77:>6422. 
Pet, and larry'. 
Doubleuee Hotel, 1230 Congress St, Portland. 7745611. 
Playe .. Pub a Nightclub 1 Center 51. Brunswick. 729-6260. 
Rw'.865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773<i886. 
The Rock 365 Folest Ave, Portland. 772-6693. 
SitYer House TaYem 340 Fore 5t, Portland. 7)2.9885. 
SIIte" 45 Danlorth St, Portland. 7741505, 
Somewllo,.117 Spring St, Portland. 871·9169. 
Stone Coast Brewlr( Coq>any 14 York 51. PortI<IId. 773-2337. 
npperary Pub 
Sheraron Tara Hotel, 363 Maine Mall Rd, So. Portland. 7156161. 
Topol the East 
Radissoo Hotel, 157 High Sl, Portland, 7755411. 
The UndefgJound 3 Spring 51. Portland. 773-3315. 
V,rrIIo',155 R .... side St, Portland. 7756536. 
ZooII 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773<i187 , 
Unless othelwise noted, clubs requIre that 
entranl5 are 21 years 01 ofdel'. 
Somewhere 
-----
Buffet & Live Piano 
Sunday 5:30-8 Buffet 
8:30-12:30 Piano 
(Marlene Daley- piano) 
Monday: Wings 6:30-8:30 
Tues: Karaoke (9-1) 
Wed: Open 
Thurs: Acoustic Act Take 2 
Fri-Sat: Piano 7:30-12:30 
Portland's Premiere Pianist Joe Villani 
Happy Hour everyday 4-8 (Sunday 12-8l 
Mon·Sat 4 p.m ,·l a.m. 
Sun 12 p.m.·1 a.m, 




The All-America~brew Showcase 
every thursday in January 5 to 9 pm. 
Thursday 1/8 Sheepscot Valley Brewing Co., Whitefield, Me. Owner/Brewert'Raconteur 
Sieve GorriIJ will be on hand pouring his Snow Devil Ale, Pemaquid Ale and cask 
conditioned Boothbay Special Bitter Pale Ale. 
Thursday 1/15 Maine Coast Brewing CO. r Bar Harbor, Me. Owner/Brewer Tom 51. Germaine 
will be pouring Espresso Stout and Maine Coast E.S.B. 
Thursday 1/22 Sea Dog Brewing Co., Camden, Me. Featuring Old East India I.P-A:, Owl's Head 
Light, Penobscot Pilsner and Cabin Fever Stock Ale. 
S40 Forest Avenue' Portloncl, ME • 772'()300 • //'MWI.gleotlostbear.com 





& Carter Brey 
Friday, January 9,2 p.m. 
Tour of Merrill Auditorium 
Free &- Open to the Public 
Call 874-8200 FMI 
For tidcu or ricke. information, pln.sc caIJ the PonTlX 8ol. OffiCe at (207) 842·0800. PonTo; i.5 open Monday through Saturday, from noon to 
6:00 PM. Events ~ subject 10 change. For additional infomulion all the Public &srmbly Facilities Division, Gty of Portland, (207) 87-4·8200. 
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Broke? Under 2/? like Husic? 
We (dn IMp ..... 
FriddY Niqbts-No (over 
5dturddY Niqbts-/8+ 
FOOTBALL 
ALL DAT SUNDAY 
TIME BurFET 
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LIMITED NUMBER OF 
MEMBERSHIPS 
AVAILABLE - SIOO PER 
YEAR 
WE HAVE A SMALLER. MORE 
PRIVATE TRAINING AREA IDEALLY 
SUITED FOR THE CROSS TRAINER 
INTERESTED IN IMPROVING THEIR 
RUNNING. BIKING. TENNIS. ETC. 
L ... ..-.. .... 'LJ~'S 
DE 
ON 
RoadhOUSE! Restaurant & Premier Entertainment Venue 
. The Pub Downstairs· "A Sportin' Bar"· 
865 Forest Ave • Portland • 773.6886 
T d.els 8"'0 Icblc 01 SlrowbNf f' S CD Adhor ty & Amadeus 
Submissions for the calendar must be received In writing by the Tburs
day two weeks prior to publication, 
Send your calendar listings to Allen l. Dammann, Casco Bay Weekly, 5
61 Congress St. , Portland, ME 04101. 
It 
make the music. Carter Brey and Christopher 
ms, Prokofiev and Martinu, as well as the 
of tango done within a classical 
O'Riley take their performance one 
informal atmosphere. Actually 
dancing in the aisles, however, might be rnn"" "PrI fresh. At Merrill Auditorium, 
by PCA Great Performances. Tix: $16-$30. 842~-0!1I.O. 
"CRIMINAL HEARTS" 
Garrison Keillor labeled the nonfiction of seasons. Cold, brutal and laden with
 danger, 
year's only saving grace it's perfectly acceptable to ease your own misery by
 laughing at silmle011e 
else's. The Mad Horse Company invites you to do just that with its production
 of "Criminal 
a comedy about abandol; ment, robbery and old-fashioned, heartwar.ming revenge. D
itched by her h",l""rl 
pizza and soda while 
shape of a burglar, 
Windust spends empty nights in an empty apartment, medicating herself 
sharpening pencils. When the outside world finally does intrude, it's in 
to an unlikely partnership between two women determined to get even. At 
Thurs. at 7:30 p.m., Fri. and Sat. at 8 p.m., Sun. at 5 p.m. Tix: $18 1$16 stud 
tix: $20 ($18 students and seniors). Preview performance Jan. 8. Tix: $10. Jan. 11 
aV-1Nhat-vliu-lcan. Jan. 15 and i2 are two-for-one. 775-5103. 
11.. 
captures the essence of Greece with a Glendi, 
of song, dance and much too much to eat. 
that includes some authentic Greek dishes, . 
Kaloyanides Graziosi presents a video-history of 
Greek dance. Then it's onto the dance floor to 
~horos for yoursel f, with live music provided by Opa I 
the Father Hayes Center, 699 Stevens Ave. Potluck 
p.m., video presentation at 7:30 p.m., dancing at 8 
$1,2. Kaloyanides teaches a Greek dance workshop Jan. 
more information, call 761-1545. 
PARODY TONIGHT! 
Were he still alive today, i't's certain Will Rogers would 
appreciate the satirical - and musical - talents of Parody 
Tonight! Formerly known as the Casco Steppes, this group of 
three women and three men roast a variety of Americana, 
from the doldrums of military life to that unique product of 
late night N, the infomercial. At ACTS, 341 Cumberland Ave. 
at 8 p.m. Tix: $10 ($8 students and seniors). 761-2465. 
Master of Greek dance moves, 
Joe Kaloyanldes shares steps Jan. 10 
ft_.s. 
"CHAMPIONS ON ICE" 
Two guys, two Instruments, 
one sound: Carter Bray and 
Christopher O'Rlley Jan 8 
11.3 
It's a rigid scientific fact that ice is slippery. That's why shooting 
across the stuff at high speeds on thin metal blades is best left to 
those who can do it gracefully. 'Champions On lee" features a 
veritable jeweler's case of gold and silver pros, including Brian 
._---....c.u.u.·ta~no and Dorothy Hamill, international stars such as Nancy 
Kerrigan Oksana Baiul and local luminary Amy Webster of 
Yarmouth. The r of us can stick to the leaps and twists of the 
accidental kind. At the ivic Center, at 7:30 p.m. Tix: $38.775-3481. 








Michael Cummings has found a unique medium for story-
t ling: quilts. Hear the artist tell the story behind the stories, then 
ch ck them out for yourself at the opening of "Narrative Quilts." 
At the Olin Arts Center, Room 1 04, Bates College, Lewiston, at 
7 .m. Reception follows. Shows through March 20. Hours: Tues.-
Sa , 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 786-6158. 
your child down the road to becoming the next Venus 
Williorn< with the USM Tennis Clinic, conduc~ed . by the USM 
men's Tennis Team and Coach Wayne St. Peter. Tykes in 
4-8 can learn all the moves of an exciting and fast-paced 
- and increase their chances of bringing in one of those 
fat endorsements. At USM's Sullivan Gym, from 1-4 p.m. 
$25. To register, call Coach Wayne St. Peter at 780-5574 or 
797-8613. 
JAN 11 
• The United States Amateur Ballroom Dancers Association 
invites hoofers to share a potluck, then share a dance. For those 
who are heavy of foot, lessons are also provided. At the 
Maplewood Dance Center, 383 Warren Ave., Portland. Lessons 
at 5 p.m. Potluck and dancing from 6-10 p.m. Cost: $15 lesson 
and dance 1$10 members), $10 dance only ($6 members). Call 
Valerie at 772-0405. 
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FUll CIRCLE SYNERGY 
offers classes in Portland, Lewiston 





927 Forest Ave., Portland .. Free Parking 
Maine's DlJ.LYSource for: 
• Hydroponics • Worm Castings 
• HID Lighting • Com posters 
• Water Ponds • 'Specialty" Fertilizers 
• Bat Guano • Beneficial Insects 
Grow Vegetables, Flowers and Herbs All 
Year Round or Start Growing Season Early 
C\j\RD6N LJC\+-ITS 
752 Riv.,>'Sid., St., Porll",~d, Me. 04105 
207·797·7800 (FAX 7877) 
Exit B off Maine Turnpike, corner of Rte 302 (Forest Ave.) and Riverside Street. Call for directions
 
Open Mon-Fri 9-5, 'til Bpm on Thurs, 9-2 Sat. 
23 




Complete Automotive Repairs 
Thank You, 
Portland 




We UJe AC Delco Part.!. 
r- -------., Duval'. Service Center 
I WINTER SPECIAL I 
I ~ 219! . Lafle.OlI·Fllt.r Ch .. ~ I I iJ . In.pect Entire Brake System I 
• In.pect Steer"., Su.pea.loa 
I •. Perror. Complete 22 Po"t I Safe" bupectloa 
I A $ 65 Present coupon (or I 
L value 
special price .J 
expo 2·28·98 -------





Club Metropolis and DKB Productions Cordially Invite you to attend our: 
Mid-Winter Bash • Sat., Jan. 24th 
You Know Them, You Love Them: The Funkiest 70's Retro Band 
AIIIII IKIII\KI 
Also featuring DJ's from San Francisco, New York and Portland 
spinning the Best Top 40 Dance Mixes 
FIVE CENT Drinks & Drafts "ALL" NIGHT 
Don't miss the introduction of our NEW: Upside Down Kamikaze Shots 
Doors open at 9:00pm to 4:00am - The Latest Party in Portland 
Many Surprises, Hors D'oeuvre Buffet, Special Appearances and Many???? 
ThiS IS an exclUSive event - Limited tickets available - ThiS Event will Sell Out! 
All Ladles $151AII Guys $30 • For tickets and informatIon call: 207-797-3781 
Also available at 
~ & ~ Bull M_se MUSic 
Reg Club Schedule: Frodays·Chem Free Dance' Saturdays.21 + Ladles NIght· Free Cover & $2 Huge Dnnks 
Give up the t=unk 
In my last column, while discussing funk's place in the local music scene, I dismissed 
all of it, wlth the notable exception of Rustic Overtones, as "inconsequential." A lot of 
folks, especially funk musicians, probably took issue with that, and even more probably 
'thought my statement was unduly harsh. 
But it's a statement I stand by. No matter 
how enjoyable funk is in a club, or how 
skilled the musicians playing it are, the 
music's appeal rarely survives the transi-
tion to radio or home stereo. 
The problem with funk is the bands 
that practice it seem to think that a 
groove and solid musicianship are 
enough to make good music. That 
may have been true in the '70sJ but 
after the arrival of rap in the '80s and 
techno in the '90s (both of which 
eliminated the need for pure musi-
cianship), the competition in the 
groove department has become 
fiercer. The clubgoer who's looking 
for grooves but is uncomfortable with rap 
and techno's lack of "musicianship" is 
prone to fall all over funk bands, but the 
home listener will want something 
more - like originality, songcraft, 
personality and imagination. 
Almost right on time to prove my 
point come two releases by local 
bands, Reverend Groove 's self-
titled CD and Motor Booty 
Affair's "Feel the Love." While 
neither band is incompetent, 
both show how terribly limit-
ed the genre is on recordings. 
On their debut CD, the members of 
. Reverend Groove show they're smart enough to 
not to waste their time jamming, and they keep their 
songs focused on the groove. There is some personality to their 
lyrics, too; songs like "Ya Like It" and "Hip with Maker" deal with reli-
gion and faith, albeit in sucb a trite and trivial way that you're left wondering if the songs 
are just bizarre jokes. In the end, not one cut on the CD grabs your attention. And when 
compared to tbe massive grooves that James Brown and George Clinton put out back in 
tbe day, or tbe ones that the Wu-Tang' Clan and the Chemical Brothers currently deliv-
er, Reverend Groove's seem underwhelmingiy small. 
Motor Booty Affair attempt to bring some personality to funk with freaky clothes, 
silly names and space alien personas. Alas, they stole all that from George Clinton, 
along with their name (from one of Funkadelic's late '70s records). Frankly, they borrow 
so much from Clinton that they should be giving him a percentage of everything they 
make. And while Clinton had larger goals in mind other than making people dance, 
Motor Booty Affair - all the talk about defending funk aside - seem to be on one big 
goof. Take away the ambition from Clinton'S outrageousness and you're left with just a 
clown show. 
But clown shows can be entertaining, and, judging from it's following, many people 
do find Motor Booty Affair entertaining. Production wise, "Feel the Love" sounds great. 
Musically, it avoids being too derivative by cutting the Clintonesque funk with smooth 
disco. ~ut that doesn't change the fact that Motor Booty Affair are a novelty act whose 
jokes primarily consist of spewing as many '70s cliches as they can remember. (And 
even some fans of the band will have a problem with the fact that the CD only has five 
actual songs on it, plus a remix of the title track, two skits and a hidden track of skit out-
takes.) In a club, when you're thinking about your next drink or a certain good-looking 
member of the audience, this can be fun music, but at home, you have to think about the 
music itself. You realize that it is insipid, blatantly unoriginal and deeply insulting, both 
to the listener and to George Clinton. And then maybe you realize this is one sordid 
affair. 
Reverend Groove's self-titled CD and 
Motor Booty Affair's "Feel the Love" 
are available at Bull Moose Music for 
$10.97 and $U.97 respectively. 
Black Tie ... 
Id Moving to tbe O/f) Port! 
After 10 years, we have outgrown our South Portland location. Thanks to your 
continuous support, BLACK TIE is proud to announce our move to the Old Port. 
Black 
T I E Cgtetr.ll1g Ca~e 
It 
'AJ our way of Jaying Thank. You, 
. we are offering: 2 for 1 lunch at our 
South Portlan{} location for the pi 
entire month of !Oftuary!~ 
* some restrictions apply 
Come visit us in our new exciting location at 
188 Middle St. behind the Pavillion on February 2nd, 1998 
We hope you will join us! Thanks for 10 wonderful yeats! 
870 Broadway South Portland 799-7119 




Maine's College Preparatory School . 
for Young Women 
Sponsored by the Sisters of Mercy 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday, January 11, 1998 at 2:00 p.m. 
Snow Date Sunday, January 18 
PLACEMENT EXAM 
Saturday, January 17, 1998 at 8:30 a.m. 
For more infonnation please call the Admissions Offic{ at 797-3802 
631 Stevens Avenue' Portland, ME 04103 
WINTER WHEAT ALE 
• Now on draft • 
"You'll wish it would never end! " 
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EVER A COVER, 
WAYS A WINNER 
- PRIZES NIGHTLY -
HOURS: TUE-FRI 11AM-lAM 
SAT & SUN 4PM-lAM 
TAKE OUT AVAILABLE 
CALL US! 
26 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
We sell 
3,000 slices 
of pizza a week! 
Come in and 5ee why! 
cheese slice5 $1.25 
pepperoni slices $1.50 
Voted 1996 & 1997 
"Be5t of Portland" 
Open 7 days 'til 9 p.m. 
Beer & Wine Available 
AMERICAN 
NATASHA'S. Portland's newest restaurant featuring 
New American-style menus for breakfast. lunch and 
dinner prepared with the freshest ingredients. includ· 
ing pastas. local fish. grilled meats, and many vege· 
tarian selections. Breafast M·F. 7·11; Lunch M·F. 
11·2:30; Dinner Tu-Sa, 5-10; Brunch Sa-Suo 7·3. 40 
Portland St .. 7744004. Handicapped accessible. 
OLD PORT TAVERN. Try our delicious daily specials 
& usual mouth·watering fare. Sun-Thurs Primne or 
Adam's Rib only $11.95. Visa, MC, Am Ex. 1"1 
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444. 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTIQN. Enjoy lunch or 
dinner in our funky, casual atmosphere, comfortable 
enough to bring a date or dine alone. Sandwiches, 
appetizers , vegetarian items and homemade 
desserts. Hours: Mon-Thurs 4-10p, Fri·Sun lla-l0p. 
MC & Visa accepted. Parking. 865 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 773-6886. 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY, Full·service, 
nonsmoking restaurant with something for everyone 
- from a quick burger or sandwich to fresh seafood 
or char broiled sirloin. Lunch and dinner, 11:30a-
lOp, Sun-Thur (until 12a, Fri & Sat). Sunday Brunch 
Buffet with live Jazz from 11a-2p. Plenty of free park· 
ing. 14 York St .. Gorham's Corner, Portland. 773-
BEER. 
SEAFOOD 
DOWN·EAST VIUAGE RESTAURANT. Widely known 
for excellent cuisine. we offer beautifully prepared 
selections, including a variety of fresh seafood. 
Savor an atmosphere reminiscent of Yarmouth's 
ship-building days gone by. Dinner served Fri & Sat 
w/ authentic ethnic buffet Thurs evenings, Oct .. 
May. Breakfast and lunch served daily. 705 U.S. RI. 
1, Yarmouth, 846-5161. 
ANTHONY'S 
J'S OYSTER. Enjoy white linen quality dining in a 
relaxed atmosphere with a lovely view overlooking 
Portland's working harbor. Savor our specialty shel~ 
fish and pasta dishes and much. much more. MC/ 
Visa/ Discover accepted. Parking in adjacent lot. 5 
Portland Pier, Portland. 7724828, 
NATURAL FOODS I JUICE BAR 
MESA VERDE. Flavorful, healthful Mexican dishes, 
vegetarian specials and healthy juice bar. Happy 
Hour Mon·Fri, ~p . 6p. Enjoy fresh juices, fruit 
shakes, smoothies , juice combinations, fresh fruit 
margaritas, rum smoothies and other frozen 
delights. Casual atmosphere. Serving lunch & din· 
ner. Take·out available. 618 Congress Street 
(across from the State Theatre) 774-6089. 
Italian 
Kitchen 
"A Lol of Italian for Nol Much American" 




Au. You CAN EA.T 
SPECIAL EVERY 
WEDNESDAY NIGKT 
265 SRINT JOHN STREET 
ACROSS FROM UNION STATION 
CAFE 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE. Acclaimed So. 
Portland ~stination offering appetizers like aspara-
gus wrapped with prosciutto and honey·mustard, 
775-7622 _._._. :aD_ 
WILL DELIVER SUSHI ONLY, 
ASK ABOUT OUR MINIMUM ORDER POU~CY" "" 
.INTLI.,."S 
A@;;ptN 




Open 7 days a week 
"Mr. Bintliff is Back" (gl 774-0005 
(Across from the (ost Office) 
savory entrees like Moroccan chicken with lemon, 
olives, saffron, and capers , seafood and vegetarian 
fare. Breakfast and lunch, Tue-Fri, 7a-3p; Sat·Sun, 
8a·2p ; Dinner Thur. Fri and Sat, 5p·10p. 38B 
Cottage Rd .• 76Hl313. 
BINTLIFF'S AMERICAN CAFE. (Daily 7am·2p) 
Experience signature items, custom omelettes, 
wraps, tortillas, and other American Fusion Cuisine. 
Selective dinner menu (5:30p-9p) will please the 
simplest of cravings to the most discriminating 
palates. Homemade desserts, full bar and extensive 
wine list in Greek Revival surroundings. 98 Portland 
St. (across from the post office). 774'()()05. 
BLACK TIE. Savor our simple, satisfying fare or elab-
orate cuisine: hearty soups, delicious sandwiches. 
pastries , homemade desserts , tempting lunch 
entrees and famous $4.95 blue plate special - a hot 
lunch which changes daily. Take home dinners 
always available. Catering specialists onsite. Open 
Mon·Fri 7:30a-3p. Free parking. 870 Broadway -So. 
Portland,799-7119. 
BLUE MANGO CAFE. New owners have transformed 
the old Woodford's Cafe into a lunch and dinner 
eatery with full bar. Featuring Chicken Orporto and 
Jamaican Seafood Gumbo. Fresh seafood, home· 
made soups, breads, dressings. and desserts. 
Listed by Holiday Inn Preferred Restaurants. Major 
credit cards accepted. Open Tues·Sun, lla·l1p. 
129 Spring St. 772·1374. 
THE MUSEUM CAFE (PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART) 
Tasteful luncheon items. desserts, and pastries 
served in a distinctive setting. Tues·Sat 11:30a-3p, 
Sun 12p-3p. Seven Congress Square. 775-6148. 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. Try our tasty roll·ups, 
chilled soups, well·filled crepes, popovers & fresh 
fruit desserts. Hearty sandwiches made on Borealis 
bread, delectable baked goods and Portland's 
widest assortment of tea by the cup , ounce or 
pound. Open Tues·Fri , 11a·6p, Sat lla·5p. 642 
Congress St., Portland. 773-3353. 
LIGHT FARE 
SMILING HILL FARM ICE CREAM .. SANDWICH 
SHOPPE, Over·stuffed sandwiches, fresh salads, 
farm·made chowders, chilis and soups. Daily 11a-
2p. Over 40 flavors of ice cream and noMat frozen 
yogurts. Ice-cream pies and cakes, frappes, floats, 
sundaes, cones and humungous sundae bar. Daily 
11a-7p. (Dairy & Farm Market 9a-7p .) 781 County 
Road (Route #22), Westbrook. 7754818. 
DINER 
BECKY'S ON HOBSON'S WHARF. Scrumptious 
homemade desserts in an authentic style diner. 
Breakfast, lunch and now serving dinner Tues·Sat 
evenings until 9pm. Hours: Tues.fri 4a-9p, Fri mid· 
night·Sat 9p , Sat midnight Sun lp, Man 4a·2p. 
Parking. 0. 390 Commercial St .. Portland. 773-7070. 
CARI88EAN / CAJUN 
SEVANAH'S. Come and eat 'Something Different: 
Our authentic cuisine is sure to spicen up your taste 
buds. Selective caribbean and cajun dishes includes 
Roti. Curry Shrimp/ Lobster, Jerk Chicken / Pork. 
Jambalaya, Gumbo and much more. Carribbean 
atmosphere , Dine·ln or Take.out. Open Tue .·Sun. 
Lunch lla-2p, Dinner 5p-l0p. 144 Cumberland 
Ave .. Portland. 761·7654. 
WRAPS 
FEDERAL SPICE. Original four-star conceptuer servo . 
ing the best in wraps with multi-ethnic and heart· 
healthy ingredients from around the world. All under 
$6! Everything available to go. Delivery available 
11:30a·2p, Mon·Fri. $2.50 Micro Pints after 5 p! 
Open Mon·Sal 11a-9p; Sun lp-8p. 225 Federal 51., 
Portland. 774-6404. 
ECLECTIC 
ASYLUM. Looking for fantastic food & excellent 
entertainment? Seek Asylum. Scrumptious soups, 
sexy salads & sophisticated sandwiches. Daily spe· 
cials, fresh desserts & homemade bread. Happy 
Hour 4p·7p. Mon·Fri. Free Buffet Thurs·Fri. 121 
Center St., Portland, ME. 772-8274. 
THE BARKING SQUIRREL· CAFE IN THE PARK. 
Deering Oaks Park. Portland's answer to "Tavern on 
the Green.' Enjoy lunch, candlelit dinner or Sunday 
brunch next to our huge , crackling f i replace . 
Homemade, multi-ethnic and American cuisine start· 
ing at $1 .50. Kid's menu. Beer & Wine . Serving 
Lunch & Dinner Thur·Sat, Brunch Sat 'til noon & Sun 
'til 3p. Parking. Visa & MC. 774-5514. 
BRAY'S BREWPUB .. EATERY, Serving lunch. din· 
nero putrfare, and fresh Bray's ales brewed on the 
premises. Occupying a 120-year-old Victorian farm-
house, Bray's emanates a comfortable atmosphere 
of old·fashioned charm and simplicity. Open year· 
round. 45 minutes from downtown Portland on Rt. 
302 at Rt. 35 in Naples. (207)693-6806. 
CAFE UFFA. Multi-ethnic vegetarian and fish special· 
ties including applewood grilled salmon, pan·seared 
Casco Bay scallops, fresh ravioli and fish sausage. 
Hand·picked wine and beer selection, including ten 
wines by the glass, Geary's Hampshire and Pyramid 
Ales. Breakfast Wed·Sun, Dinner Wed·Sat. Visa a~d 
Mastercard accepted. 190 State St., Portland. 775-
3380. 
COTTON STREET CANTINA. Delicious meals includ· 
ing Grilled Tequila BBQ Chicken and Chimichurri 
Quesadilla. Dinners include Chili Shrimp Corn Cake, 
Fresh Fig and Walnut Goat Cheese Tart. Lunch Mon· 
Fri, 11:30a-2:30p; Dinner Mon-Thurs, 5p-9:30p; Fri· 
Sat, 5p·l0:30p. Happy Hour Thur·Fri, 4p·6p. 10 
Cotton St. , Portland , behind Brian Boru's. 775· 
3222. 
BRUNCH UNDER $5 
LUNCH AROUND $6 
DINNER UNDER $1) 
$2 PINTS & LIVE MUSK: MRY lHJRSDAY EV~ 




Do dinner and a show 
and save 20% 
Show your tickets to Portland Players 
and save 20% on dinner entrees 
Dinner Th. Fr. Sa. 5-10 Breakfast & Lunch 
Tu.-Fr.7-2; Sa. Su., 8-2 
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
CAFE AVAIlABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
767-6313. fax 799-5037 
388 Cottage Rd. • So. Portland 
GEORGE'S. Delicious food, creatively presented, an 
accessible wine list, and a welcoming atmosphere. 
Come for cocktails, coffee. dessert, or dinner and 
you'll be back! Full bar. Dinner seven days/week. 
5p-l0p , Brunch Sat & Sun 9a·2p. Full late·night 
menu Thurs. Fri & Sat. MC/Visa/Amex. George's 21 
Pleasant St .. Portland. 774-5260. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 50 
beers on tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, 
salads, platters. Lunch or dinner in the mysterious 
Woodfords area. MC, Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 
540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772.0300. 
KATAHDIN. Spring & High' Streets· 774·1740. 
Featuring Portland's most eclectic and best tasting 
menu. Great foods made with only the freshest of 
ingredients. Come in and enjoy the fun atmosphere, 
nationally published recipes, and award winning 
desserts. Open Tues·Thurs 5p-9:30p, Fri & Sat 5p-
10:30p. 
PERFETTO. Funky flavors of the Mediterranean by 
Chef Scott Pelletier. Entrees include grilled meats 
and fish , local seafood, fresh pasta, and our famous 
Paella ($12·$16). Approachable wine list and full 
bar. Lunch Mon-Fri, 11:30a-3p; Dinner starts at 5p 
. seven days. Sunday Brunch 10a-3p. 28 Exchange 
St., Portland. 828.Q001. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Tak!Klut fresh baked pastries 
and great lunches. Summer seating on the deck. 
Soups with pizzazz, creative deli sandwiches and 
healthy salads. All our decadent European cakes 
and tortes available Fri & Sat evenings by the slice. 
Enjoy them on our romantic deck. 205 Commercial 
St., Portland. 773-2217. 
TABITHA JEANS. Maine's most cosmopolitan 
restaurant offering an eclectic menu including the 
freshest in seafood, grilled and vegetarian dishes, 
friendly service. and extensive wine list. Lunch: Mon· 
Sat, 11:30a-3p. Dinner: seven nights starting at 5. 
All major credit cards. Handicapped accessible. 
Smoke free. Member Park & Shop. 94 Free St., 
Portland. 780-8966. 
VICTORY DELI .. BAKE SHOP. Hearty breakfast, 
mouth watering baked-from-scratch breads and pas-
tries, freshly prepared soups, stews, salads. pasta 
and vegetarian specialties , delicious sandwiches. 
Beer & Wine. Monument Square , 299 Forest Ave. 
and One Portland Square. MC/VISA accepted. 772· 
7299. 772·3913, 772-8186. 
, 
The pcqje ....to haM3t 
these ht\X) <pins spcrd 
tror days stoqJCd r:Nef, 
ankle cJecp in water 
pulling stalks to Sl.wor\ 
their fiJ11~1CS ...mile you 
SIt n yo.x ccmfCl\;tlJ well· 
apPOinted office suite. 
We serve It spiced and 
with prrpkn. 
of'(J~ ~f'I-*, ¥M\-1l'ft\ 'Wt-I. II'M-81'ft\ 






ZEPHYR GRl LL 
SUNDAY 
BREAKFAST 
~ ____ .9.::3.0.A .. -.. 1 .. ::3_0P 
- • 
....... .... 
ZEPHYR GRILL. brunch (brunch) n. 1 a late first 
meal of the day that takes the place of both break· 
fast' and lunch. 2 feta and spinach fritatas, multi· 
grain pancakes, wild mushroom and Brie omelettes, 
with hand·cut bacon , salmon steaks, and more . 
9:3Oa-1:30p, $3.5().$7 , 653 Congre~s Street. 207· 
.8284033. 
ZYGOT BOOKWORKS .. CAFE. Inviting and friendly 
service . Inspired and inventive food. Reasonable 
prices. Described as a place that "not only nourish-
es your body but actually changes your state of 
mind.' Specializing in vegetarian soups, chilled noo-
dle dishes & great sandwiches. Open Mon-Fri 8a-7p, 
Sat 10a·3p. Closed Sundays. 61 Pleasant 51., 
Portland 775-41,21. 
tv- ARK E T, C A FE CJ CAT E R I N G CO. 
AURORA PROVISIONS. **** Fresh baked 
scones, Herculean coffee, moming music ... seasorr 
ally inspired soups. sandwiches, and Chef Cheryl's 
renowned gourmet dinners to go. Outstanding wine 
and beer selection, unique housewares, fresh pro· 
duce and sundries. Tues-Sat 7:30a-7 :3Op, Sun 8a-
6p, 64 Pine Street in Portland's West End , free 
parking. 871·9060, MC V AE. 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEL'S WOOD GRILL. Inventive cuisine delicate-
ly seasoned with wood smoke and cooked the way 
God intended - over flame. Elegantly unpretentious 
atmosphere. 25 wines by the glass. Lunch Tues·Fri 
11:30a.2:30p, Dinner Tues·Thurs 5:30p-9p, Fri & 
Sat 5:30p-l0p. MC, Visa. 90 Exchange St. (upper 
Exchange) Portland. 774·1192. 
PIZZA/PIZZERIA 
RICETTA'S. Scrumptious & creative entrees & lunch-
es like you 've never tasted! Pasta dishes, calzanes, 
antipasto, salads, soups. sandwiches, piua & deli· 
cious desserts - or try our tasty lunch buffet. What 
makes us unique? Wood·fired, brick 
oven cookin'! Call for delivery. Dpen Sun·Thurs 
11:30a·l0p. Fri & Sat 11a-11p. 29 Western Ave. S. 
Portland, 775-7400. 
ITALIAN 
ANTHONY'S ITALIAN KITCHEN. Voted best in 
Portland 2 years running! Piua . P.8sta . sandwiches 
. beer & wine. We make the best wraps in town! Try 
our mile-high lasagnal! We sell 3000 slices of piua 
MESA VERDE 
Authentic Mexican Food Prepared Naturally 
Sonoran Style 
Mexican Restaurant & Juice Bar 
Homemade Tamales 
Chiles Rellenos 
Commq Soon. .. Sonoran 
Style, Hot Sauces 
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 3-6 
n - Off Smoothiet. Juieet. Marqaritll • Beer 
Special Happy Hour Food PriCfft 
Lunch & Dinner Mon-Sat 
618 Congress St .. Portland 
(Across from the State Theatre) 
774-6089 Take Out Available 
'What's for 'Dessert? 
'Portland 
tJ-Iot 'I' ubs 
30 
'Portland's 191d 'Port 
,'!'el774--7491 
a week! Come in and see why. · Portland 's best 
cheap eats. ' Visa. MC, AMEX. Parking, handicap 
accessible. 151 Middle St., Portland. 774-8668. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. Voted "Best homemade 
pastas and sauces" in Portland 3 years running. 
Open for lunch, dinner. Italian wine and beers. 
Espresso. Cappuccino, Desserts. Bring the family! 
MC, VISA and Amex accepted. 43 Exchange St. 60 
Market St. . Portland. 773-7146. 
8AR-8-QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. "Portland's Best New 
Restaurant" featuring Norm's Wicked Good Sauce, 
Smoked Ribs , Fried Chicken, Black Bean Soup, BBQ 
Sandwiches, Catfish and daily Tapas. Beer & Wine 
available. Lunch and Dinner Tues-Thur 12p-l0p, Fri 
& Sat 12p-llp, Sun 3p-9p, Closed Mondays. No 
Credit Cards . 43 Middle St .• Portland . 207-774· 
6711. 
MEXICAN 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. 420 Fore St., Old Port . 
Portland. 761.0751. Preparing all of your Mexican 
favorites: Burritos, Quesadillas, Nachos & more. 
Functional food for functional folks· burritos until 
midnightl 
MARGARITAS MEXICAN RESTAURANTS. 2 great 
locations in Portland! 242 St. John Street at the 
Union Station Plaza . 874·6444 and 11 Brown 
Street, opposite the Civic Center, 774-9398. These 
amigos know how to serve up huge, oversized meals 
and colossal·sized drinks! Happy Hour starts at 4p 
with free hot appetizers and great drink specials. 
TORTIUA FLATS. A memorable experience in fine, 
affordable Mexican cuisine. Chili Happy Hour Mon· 
Thu, 4-7, free chips, salsa and chili. Open Sun 12p-
9p, Mon·Thur 11:30a·close, Fri·Sat 11:30a·llp. 
Free parking. VISA. MC, AMEX, and Discover. 1B71 
Forest Ave., Portland, between Riverside and the 
Turnpike. 797-8729. 
ICE CREAM /DESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM. All ice cream made on the premis-
es . with over 100 varieties of to choose from. Baked 
goods. other inspired desserts, Green Mountain 
Coffee, cappuccino and espresso available. Relax in 
a warm. friendly atmosphere. Open at 'til 9:30p Sun-
Thur, 'til 10:30p Fri·Sat. 505 Fore St .. Portland 773-
7017. 
CASUAL MEDITERRANEAN 
iii Cal-Ital from Sa" 
fTa,,: GnUed meats, 
fish, pastas and mo~ 
'" Approachable 
wille list with 
weeltly speciab 
6) Weird Marti"is 
{OTi,,1t Specials M-f, ,,-6~ 
61 'Brunch includes 'Ba"ana 
'Bread fTench roast, 
Homemade 'Bloodies, 
and more! 
Luncnll:30-3 M-F • Sunday Bruncn 10-3 
Dinner Begins at 5 every day 
RESERVA110NS WELCOME 
8'18-0001 
'18 Exchange St. • Old Port 
.qust • cool littt.~ joint!} 
JANUARY B, 1998 27 
Frank/~ 
m~ dear 
I do 9i~e 
a clam! 
Come To 
Mixing good people, 
good food and good drinks 
for 20 years. 
Still Serving the Best Steamers in Portland. 
The Pearl of the Old Port 
• open 7 days • 
Full menu 
I lam-Midnight 
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openings now Geolle's 21 Pleasant St, John Boeckler show TIde'. Gate Gallery exhibit framed works.in open reading for writers of Portiand. Oil paintings by through Feb 7. Hours: 140 Main St, Freeport. their therapy center. For all varieties, a class for 
Bates Museum of Art showing Kari Van Tine. OngOing. 9 am-5 pm. 774-3791. Paintings by Bob Besaw. more info, call Merrill women who want to write 
Bates College, Lewiston. Hours : Man-Wed 5-10 pm, "Recent paintings by Hours: 10 anHi pm daily. Grohman at 767·1385. nonfiction, and much 
' Narrative Quilts,' life-sto- "Above" Below' At 88 Thurs-Sat 5 pm-1 am, Schuyler Meyerw' 865-9655. 
education 
more. For more info or to 
ries told by artist Michael Pleasant St, Portland. New Sat·Sun 9 am- 1 am, Sun 19 Pitt St, Portiand. Hours USM Area Gallery Campus register, write to MIWA, 
Cummings through the use paintings by Eric Hopk
ins 9 am-l0 pm. 774-5260. by appointment only. Center, Portland. 'Aesh, Art Classes Photography 12 Pleasant St, 
of differently colored and and wool rugs by Angela Hole In the Wall OngOing. 772·3343. Seed and 80ne,' 20 mixed and drawing for adults and ; Brunswick, ME 04011, or 
textured cloth , opens Jan Adams. Ongoing. Hours: by Studiowolb Route 302, Pertetto's Restaurant media and monaprint works children are offered at call 729-fl333. 
9. Lecture in the Olin Arts appointment only. 871-7916 Raymond. 'Art You Can 28 Exchange St, Portland. on paper by Elizabeth Jabar, ACTS, 341 Cumberland Photography CouIHS and 
Center, Room 104, at 7 Artwelb 102 Maine St, Give,' artwork and hand- 'Almost Edible,' paintings shows through Jan 9. Hours: Ave, Portland. By appoint· WoIbhops Eleglnning Jan 
pm. Reception follows in Brunswick. A group show crafts by gallery artists, by Kate Merrick. OngOing. Mon-Thurs 8 aml0 pm, Fri ment only. 761·2465. 17, the Maine Photo Co. 
the Museum of Art. Shows of work by 12 artists. shows through Jan 31. Hours: Man-Sun 11 am- , 8 am5 pm, Sat 9 am.5 pm. Bookmaking Zygot OP offers weekend work· 
through March 20. Hours: OngOing. Hours: Wed-Sat Hours: 9:30 anHi pm 11 pm. 828-0001. Bookworks & Cafe offers shops on hand-coloring 
Tues-Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 11 am4 pm. 998-5841. daily. 655-4952. Pilgrimage 1006 Forest calls classes on calligraphy, photos, photography and 
78&6158. ArtWolb MECA Building, Icon Contemporary Art Ave, Portland. 'Visiao in the for art & bock repair and book and .. the law and basiC ligh
ting 
Portland Museum of Art 97 Spring St, Portland. 19 Mason St, Brunswick. Dust,' etchings on Biblical portfolio making at its I techniques. Also seminars 
7 Congress Sq, Portland. Maine College of Art
's 'Group Show" shows themes and contemporal): artists bindery at 61 Pleasant St, by Polaroid and the 
'Making It Real," the sales gallery featuring jew· through Jan 14. Hours: society by Tom Lewis- Portland. Classes lim~ed Palladia Company. At 100 
recent work of 31 artists elry, photography, scul
p- Mon-Fri 1·5 pm, Saturday Bortely. OngOing. Hours: DIRECTIONS seeks new to 6 (8 in calligraphy). For Oak St, Portland. For 
who explore the potential ture, handmade bocks and 14 pm. 725-8157. Man and Sat 11 am.3 pm, members for its statewide more info, call Scott at i more info, call Donna Lee 
of photographic illusion, pottery created by MECA The Kitchen 593 Tues·Fri 10 am5 pm. craft organization. 775-4121. Rollins at 774-1900. 
opens Jan 15. Shows alumni and students, as Congress St, Portland. 878-5040. Applicants must submit 6- Children's Painting Clasaas Pottery Clasaas Children 'S 
through March 22. Hours: well as members of the
 Abstract watercolors by Portland Coffee Roasting 10 slides of current work Six·week sessions and work· and adult's classes offered 
Tues, Wed and Sat, 10 Maine Crafts Association. Robert Nason show Company 111 Commercial and a resume. Deadline: shops with Jane Wray. For at Sawyer Street Studios, 
am 5 pm. Thurs and Fri, Ongoing. Hours: Tues-Sat through Jan 15. Hours,: St, Portland. Works by BJ. Mar 1. For a membership info, call 773-2890. So. Panland. Costs and 
10 am-9 pm. Sun, 12·5 11 am-5:30 pm, Thurs Mon·Fri 11 am-9 pm, Danforth. Ongoing. Hours: information packet, wrile Creative Resource Center times vary. 7674394. 
pm. 773-2787. 11 am-8 pm. 775-5098. Sat 8 am-9 pm, Sun 8 am- 6:30 am-5:30 pm daily. to DIRECTIONS, c/o offers programs for kids of Sheldrake Studio offers 
Portland Public Ubrary Ban,or Theological 6 pm. 775-7543. 772-9044. Candace Jackman, RR 2 all ages. ' Snow People drawing and painting 
5 Monument Sq, Portland. Seminary 159 State St, Kutz 86 Middle St, Porlll!lld Museum of Art Box 4390, Fayette, ME Puppets" meets on Sat, classes for adults, begin· 
Reception for ' Colour Portland. Works by Portland. "Stone 7 Congress Sq, Portland. 04349 or call 8974261. Jan 8-29, from 3:30-4 pm. ner or experienced and fun 
Notes, " landscapes, por· Bradford Fuller, Brian Madonnas,' photos by Hours: Tues, Wed, Sat 1998 lurled Photography Artists use wh~e paper, art classes for kids in 
traits and nudes by Paul Kavanaugh, Dianne Cynthia Brogan. Ongoing. 10 am-5 pm, Thurs-Fri Exhibition The Chocolate fieece, buttons and more kite making and papermak· 
Bonneau, Jan 15 from Salfas, Elin O'Hara and , Hours: Tues·Sat 10 am- 10 am-9 pm, Sun noon- Church invites artists to to make these seasonal ing. Private tutors also 
5-7 pm. Shows now Tom Lewis Borbelly show 6 pm. 773-9717. 5 pm. Admission: $6 ($5 submit framed pho- puppets. At the Creative available. Rrst month $80. 
through Jan 31. Hours: through Jan 15. Hours: Uttle Sebago Gallery & students & seniors/$1. tographs for an exhibition Resource Center, 1103 775-2653. 
Man, Wed and Fri, 9 am· Mon-Fri 8 am-noon, and Frame 765 Roosevelt youth). Admission is free that opens Jan 16. Entries Forest Ave, Portland, Woodworldng Classes 
6 pm. Tues and Thurs, 14:30 pm. 774-2214. Trail, Windham. Work by 5-9 pm every Friday can be dropped off Jan 13 3:30-4 pm. Free. Space Beginning Woodwor1<ing 
12·9 pm. Sat, 9 am-5 pm. Bowdoin College Mus
eum gallery artists. Ongoing. evening. 775-8148 or from 9 am4 pm in the limited. For info, call starts Jan 13 and meets 
871·1700. of Art 9400 College Station, Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am- 1-80Q.6394067. gallery at the Chocolate 797·9543. each Tues for five weeks, 
Brunswick. Hours: Tues-Sat 6 pm, Sat 9 am-5 pm. * "From Monet to Matisse: ChurCh, 804 Washington Free Photography MIni- from 6:30.9 pm. Also starts 
10 am.5 pm, Sun 2·5 pm, 892-8086. The Origins 01 Modemlsm" St, Bath. Hours: Tues·Fri Lessons Jan 10. Black and Jan 15 and meets each 
closed Mon. 725-32.75. Maine Photo CO-OP A complete overview of 10 am4 pm and Sat noon- white and color printing, Thurs for five weeks, from 
USMArea * "American landscapes' 100 Oak St, Portland. French art from early impres- 4 pm. For more info, call non·silver printing, studio 6:30.9 pm. Cost (including 
Examples of American 'The 8xl0 Show,' an sionism through Neo- 442-8455. lighting and more, plus tools and materials): $85. 
Gallery Campus landscapes from the per· exhibit of photos by Bill Impressionism to Fauvism. Uttle Sebago Gallery & guided tours of the facil~ Build A Chair begins Jan 17 
Center, Portland, manent collection. 
John Gillis, Donna Lee Rollins,. Ongoing. Frame 765 Roosevelt ties and current exhibits. and meets each Sat for six 
H. Halford Gallery. Shows Morgan Howarth, Joseph • "A Portion of the Trail , Windham invites At Maine Photo Co-Op, weeks, from 8:30.11:30 
Reception for through Jan 11. Della Valle, Andrew Infinite" Paintings by artists to submit works for 100 Oak St, from 10 am- am. Cost (including tools . 
• "Art and Ute In the Herrschaft, Koryn Rockwell Kent. OngOing. consideration in upcoming 4 pm. To sign up for mom- and materials): $175. "New Paintings, " Ancient Mediterranean" Morrisey, Jack • "Impressionist and shows. Contact Sandi~ or ing or aftemoon seSSions, Woodcarving begins Jan 12 
works In oil and Work spanning the 4th Montgomery and Scotia Modem Work. on Paper' Steve at 892-8086. call Donna Lee Rollins at and meets each Sat for six 
century A.D. Walker Luhrs, shows through Jan Including pieces by Henri Logo CoIllest USM Art 774-1900. weeks Irom 14 pm. Cost 
gold and copper Gallery. OngOing. 15. Hours: Tues-Sun de Toulouse-Lautrec, Association seeks logo Internships Maine Artists' (including tools and mater~ 
foil by Martha 
• "Asian Art" A selection 10 am·l0 pm. 774-1900. Femand Leger and Isabel designs. No limit on the Space/ Danforth Gallery, als): $145. At Treemen-
of decorative arts objects Maine Writers and BiShop. Shows through number of submissions. 34 Danforth St, Portland, dous, Longfellow Sq, 
Oatway, Jan 22 from the permanent collec· Publishers Alliance Jan 14. Send designs by Jan 9 to seeks intems to coordi· Portland. To register, call 
tion . John H. Halford 12 Pleasant St, • "Poetic Vision: USM Art Association, c/ o nate exhibitions and for Normand at 780.9627. from ~7 pm, Gallery. Ongoing. 8runswick. Black and Photographs by Emst USM Art Dept., Gorham, general gallery manage- Young at Art Judy Faust 
Opens Jan 19, * "Portraits" American por· white wood engraVings and Haa." An exhibition exam- ME 04038. ment. Work description offers unusual art classes traiture, dating from the , linoleum wood cuts by Siri ining the scope of Haas' Maine Photo C()'()P can be tailored to suit for kids ages 5-13 and 
Shows through 18th century to turn of the Eleckman, printmaker, career featuring 41 pho- Gallery seeks photos applicant's interests. parents including ' Shops 
Feb 20, Hours: 
century. Bowdoin Gallery. bock illustrator and arts tographs. Shows through made with "Diana" and 775-6245. on Main Street" where 
Ongoing. educator, show through Jan 18. 'Holga- cameras for ' The Internships Available The kids sculpt and draw 
Mon-Thurs, Foghorn Gallery 4 Clinton Jan 30. Hours: Mon-Fri Salt Gallery Salt Center Plastic Camera Show, " Maine Photo CQ.OP is shops from their imagina-
St, Portland. International 9 ann- 5 pm. 729-fl333. for Documentary Reid opening March 12. Send sponsoring an intemship . tion and 'Cu~ures, 
8 am-10 pm, folk art, Oaxacary wood Margarita's Restaurant Studies, 17 Pine St, slide submiSSions to: program in conjunction Customs, Costumes and 
Fri, 8 am·S pm, 
carvings, black pottery and 242 St. John St, Portland. Portland. 'In Focus,' a Gallery Director, 100 Oak w~h its education program Storytelling," a class on 
crafts of indigenous paC>- Original watercolors by group show of recent pllo- St, Portland, ME 04101, and workshop series. For creating art from other cu~ 
Sat, 9 am-S pm, pies. Ongoing. By appoint· Bonnie Brown. Ongoing. tography and nonrlCtion or call Donna Lee Rollins more info, call the CQ.OP tures. Other courses: 'Pre-
ment. 781·2563. Hours: 4·11 pm daily. writing by Salt documentar· at 774-1900 for more info. at 774-1900. school Art Adventures," 
780-5009, Gallery Hair Design 874-6444. ians. Shows through Feb Portland Parks and MaIne MobIle Arts ' Family Roots Project" and 
153 U.S. Route 1, Montgomery Memorial 28. Hours: Wed and Fri Recreation invites novice Registrations accepted for 'Special Effects in Clay!' 
Scarborough. Photographs Gallery at MECA 2-6 pm, Sat 10 am-l pm. and professional artists to after school drawing class Classes Offered In 
USM Osher Map Ubrary by George Riley. Ongoing. 522 Congress St, 761.()660. submit works of all media on Thurs from 3:30-4:30 Cumberland, Falmouth ~nd 
314 Forest Ave, Portland. Hours Mon-Fri 8 am-7 pm, Portland. Mexican work by The SPIlng PoInt Museum for a one-month exhibit. pm and for the' Art in the So. Portland. For SChedule 
'Africa: A Continent Sat 8 _5 pm. 885-5903. Claude Montgomery. at Southem Maine Portfolios are due the 14th Moming" group. Classes and locations, call Judy 
Revealed," a history of Gallery 7 49 Exchange St, Ongoing. Hours: Tues·Sat Technical College, Fort Rd, of each month. For more held at Stone Soup Faust at 761·9438. 
European mapping of Portiand. 'New Faces," 11 am4 pm, Thurs 11 am- So. Portland. 'Portland Info, call Brenda at Artisans, Maine St, 
Africa from Plolemy's works including baskets, 8 pm. Free. For more Harbor, 1865-1900: 874-8793. Brunswick. For more Info, events & 1513 atlas to the present, clay, furniture, glass, details, call 775-5098. Making a Uving In Stormy Portland Public IJIIrary call Maine Mobile Arts at lectures opens Jan 21. Shows mixed media, fiber and Thomas Moser Times,' a permanent 5 Monument Sq., 721·8634. 
through May 16. Hours: sculptured metal and jew- Cabinetmakers Showroom exhib~ on the Clipper ship Portland, invites artists to Maine Write" " 
Wed 14:30 pm and 6-8 elry by 10 Maine artists. 415 Cumberland Ave, Snow Squall. Hours: submit work for a one- Publishers Alliance span-
"ActIvating Your 
pm, Thurs 9 am-12:30 pm Ongoing. Hours: Mon-Wed Portland. Black and white Fri-Sun noon-4 pm. month exhibition in the sors a number of pro-
Creativity' Share your cre-
ative process and prod-and 14:30 pm, Sat 9 am- 10 anHi pm, Thurs-Sat photographs of the Admission: $2 (kids freel. Lewis Gallery. 871-1758. grams for writers, ucts (of whatever form) In 12:30 pm. 78Q.4850. 10 ama pm, and Sun Canterbury Shaker Village 799-fl337. Southern MaIne Welinesl including poetry and short· ; a safe and supportive env~ noon- 6 pm. 761-7007. by New Hampshire artist Center invites artists to story workshops, a free ronment. If you wish to 
share, plan on 5-10 min-
utes. Meets the first Wed 
of the month, at Agape, 
657 Congress St, 
Portland, at 7:30 pm. 
Suggested donation: 
$5. 780.1500. 
"Artist'. SoIree" Every 
Friday from 5-8 pm. At 
Mainely Frames and 
Gallery, 534 Congress St, 
Poetland. 828-0031. 
The Central Maine 
Friends 01 Photography 
holds meetings the first 
Tues and third Wed of 
each month. At the 
Creabve Photographic Arts 
Center, Bates Mill 
Enterprise Arts Center, 
4th fioor, 59 Canal St, 
Lewiston, from 7·9 pm. 
782·1369. 
MECA Open House Tours 
Visit Maine College of 
Art's studio space the first 
Tues of every month at 
noon. At MECA, 522 
Congress Street. RSVP 
775-5098. 
Open Slide Night The 
Union of Maine Visual 
Artists invites artists, 
craftspeople and anyone 
interested to attend an 
open slide night the sec· 
and Friday of each month 
at 7:30 pm at Jay York 
Affordable Photo, 58 
Wilmot St, Portland. Bring 








one of the artists 
represented in 
"Making It Real" 
at the Portland 
Museum of Art, 
illustrates a 







Hall, 7 Congress 
Sq, Portland, at 
S pm, Lecture at 
the Holiday Inn 
By the Bay, 88 
Spring St, 
Portlan", at 
6 pm, Tix: $8 
($6 members), 
775-6148, 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers . To have
 a listing considered for publi· 
cation. send complete information (including dates, times, costs, complete
 address, a contact telephone 
number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication. Email: nniller@maine.rr.co
m. 
Peace Vigil at BIW The Peace & Justice Center of 
Southern Maine sponsors a vigil every Wednesday 
at Bath Iron Works, Commercial St, Portland, from 
happenings 
noo0-1 pm. Rain or shine. '772·1442. 
performing Girl Scout Cookies can be ordered through feb 1. Proceeds from the cookies fund troop projects and tnps, as well as summer camp facilities, training for 
adult leaders and scholarships. Cost: $3 per box. To 
order, call the Kennebec Girl Scout Council at B()()' 
660.1072. arts CD Relea.e Party Jan 9. Using traditional West African percussion instruments, Annegret Baier per-
forms selections from her CO, ' Solo Motion." At 
Borders, 430 Gorham Rd, So. Portland, at 7 pm. auditions/ B71-8859. 
submissions Portland Pirates Gamel Jan 10: Against New Haven 
at 2 pm. Jan 14: Against Springfield at 7 pm. Jan 
21: Against Philadelphia at 7 pm. Jan 30: Against Ac:tonl/Dancers Wanted for 
a February perlormance of 
51. Johns at 7:30 pm. Jan 31: Against St. Johns at 2 'Restless Nights,' an origina
l perlormance based on 
pm. At the Civic Center, Portland. Tix: $9-$13 ($5 the short stories of 
Dino Buuatl. · Call Louis Frederick 
kids/$7 seniors) . 775-3458. for audition information. 874
9285. 
Greek Glendl Jan 10. Join Portland Performing Arts' Burlington Music Co
nference is accepting applica-
House Island Project and dance master Joe tions from Northea
st regional bands and musical 
Kalyonanldes Grazlosi for a celebration of Greek cu~ acts of all varieties to 
perform at the BMC '98 in 
ture, including music by Opal Opal, danCing and lots Burlington, Vt, July 29
-Aug 2. The conference is a 
of food. At the Father Hayes Center , 699 Stevens showcase for talen
t from Maine, New Hampshire, 
Vermont. New York, Western Massachussetts and Ave, Portland. Potluck at 6:30 pm, video presenta-
tion at 7:30 pm, dancing at 8 pm. Tix: $12 . the Province of Queb
ec, offering not only live shows 
Kalyonanides teaches a Greek dance workshop Jan but classes, worksh
ops and the chance to rub 
9. 761·1545. elbows with industry a
nd club reps. Applications are 
Champions Oft Ice Jan 13. A performance featuring available at record and
 book stores, clubs and the 
some of the biggest names in ice skating, including BMC website @ bigh
eavyworld.com. Deadline: May 
Brian Boitano, Dorothy Hamill , Nancy Kerrigan and 1. For more details, cal
l 802-865-1140. 
Yarmouth's Amy Webster. At the Civic Center, Children'S Theatre o
f Maine seeks children 11 
Portland, at 7:30 pm. Ti.: $38. 775-3481. years old and up 
for its upcoming production of 
Greater Portland Christian Women's Club Jan 14. ' Stone Soup: Auditi
ons Jan 13 and 14 at Deering 
Women are invited to a lunch featuring 'fun With High School , 370 Stevens
 Ave, Room 223, from 
Rubber Stamps" by Kimberly Muggibisa of i 
5:30.6 pm. 874-0371. 
Portland's "Stampede.' Also a vocal performance by MaIne', Gay Men'
, Chorus seeks new members. 
Robin McCalmon of Hollis and guest speaker Joan Auditions Jan 14 at 
Williston West Church, 32 
Ford of New Hampshire. At Keeley's Banquet Thomas St, Portla
nd, at 6 pm. 772·1384. 
Center, 178 Warren Ave, Portland, from 11:30 am. Nortll By Northeast is a t
hree-night music festival 
1:30 pm. Cost: $B. 797-8968. and industry conference, J
une 12·14, In Toronto. 
The event showcases acts from Canada, the U.S. Bookslgnlng and Lecture Jan 15. Author Neil Rolde 
discusses then signs his book 'The Baxters of Maine." and around the world
. Cost: $250 ($200 before May 
At Baxter Memorial Library, 71 South St, Gorham at 7 23). For more info
 or to register, write to NXNE, 
• pm. Also Feb IB at Portland Public Library, 5 1B5A Danforth Ave, 2
nd fioor , Toronto, ON M4KIN2 
Monument Sq, Portland, at noon. 582·1899. or call 416469-0
986. 
Canada to Kittery Walk J~n 15. Paul fuller begins a Portland Lyric T
heater seeks performers for Its 
395-mile walk from Van Buren to Kittery in hopes of upcoming productio
n of "Showboat: Auditions Jan 
raising awareness about the gay rights referendum 11 at 2:30 pm and J
an 12 at 7:30 pm. At Portland 
vote on Feb 10. The trek is expected to take 21 Lyric Theater, 176
 Sawyer St, So. Portland. 799-
days. Supporters are invited to walk or drive along 1421 or 79~509.
 
with Fuller for all or part of the journey. For more Portland Ope ... Reperto
ry Theatre seeks Individuals 
info. e-mail fuller at canada-kitterywalk·voteno-febl0 for leading and su
pporting roles, chorus·members 
at yahoo. com, or call 832·5550. and young artists/a
pprentices for Its July production 
"Stories of Courage and Determination" Jan 16. of "La Traviata.' Audition
s Jan IB and 31 at Corthell 
George, and Carol Parks share stories and pi~tures Hall, USM, Gorha
m. Appointment required. For more 
from the 'Book of Virtues: At Warren Memorial library, info, call B79-0392
. 
479 Main St, Westbrook, from 7-8 pm. 854-5891. The Prairie Hom
e CompanIon invites contestants 
Bookslgnlng Jan 17. Travis Roy signs his book for ' Talent from Towns Un
der 2000. · Finalists will 
"Eleven Seconds," the tragic but ultimately uplifting appear on the Apr
il 4 broadcast in New York City, 
account of the accident that left him paralyzed. At plus receive .a troph
y and a monetary prize. 
Greater Bookland, 220 Maine Mall Rd, Portland, at Deadline: feb 13. Fo
r more details, visit the Prairie 
2 pm. 874-2300. Homepage at ph
c.mpr.org or call 612·290-1131 
Record and CD Show Jan 17. Dealers from through- after Jan 10. 
out New England offer a broad variety of new, used Reindeer Tlleatre 
Company Invites kids age 7 and 
and rare cd's and records, plus other musIc memo- up to audit ion 
for the upcoming production of 
rabilia. At the Lewiston Armory, Lewiston, from 10 "Beanie and th
e Bamboozling Book Machine. ' 
am.5 pm. Ti.: $2.50 ($2 students and seniors/free Auditions are Jan 1
1 at Reindeer Pointe, 650 Forest 
Ave 2nd floor, from 1·3 pm. B74-9002. kids under 12). 7B3-1378. 
Windham Center Stille Theatre seeks children in Open Mic Night at USM Eclectic lounge pianist Tom 
O'Donnell hosts an open mic night with weekly grades 1-8 for Its F
eb and March production of 'Who 
guests. Tom Acousti appears until Jan 22. At USM's Pushed Hum
pty Dumpty?' by Tim Ryan. Children 
Campus Center, Portland, at 8 pm. 874-6598. must be prepared 
to tell a joke and to read from a 
Super Bowl Party Jan 25. American Legion libby- sCript. Young
er children must tell a joke and recite a 
Mitchell Post 1176 presents an all you can eat buffet nursery rhym
e. Every child who auditions is guarao-
and chili cook·off contest, with door prizes given !. teed a part. Aud
itions are Jan 14 at Windham 
away throughout the football game. At the Am~rican Community Center
, Windham, from noon·5 pm. Call 
Tim Ryan at 773-3540. Legion Hall, Libby Rd , Scarborough at 3 pm. TIX: $3. 
883-3902. Women's Barb
ershop Quartet The Casco Bay 
Eggs & Issues Feb 4. The scheduled speaker for the Chapter of
 the Sweet Adellnes seeks women who 
Portland Chamber of Commerce's monthly breakfast can read musi
c and stay on tune. Call for an aud~ 
is Governor Angus King, Jr. At the Radisson Eastland tion. 700.1924
. 
Hotel, 157 High SI. Portland. from 7:15-9 am. Cost: Writer's Dige
st is accepting entries for the 1998 
$20 ($11 members). Deadline: Jan 28. To register, Writing Compe
tition. Original and unpublished manu-
call 772·2811 X228. scripts may b
e entered. Various prizes awarded. 
Bluegrasss Jam Session Bluegrass Association of for complete rule
s and an entry form, send a #10 
Maine sponsors a jam session for players of all lev- self·addressed, s
tamped envelope to: Writer's 
els the 2nd Sun of every month at 1 pm (last ses- Digest Writing
 Competition, Dept. PR, 1507 
sion in April). Unplugged stringed instruments only. Dana Av
e, Cincinatti, OH 45207, or fax request to 
At Roost Function Hall, Chicopee Rd, Buxton. Cost: 513-531·1843. 
$2 ($1 members). 729-5631. 
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ParodJe Tonite! 
(formerly 1e Casco Steppes) 
Saturday, Jan. 10 at 8pm 
761-2465 for reservations 
$lO/Adults $8/Seniors & Students 
Call)lC13'for a brochure about 
Gasses Workshops Performances 
)Ins ConseT'liatory 'lfreater ~Stwfro 
.. 341 Cumberland Ave. Portland "wicked good sauce" 
~ . 
(207) 761·2465 
, "H.tn a 6usy pface, fieri! at)lC!S!" 
g-1te!P~~ 
Quality Yams From Basic to Novelty, 
Cross.stitch, Needlepoint ............................ 
Jaegar, Noro, Sirdar, Katia, 
Plymouth & Other 
Fine Yarns . ............•........ 
Knitting & Needlecraft 
Accessories, Personal 
Service & Instruction 
Stitch 
& Shop 
Superbowl Sunday 11-S 
Adult & 
Children'S 
•••• ·S·lY Sh;~·Rd.: c~ ·ili~;;';: HE o.iil····· 
POTTERY 
CLASSES 
(207) 767·5076 (888) 858.4175 
Starting 
Week 01 January 12 
The. Store For 
Performance Athletes 
Snowshoes! We have the· 
greatest variety from running 
to expedition styles, 
Also, Snowshoe Boots & Poles 
they will make your winter adventure the best. 
Be Ready For Snow & Enjoy The Winter 
59 Middle Street, Portland, 780-8200 • Plenty of Parking 
Kids Classes 
beginning Jan 8th call soonl 
~--~--~-.---. 
• Wheelthrowing and 
Hand Building 
Wed 3:30·5 with Chris Peck 
Sat 9-/0:30 & //"/2:30 with Marriane Marrone 
• Metaismithing 
Thurs 3:30-5 with Marriane Marrone 
• Clay for High School Students 
Thurs 3:00"5 with Chris Peck 
Also: 
Sculpture, tile making, adult clay, metal casting 
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Earn an Associate Degree 
AT CASCO BAY COLLEGE 
Apply Now 
Key Points Majors 
--~-----------------
• Downtown Portland 
• Inside Parking 
• Student Apartments 
• Externships 
• High Job Placement 
• Financial Aid Available 
• Accounting 
• Business Management 
• Computer Applications 




• Travel and ,Tourism 
• Paralegal 
• Telecommunications 
• Need Based Grants 
Casco Bay College, 
477 Congress Street, 
Portland, Maine 
Day, Evening, Saturday Classes 
Start January, 1998 
",CHSCo 
IiQ!UlLEGE Call Now 772-0196 · E-mail:cbcollege@aol.com 
Weekend College at USM 
Classes start 
January 
23,24, &: 25. 
Registration begins January 12. 
New! Sunday afternoon course, 
Public Speaking. 
Can now for a Wcck~d College 
brochure at 
(207)780-4512 





UNIVERSITY EXTENSION ANO PUBLIC SERVICE 
Introductory Courses and CORE Courses 
Intro to Computers Fri 530-8pm 
Intro to Computers Sat 8:30-l1am 
Intra to Computers Sat 11:30am-2pm 
American Art Fti 4-6:30pm 
Exploring Careers in liberal Ans Sat 10am-12:30pm 
Approaches to An Sat 9-11:30am 
Fundamental Design I Sat _ 9am.3pm 
Computer Imaging Sat 9am-3pm 
The Documentary: Social Impact Fri 4-6:30pm 
Developmental Writing Sat 8:30am-12: lOpm 
College Writing Sat 9-11:30am 
Term Paper Writing (lcr) Fri 4-5:4Spm 
French Immersion Weekend Fri-Sat Feb. 27-28 
University Seminar Sat 9:30am-Noon 
Intro: PracticalJapanese I Sat 1l:30am-2pm 
Intro: Practical Japanese II Sat 8:30-1 lam 
Beg. American Sign Language I Fri 4:15-6:45pm 
Developmental Math Sat 11:30am-2:2Opm 
Elementary Algebra Sat 8 :30-11am 
Intermediate Algebra Sat 8:30-11am 
Intro to Statistics Sat 9:30am-Noon 
Music Appreciation and History Sat 8:30-llam 
Intro to American Government Sat 
Emergency Reponse Fri 
Environmental Recreation Sat 
Intro to Russian Sat 
Beginning Spanish II Sat 
Intermediate Spanish II Fri 
Contemp. Spanish-Speaking World Fri-Sat 
Intro to Social Welfare Sat 
Acting Performance Sat 
Contemporary Dance 1 Sat 
Public Speaking Fri 
Public Speaking Sat 
Public Speaking Sun 
Intro to Women's Studies Sat 
Other Undergraduat<: Courses 
Facility Org. and Management Sat 
Teach Students Special Needs Sat 
Curriculum Development Sat 
Gender and Crime Sat 
Creative Writing Sat 
Human Growth and Development Sat 
World Wars I and II Sat 
Contrastive Analysis: ASl and ENG Sat 
General Psychology II Fri 
Mental Health-Mental Illness Sat 
Graduate Courses 
Child-Centered Play Therapy Sat 
HRD in Organizational Setting Sat 




























cle/n/t/e/r sit /a/g/e 
Geometry equations are difficult enough without sprinkling in a couple of lies and 
two or three 
memories that mayor may not be false. But that's exactly the dilemma at the he
art of Mike 
Cullen's latest play, "Anna Weiss," The Dark Water Theatre Company presents the st
ory of an 
emotionally brittle triangle formed by a hypnotherapist (Anna), her patient (Lynn) and L
ynn's father. 
The night before Anna and Lynn are to start their life together in another town, L
ynn's father 
. arrives. This provokes his daughter to bring out some unsavory apples and oranges
 from the past 
- tuming the confrontation into a psychologically complex puzzle of accusation and d
enial. Quick: 
What's the hypotenuse? At the OffICe Pub, 477 Congress St, Portland. Thurs·Sat at 8
 pm. Sun at 
5 pm. Tix: $10. 892-3728. 
1liiie 
Cllrlltapher O'RlIey and 
CMer llrey Jan 8. PCA 
Great Pelfonnances pre-
sents pianist Christopher 
O'Riley and cellist Carter 
Brey in a perfonnance of 
classics from Brahms, 
Martinu and Prokofiev, as 
well as the tango-infused 
'Confin Sur' by contempo-
ral)l composer Jorge Luis 
Gonzalez. At Merrill 
AuditOrium, Portland, at 
7:30 pm. Tix: $1&$30. 
842-0800. 
Civil RIgMa BenefIt 
Concert Jan 17. Several 
local groups pitch in their 
pipes, including the Maine 
Won't DiSCriminate Chorus 
(composed of members of 
the Maine Gay Men's 
Chorus and Women in 
Hannony), Parody Tonightl 
(formerly the Casco 
Steppes) and "Bits of 
Broadway" from the 
Portland Lyric Theater. A 
portion of the proceeds 
benefits Maine Won't 
Discriminate. At Rrst 
Parish Church, 425 
Congress St,.Portland, at 
7 pm. Tix: $12 ($6 kids). 
773-5747. 
Lou Del BI*ICO Jan 9. 
A singer, songwriter and 
storyteller with comedic 
aspirations, Del Bianco 
chases iIWi1f the winter 
doldrums. Presented 
by L/ A Ms. At 
Lewiston Middle School 
Audnorium, Lewiston, at 7 
pm. Tix: $6.782·7228. 
Gospet Extmacanra Jan 
18. The NAACP hosts a 
number of choirs in cele-
bration of Martin Luther 
King Jr. Di1f, including 
Green Memorial, William's 
Temple, Full Circle and 
more. At Chestnut Street 
Church, 17 Chestnut St, 
Portland, at 6:30 pm. Tix: 
$5 ($20 family of four). 
773-3696 or 883-9764. 
Parody TonI",tl Jan 10. 
Previously known as the 
Casco Steppes, this reper· 
tOI)l company specializes 
in 'sing-up' comedy, 
music that satirizes every-
thing from Congress to 
infomercials. At ACTS, 
341 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland, at 8 pm. Tlx: 
$10 ($8 students and 
seniors). 761·2465. 
Oal< Street Theatre, 92 
Oak St, Portland. Thurs at 
'7:30 pm, Fri and Sai at 8 
pm, Sun at 5 pm. Tix: $18 
($16 students and 
seniors). Sat night tix: 
$20 ($18 students and 
I seniors). Preview perfor· 
I mance Jan 8. Tix: $10. 
I Jan 11 and 18 are pay-
a;:=-==---- I what you-can. Jan 15 and lliltar / 22 are 2·for-l. 775-5103. 
"TIle FIyJnc Ooctor And 
'AMI W'" Jan 8-25. The Jealous HIIIbInd" 
Dark Water Theatre pre- Jan 8-25. A pair of one-act 
sents an explosive tale of plays by Moliere, featuring 
lies and memories, expior· Benjamin Stewart in the 
Ing the effects of False tnle roles. At the Portland 
Memol)l Syndrome. At the Stage Company, 25A 
OffICe Pub, 477 Congress Forest Ave, Portland. Tues-
St, Portland. Thurs-Sat at I Fri at 7:30 pm, Sat at 5 
8 pm. Sun at 5 pm. pm, Sun at 2 pm. Also Jan 
Tix: $10. 892·3728. 'I 4 and 11 at 7:30 pm, Jan 
'Criminal Hea"·· .... I 10 at 9 pm. Reception fol-
Jan 8-Feb 8. Mad Horse I lows pelfonnance on Jan 
Theatre Company pre- 8. Discussions follow per. 
sents a comedy where formances on Jan 11 and , 
"The Odd Couple' meets I Jan 18. Tix: $18-$29. 
"Mission: Impossible: I Jan 10 is pay-what·you-
Written by Jane Martin. At can. 774-0465. 
THE SNOW IS HEREJ 
TIME TO GET OUT AND PLAY! 
X-COUNTRY SKI PACKAGES STARTING AT $169 - FROM 
GREAT NAMES LIKE ROSSIGNOL. TRAK. KARHN & AlPINA. 
SNOWSHOES BY TUBBS 
l~il 
GORHAM BIKE AND SKI WE HA VE CYCLOPS 
TRAINERS IN STOCK! 
1440 CONGRESS ST. • PORTLAND • m -1700 




522 Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
January 13 - February 15 
Opening Reception: 
Thursday, January 22, 5 - 7 pm 
Hours: 
Tuesday - Sunday 
11 am - 4 pm 
Thursday until 9 pm 
Closed Monday 
207-879-5,742 ex. 240 
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Many States Don't Legally Recognize All Relationships - But 







Will, Living Will, Power 
of Attorney, Domestic 
Partner Agreement 
Flat Fee $725 
Evening & weekend 
Marino~& Joyce 
Attorneys & 
Counselors at Law 
• Legal services within your means 
• Initial consultation without charge or obligation 
Edwin Marino, Jr., is admitted to practice law in New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, The Distr;ict of Columbia and Texas 
Muk C. Joyce is admitted to practice law in Maine and California 
appointments available. 1-800-917-4800 
(207) 363-4800 
Fax: (207) 363-4101 
Home visits also available. Meadowbroo
k Plaza 
York, Maine 




a comedy by Jane Martin 
Directed by Andrew Sokoloff 
January 8 - February 8, 1998 
Thursday - Sunday 
Thursday at 7'30 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday at 8:00 p. m. 
Sunday at 5:00 p. m. 
Pay-what-you-can January J J and J 8 
Buy one, get one fee January J 5 and 22 
Box Office 775-5103 
:. · .. ·······Revenge 
Is 
sweet 
Mad Horse Theatre Company at Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak Street 
Once A Year Storewide Clearance 
30% Off All Merchandise • 50% Off Selected !tems 
, 
4-
Fine Women's Apparel 
414 Fore Sf. • Old Port 
879-6306 
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CREATING A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE 
since 1997 
TAMARIND TREE COOKERY 
Feasts for the celebration of daily life 
featuring multi-cultural cuisine. 
EXPERIENCE 
Indian, Middle Eastern, European .... you can experience the essence of these 
countries at Tamarind Tree Cookery. We offer all-natural, preservative-free, 
authentically homemade breakfast, lunch, and supper selections (a day's notice is 
required for suppers). We also offer freshly baked breads, desserts, birthday 
. cakes, an office coffee break menu and a variety of hors d'oeuvres. 
Daily lunch and supper specials are available. 
Please CClfttac:t us to NqUUt IMIIUS 
q,.n MtNrdttJi T'Ir'tIugIr FI'kItty 
HOURs 
BrcaJcfast 8 AM to 10:30 AM 
l.ullch 11:30 AM to 2:30 PM 
Supper Orders Acceptad UntIl 3 PM 
In-Town Dellwry ScrYIcc AYaiIablc. 
Il11 Newbury StrMt Portland, Moine 04101 TaleP-: w-ntJ-9fn1 
Located _1'he Frcridin ArtwIol ~ IndIo GIld ...... hlre Strwts. 
An exceptional experience in take-out dining 
eren 
25% to 40% off 
Winter Coats, Suits, 
. Jackets, Dresses, Skirts, 
Blouses, Sweaters, and 
Accessories 
fine clothing and craftworlt 
34 Exchange Street· Old Port· 772-0219 
ACUPUNCTURE 
Sick Clnd Til"ed of Feelin9 Sick Clnd Til"ed? 
Make a New Year's Resolution 
for a Healthy 1998 with 
Silver Monkey Acupuncture 
and Herbal Medicine. 
1998 is the Year of the TIger, a year of big 
changes and bold initiatives. Let Silver 
Monkey Medicine help prepare you to go 
forward into this challenging year with safe, 
effective treatments that can help resolve chronic 
health prC}blems, relieve stress and boost energy. 
Call for an appointment today, 
Silve~ Mo~key 
AcupuI'\ctuV'e cmd +-leV'bcd Medicil'\el L,L,C, 
765 Congress Street (next to the Roma Cafe) • Portland, ME 04102 
(207) 780-8880 
Serving Greater Portland with Care and Humor ... Convenient Free Parking. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29 
Young Playwrights Contest The Chiidren'S Theatre 
of Maine invites anyone 18 years old or younger to 
submit an original play of any length with subject 
matter appropriate for all ages. Collaboration is per-
mitted, but all writers must receive credit. Selected 
plays performed May 2·17. Submission deadline: 
Feb 15. Send one or more plays to the Chlldren's 
Theatre of Maine, PO Box lOll, Portland, Me 
04101. For more info. call 874-0371. 
classes/workshops 
Acting Classes Oak Street Theatre. Inc. begins its 
winter session Jan 26. A variety of classes are 
offered, including Acting for Ordinary People and a 
new advanced session that culminates in a March 
performance. One-.day workshops in voice and mav-
ment are also available, in addition to master·level 
workshops by Laughingstock Company and Avner 
the Eccentric. Cost: $150.$225 per class, $25-
$200 per workshop. For more info. call 775-5103. 
African Drumming Classes begin Jan 20 and 21 and 
continue for nirm weeks. Taught by Anegret Baier. 
Cost: $120. Starting times and dates depend on 
level of skill. For more details, call 871-8859. 
American Style Smooth Dance Champions Michelle 
Officer and Ed Simon lead a swing seminar for 
dancers of all levels. Jan 18 at Maine Ballroom 
Dance, 614a Congress St. Portland, from 6-8 pm. 
Cost: $10 per hour. 773-0002. 
Ballroom Basics with Laurie Mullholland Chiasson. 
This nine-week course begins Jan 8. At Casco Bay 
Movers Dance Studio, 151 St. John St. Portland, 
from 5:45-6:45 pm. Cost: $75. 871·1013. 
Beginner Ballroom Le.sons Wed and Fri from 7-8 
pm. At Maplewood Dance Center, 383 Warren Ave, 
·Portland. 797·2891 or 878-0584. 
Ca_lra Master Beck teaches two multHevel classes 
in the Afro-Brazilian self.oefense art form. Tuesdays 
from 7:15-9:15 pm ($7 per class). Fridays from 7-9 pm 
($12 per class). At Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio, 
151 51. John St, Portland. Call Master Beck at 780. 
1675 or Devra Zabot at 828-3995. 
Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio offers a number of 
classes ranging from jazz to streetfunk to African. 
Adults and children welcome. For more info and a 
full schedule. call 871·1013. . 
Creative Movement with Esduardo Mariscal 
Tuesdays at Ram Island Dance Studios, Portland 
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland, at 
6 pm. Cost: $8. 871·9056. • 
Dance Classes in beginner ballet, African dance, 
modern dance, tap dance, dance for preschoolers 
and kids ages 6-12 and yoga are offered at ACTS. 
341 Cumberland Ave, Portland. By appOintment 
only. 761·2465. 
Dancing From the Inside Out An ongOing class in 
~xpressive dance and creative movement. Come move 
in a safe, supportive space. No experience necessary. 
Wed ~ pm, Sat 9-11 am. At Maine Ballroom Dance 
Studio, 614A Congress Sf, Portland. Cost: $10 (first 
class free). Contact Jesse Loesberg at 773-2362 or 
www.javanel.com/-Ioesberg. 
Funky Dance Claaeee For adults and te.ens Wed 
from 7:J0.8:30 pm. For kids Frl from 3:304:30 pm. 
At the YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. 874-1130. 
Greek Dance Styles Jan 9. Portland Performing Arts' 
House Island Project presents a workshop on Greek 
dance with Joe Kalyonanides Graziosi, at 7:30 pm. 
Cost: $5. For Iccation, call 761·1545. 
Uno Dance Classes Levels vary. Tues-Fri from 10. 
11:30 am and 12:30.2 pm. At Maplewood Dance 
Center, 3B3 Warren Ave. Portland. 797·2891 or 
878-0584. 
Mime Cia ..... begin Jan 8 and meet every Thurs for 
eight weeks. Taught by Antonio Rocha . At 496 
Congress St, 2nd floor, from 6:30-8:30 pm. Cost: 
$20 per class. 846-3682. 
Oriental Dance and Belly Dance Baraka's Josie 
Conte and Jeanne hlandy explore costuming, chore-
ography and technique for all levels using elements 
from various dance forms for children and adults. 
For. more information, call 828-6571 or 773-2966. 
Reindeer Performing Art. lor Kids holds perfor-
mance workshops on Sat. Feb 14-April 4. Times and 
age groups vary. At Reindeer Pointe. 650 Forest 
Ave, 2nd floor. Portland. Cost: $50. For more info or 
to register, call 874-9002. 
Star 01 Sea Dance Kids learn the basics of tap. jazz 
and ballet. Wednesdays from 3:30.4:15 pm (4-6 
years) and 6 :15·7 pm at Riverton Community 
Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. Cost: $15 per 
month. Sponsored by Portland Parks and 
Recreation. 874-8455. 
Swing/Jitterbug Classes with Paul Krakauski. This 
four·week course begins Jan 11. At Casco Bay 
Movers E)ance Studio. 151 St. John St, Portland. 
Beginners from 3-4 pm. Intermediates from 4-5 pm. 
Cost: $35. 871·1013. 
Theater Classes in acting, piano, African drumming, 
dance for actors, effective presentations, lighting 
and voice are offered at ACTS. 341 Cumbe~and Ave, 
Portland. By appointment only. 761-2465. 
Voice and Accent Classes Jean Armstrong offers 
classes in effective presentation , speaking and 
singing voice tips for Singers, projection and reso-
"lance and foreign accent. Maine accent offered in 
small groups or individual. For more info, contact 
Jean at 879-1886. 
Voice Classee for Adulltl and Children Stella Marie 
Bauman provides vocal technique, breath management 
and artistic interpretation. Private or class instruction 
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~ This Fridav, Saturdav and Sundav. 
Get ready for hockey season by bringing in your 
dull blades and let Play It Again Sports sharpen 
iliem up for free (Portland store only). Check out 
our deals on new and used hockey equipment. 
"Where else can you trade in your used stuff. 
Play It Again Sports. 
A JOYFUL NOISE 
An Evening Of Glorious Gospel 
Gary Hines 
and Billy Steele 
of Sounds of Blackness 
The Silver Leaf Singers 
The Maine Mass Choir 
Graminy-award winner 
Gary Hines leads the 
combined choirs of Maine's 
African-American churches, 
.Special guests, the SlIver 
leafs, celebrate 53 years of 
harmonizing for Jesus. 
Saturday, January 24 
8:00 pm 
State Street Church 
159 State Street, Portland 
Tickets: $15 
CALL (207) 761-0591 
or at Amadeus Music 
Spon$Oredby: Shop'nlava ICOLE 'HAhNI The Forecaster, Holiday 
Jnn by the Bay, Ula·Waliace Reader's Digest Fund, WMPG, Nalional Endowment 
lor the Arts 
PLRY IT R6Rln 
SIP~!)IRTS 




Wilderness Trips and Workshops 
Wlidemess First Responder 
Re-CertitIcatIon 
January 13, 14 
Cross Country SkIIng in Attean 
To~ . 
January 17-19 & February 14-16 
Sea Kayaking In the Florida 
Everglades 
February 23-MIlrch 1 -
Canoeing In the FlorIda Everglades 
March 2-8 
Backcountry SkIIng in 
Quebec's Pare de fa Gaspesle 
March 14-22 
Northern Quebec, 
George River Canoe, Trip 
July 22 to August 7 
BaffIn Island, 
Soper River Canoe Trip 
July 29 to August 7 
For more infonnation on these and 
other trips for adults and families contact: 
Greg Shute, Wilderness Trip Director 
Chewonki Foundation, 485 Chewonki Rd. 
Wiscasset, ME 04578 
. Tel. (207) 882-7323 Fax. (207) 882-4074 
e-mail: gshute@:hewonki.org 




Oak Street Theatre 
I 
School for the 
Performing Arts 
Classes start January 26th 
Call 775-5103 
for a complete schedule, 
Tea Shop 
& Eatery 
Try our lunch menu: 
• soups and sandwiches 
• casseroles 
• roll ups & quiche 
or, Afternoon Tea 
• Scones & spreads 
• Bars &'cookies 
• Cakes & cobblers 
II OPEN SUNDAYS II 
642 Congress Street 
Portland· 773-3353 
Tues-Fri 11 :30-6 
Sat & Sun 12-5:30 
property dispute. As a work of cinematic art, Steven Spielberg's "Amistad" is nearly flawless, a painstakingly realistic accOlmt of the little-known revolt 
aboard the slave ship La Amistad in 1839 and the events that sur-
rounded it. The set is impeccable, the dialogue is convincing, and, even 
though some characters don 't work as well as others, ' Amistad" 
shouldn 't be missed,. 
But clearly, ' Amistad" is intended to function as more than just an art-
work. It serves to tell a forgotten story - one that has likely been inten-
tionally omitted from the annals of U.S, history. It challenges its viewers 
to experience a gruesome and emotional chapter of our nation's past 
without softening any of the horror. 
What follows is wrenching. Through a translator, Cinque recounts the 
capture and the middle passage in grim detail. Despite Cinque's painful 
account and Baldwin 's well-thought-out arguments, the case seems des-
tined to be thwarted by the clueless Van Buren. That is, until Adams joins ! 
the case and secures himself a place in the history of abolition. 
• Amistad" takes viewers to the summer of 1839, when, off the coast 
of Cuba, 53 West Africans break free from their shackles and, led by 
West African tribesman Cinque (Djimon Hounsou), stage a bloody rebe~ 
lion. The only surviving whites are two Spanish slave traders, 
Every actor in the ensemble turns in a good performance, and 
Hounsou is outstanding both for his extraordinary presence and for the 
depth that inspires respect for his character. But what's mostoimpressive 
about ' Amistad" is the glimpse it gives into the minds of the imprisoned 
Africans. These men, women and children are not slaves, but free people 
who have been illegally captured and sold. As such, they are alive with 
hope and unfettered by the experience of ensl~vement. 
All this might not come across if the Africans hadn't been portrayed 
speaking their own language (translated in subtitles). This 
whom Cinque spares so they can pilot the Amistad back to 
Africa. But the Spaniards intentionally steer the ship on a zig-
zag course, ending up off the coast of Connecticut, where 
the Africans are captured and put on trial for mutiny and 
murder. 
The case presents an interesting dilemma - both for 
the abolitionists who come to the Africans ' aid, Lewis 
Tappan (Stellan Skarsgard) and well-educated former 
slave Theodore Joadson (Morgan Freeman), and for 
slippery President Martin Van Buren (Nigel 
Hawthorne), who's up for re-election and doesn't 
element gives striking insight into the way the lan-
guage barrier - and the lack of effort by slave-own-
ers arid traders to translate - must have 
contributed to inhumane treatment. As anyone 
who has been to a foreign land can attest, inability 
to speak 'their" language is often construed as infe-
riority. And inferiority was often used to rationalize 
slavery. 
want to be known as the president who start-
ed a civil war. Joadson and Tappan appeal 
to former President John Quincy 
While' Amistad" may not change your out-
look on American history, it is a welcome 
addition to understanding the African expe-
rience in the United States. It's 
the kind of film any good history 
teacher could use as a resource 
in the classroom, and any person 
willing to face the truth about our 
nation 's heritage will want to 
watch .• Amistad" will touch even 
those who purport not to care. 
Adams (Anthony Hopkins) for his ... ::::~i help, but are refused and must 
resort to Roger Baldwin, a 
young real -estate lawyer 
(Matthew McConaughey) who 
intends to try the case as a 
now playing 
NEW THIS WEEK 
AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN PARIS John 
Landis ' 1981 cult hit bites again, this time 
with a new director, a new location and no 
Dr. Pepper guy. Backpacking through 
Europe, a college graduate (Tom Everett) 
falls in with a beautiful young woman IJulie 
Delpy). All is shaping up to be one hell of an 
entry into the travel diary, unlil Ihe moon 
grows fat and the damsel grows carnivo-
rous. Maine Mall ClrHlma 
AMISTAD Steven Spielberg'S painstakingly 
realistic account of the little·known revon 
aboard the slave ship 'La Amistad " in 
1839 is a nearly flawless film that cha~ 
lenges its viewers to experience a grue-
some and emotional chapter of our 
nation 's history without softening any of the 
horror. It's the kind of film that any good 
history teacher should use as a resource in 
the classroom, and any person willing to 
face the truth about our nation's heritage 
will want to watch. "Amistad' will touch 
even those who purport not to care . 
Reviewed this issue. Hoyts Clm's Pond 
THE BOXER A pugilist (Daniel Day-lewis) 
does a little one-two for the IRA and lands 
himself in jail. 14 years later, he's a free 
man with a married gWriend and a country 
still plagued by violent turmoil. MairHI Man 
Cinema 
DECONSTRUCTING HARRY An author 
IWoody Allen) whose stories closely parallel 
his numerous affairs is beleagured and 
browbeaten by his exes - and weary from 
his excess. With a typically Allen ali·star 
cast. Hoyts CIa""s Pond 
RREsTORM The action-adventure genre 
combusts in this latest incamation, the tale 
of firefighters doing battle with Smoky the 
Bear's worst nightmare: forest fires. Hoyts 
CI"""s Pond, Hoyt's Flllmouth 10 
Hell-bent on freedom: Djimon Hounsou In "Amistad" 
GOOD WIU HUNTING When one therapist : FlUBBER Robin Williams plays a kooky Pt(}. 
after another gives up on the brililiant but : fessor who tries to keep control his amaz-
troubled Will Hunting (Matt Damon), he's i ing discovery - a translucent. bouncing 
finally handed over to a shrink at the com- i green goo with a mischievous agenda _ in 
munity co llege (Robin Will iamsl. The doc i this remake of the "The Absent-Minded 
may not have a Cambridge address, but he : Professor." Maine Mall Cinema, Hoyt 's 
has what all the others didn 't: patience. l Falmouth 10 
.Hoyts CIa""s Pond, Hoyt's Falmouth 10 : TIlE FUU MONTY After a local appearance 
HAPPY TOGETHER As a final attempt to i by the Chippendale dancers, a group of six 
salvage their crumbling relationship, Lai i unemployed British steelworkers test their 
: and Ho leave their native Hong Kong for : luck in the striptease business. They may 
i Buenos Aires. Their problems accompany i not be good-looking, but a mixture of 
. them, however, convincing Lai n's time to pathos and hilarity makes this film one of 
end the romance. When his decision is the most enjoyably intell igent feel.good 
forestalled, a platoniC relationship with a movies in years . Reviewed 10/ 2/97. 
Taiwanese boy puts him on the right track. Keystone Theatre Cafe 
TIle Movies AS GOOD AS IT GETS Jack Nicholson stars 
JACKJE BROWN After a stewardess (Pam as. a bigoted, obsess iv~ompulsive novel-
Grier) is caught smuggling dirty money into ist who finds himself charmed by an anxi. 
Mexico, she betrays her boss (Samuel L ety-ridden pooch and a down.to-earth 
Jackson) and hooks up with some dubious waitress in Ihis smart and pithy romantic 
characters in a stab for the cash. Hoyts comedy. With Helen Hunt (isn 't she a little 
Cia"", Pond, Hoyt', Falmouth 10 young for Nicholson?) and Greg Kinnear. 
MR MAGOO The wealthy but hopelessly Maine Mall Cinema, Falmouth 10 
myopic Mr. Magoo (Leslie Nielsen) stum- HOME ALONE 3 Macauley Culkin has been 
bles into a band of jewel thieves, thwarting replaced by 8-year-old Alex D. Linz for yet 
their heist and wreaking havoc . Hoyt. another installment of the young-aban-
CIa""s Pond doned-boy-tums·action·hero scenario. This 
WAG THE DOG A glitzy Hollywood producer time, Alex Pruitt is home with the chicken 
(Dustin Hoffman) is recruited by a sspin pox when some international thieves come 
doctor (Robert De Niro) to help fabricate a a-knocking. Guess who prevails? Maine 
war between Uncle Sam and Albania - all Mall Cinemas, Fa/inouth 10 
in the hopes of diverting America's atten- THE ICE STORM This tale of the dysfunc-
tion from a sex scandal involving the pres~ tional 1970s features Sigourney Weaver 
dent. Hoyts Cla""s Pond, Hoyts Falmouth and Kevin Kline as lost suburban souls who 
10 try to solve their problems with booze. adu~ 
ALSO SHOWING 
BOOGIE NIGHTS An idealistic movie pro-
ducer (Burt Reynolds) dreams of elevating 
hiS adult-entertainment industry craft into 
an art form by turning a gullible kid, Eddie 
Adams (Mark Wahlberg), into porn star Dirk 
Diggler, who thinks that it's exciting to be a 
star, no matter what the cost. Reviewed 
11/6/97. Keystone Tlleatre Cafe 
tery and spouse-swapping parties, while 
their kids struggle 10 grow up without much 
parental support. Reviewed 12/4/97. TIle 
Movie •• 
MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN OF GOOD AND 
EVIL Based on the bestseller by John 
Berendt, this southern gothiC features a 
Savannah socialite (Kevin Spacey) who is 
accused of murdering his lover (Jude Law). 
A magazine writer (John Cusack), entranced 
ZOE S. MILLER 
with all the genteel wealth and voodoo, 
knowingly becomes involved with a scandal 
he should have left alone. Reviewed 
11/ 27/ 97. Keystone Theatre Cafe 
MOUsEHUNT Two brothers attempt every 
trick in the exterminator's book to rid their 
mansion of its mischevious rodent. Hoyts 
Falmouth 10, Hoyts Cfa'" 's Pond 
THE POSTMAN Kevin Costner plays the 
postapocalyptic Postman, a ragged eques-
trian messenger bringing epistles to 
America 's survivors . Before film 's end, 
however, he's nothing less than a post 
post-modem savior who's able to restore 
faith in the Mure and pull an army togeth-
er. Maine Mall Cinema, Falmouth 10 
THE RAINMAKER Matt Damon plays an 
inexperienced lawyer pitted against a pow· 
erful insurance company in Francis Ford 
Coppola 's courtroom drama based on John 
Grisham's novel. Claire Danes is his love 
interest and Danny DeVito adds some 
sleaze to the mix as his colleague. 
Keystone Theatre Cafe 
SCREAM 2 The much·hyped sequel to Wes 
Craven's surprise slasher hit introduces a 
bevy of new babes and more genre-specific 
jokes. With Jada Pinkett and Tori Spelling. 
Reviewed 12/18/97. MalrHI Mall Cinema, 
Harts Falmouth 10 
TITANIC With a script that's entertaining 
but not refreshing, Cameron scuttles the 
allegorical possibilities of the Titanic and 
instead launches a shallow romance 
between Jack Dawson (DiCaprio) and Rose 
De Witt Bukator (Winslet). All the same, 
when the ship finally goes down, it does so 
with fitling spectacle and grandeur. 
Reviewed 1/ 1/98. Maine Mall Cinemas, 
Hoyts Falmouth 10, Hayts Cla""s Pond 
TOMORROW NEVER DIES The supremely 
suave 007 returns to protect the free world. 
Falmouth 10 
starting friday 
SCHEOULE EFfECTIVE FRIOAY THROUGH THURSDAY, JAN 9-
15. OWING TO SCHEDULING CHANGES AFTERCBW GOES TO 
PRESS. MOVIEGOERS ARE ADVISED TO CONFIRM TIMES 
WITH THEATERS. 
HOYTS CLARK'S POND, 333 CLARK'S POND RD., 
SO. PORTLAND. 879-1511. 
GOOD WlU HUNTING (R) 
11:30, 2. 4:30, 7:20. 10:05 
WAG THE DOG (R) 
11:45, 2:10.4:25, 7.9:20 
ARESTORM (RI 
12:30, 2:40. 4:45. 7:30. 9:50 
AMISTAD (R) 
12.3:10. 6:45, 10 
JACKIE BROWN (RI 
12:20, 3:20.6:30, 9:45 
TOMORROW NEVER DIES (PG-13) 
12:40. 3:40. 7:10, 9:55 
DECONSTRUCnNG HARRY (R) 
7:55, 10:10 
MOUSEHUNT (PG) 
12:50, 3:30, 6:50, 9 
MR MAGoo (PG) 
12:10, 2:05. 4. 6 
HOYTS FALMOUTH 10. 206 U.S. ROUTE 1. FALMOUTH. 
781·5616. 
AS GOOD AS IT GETS (PG-131 
12:40. 3:30. 6:30. 9:35 
TITANIC (PG-13) 
2, 7 
GOOD WIU HUNTING (R) 
11:45. 2:15, 4:45, 7:30, 10 
JACKIE BROWN (R) 
12:35, 3:35, 6:40, 9:40 
WAG TIlE DOG (R) 
12:15. 2:30. 5. 7:15. 9:30 
MOUSEHUNT (PG) 
I, 3:10. 5:20, 7:35. 9:45 
ARESTORM (R) 





TOMORROW NEVER DIES (PG-13) 
1:20.4:10. 7:25, 9:50 




KEYSTONE THEATRE CAfE. 504 CONGRESS ST .. PORTLAND. 
871·5500. 
IOOGIE NIGHTS IR} 
9:15 
TIlE RAlNMAIIEII (PG-13) 
6:30, 9:30'SAT-SUN MAT 1:30 
MlDNlGNT IN THE IIARDEII OF GOOD AND EVIl. (R) 
6, 9:15.SAT-SUN MAT 2:30 
TIlE FUU ~ (R) 
7'SAT-SUN MAT 2, 4:15 
MAINE MALL CINEMAS MAINE t.Wi ROAD, SO. PORTLAND. 
774-1022. 
TIlE BOXER (R) 
1:20.4, 7:15. 9:45 
AN iM_ -'OLF IN PARIS (R) 
7.9:30 
AS GOOD AS IT IIET$ ("'13) 
1, 3:55, 7, 9:55 
POST1IWI (R) 
9 





12:30, 1, 4:25, 5, 8:30, 9 
R.UBBER (PG) 
12:45,3.7 
THE MOVIES 10 EXCHANGE ST .. PORTLAND. 772-9600. 
HAPPY TOGETHER (NR) 
JAN 8-13'WED-FRI 5, 7. 9.SAT 3:15, 5, 7'SUN 3:15, 
7:15'MON-TUES 7:15 
TIlE ICE STORM (R) 
JAN 1()'13'SAT 1. 9'SUN 1, 5. 9'MON-TUES 5, 9 
NICKELODEON TEMPLE AND MIDDlE STREETS. PORTLAND. 
772-9751. 
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I JANUARY16th, 11th 618th, 19901 
CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER 
DlMarcmmDNS 
With more than 130 PO RTLAND, MAINE Pottery Throwing 
exhibitors expected, the Maine Faux Painting & More 
Home & Remodeling Show is sure to be one of IHliriiAINMEJIT FOR IIDSI 
1998's biggest events. And the ongoing demons- Magic from the Amazing Van Dini 
trations, events and entertainment we've Center Court Park Play Area 
planned will make it a must-see for any?ne 18111' DaaR pl"Zgl, 
looking for home related products, selVlces, or passes, Portland Pirates & Sea Dogs tickets, 
just ideas, DON'T BE LEFf OUT! plus lots of other giveaways 
Mark your calendar now for January 16th AQMI551aN: 
through the 18th. Plan to be here all Adults $4 / Seniors (65+) $3 
three days! ~~!!"t!~~! Kids Under 12 FREE! .D--------, I7:J - -~ - - - - enecoopoopcraneadct PRESENTING SPONSORS, 
II ~ TI mU u =~;:am IIHB·I:fl1 _ I 
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to respond to any ad call 1-900-370-20,,1. ,8'" $' .. 99'-' touch-ton. phon. only ------WOMENIi'MEN MENIi'WOMEN 
'998 SOULMATE SOUFflE, ingred~nts: on< DWF, 
5"', with lots oHaste. One~ngl. male: .5-65, brains, 
SOH,educated, pror.s~onaL Saut .. activities with 
conversations. Whisk in Ideas and dreams. Mix in 
wit and wisdom. Bake until golden. Gam~h with 
sprigs of fun. Uberal seMngs.-s~ 
ATiiTUDE IS CONTAGIOUS. SWF, 43.lam loving, car· 
ing. romantic. imaginative and loyal.lookin! for one 
special guy that can be all that I am. Must also be 
family oriented, and non smoker. I am vt!ry accept-
ing of pe<l!lie, SO please be too. -S066. 
BEYOND THE HOLIDAY. Vibrant, slender, SWPf, ~t. 
40,S, se",ne, joyous~ spirit.d, ,,,,ative, ... 1I·edu· 
cated, sometime kitchen artist, mediator, relaxed and 
anenti .. , seeks healthy, humourous fri.nd, 50'~ tal\ 
NjS, to enjoy tea, brunch. sunday papae~, movies, 
H slciing, snoeslioein, ice·skating orwalks tog.th· 
er. Ukes; Japanese ,raft asthetie, sparenes~ tweedy 
.~gance·"498s 
BOYFRIEND IS AWAY over holiday and might as well 
be away fore .. , Looking for repla,.men~ smooth, 
hot hand~ handsom., int.lligent, SOH, direction, 
easy· going to ,omfort 5')", anra<live, 145t, BrIBr, 
feminine & sensual.1rS04S 
CtllRMlNG,lOHG BlACK HAIRED, educated chinese beau-
ty seeks a 'ItIY smart/soccessful genll.man for friend· 
shiPi\lsting relalionship/poss~l. marriag •• 1 will ans..., 
aU responses wilh relurn poslage. Wrile 10 me sooo!Per· 
sonal Adwrtiser t922, P.O. Bo' 1238, P~nd, ME 
04'04-~~990 
COMPLlX. SANE, lAIf1, FUNNY DVIr, lat. 40'S, 5'6" WPTH, 
SOH, seeks honey, friend. Hope some interests match. 
Nev" boling atwa" 'hanging. UB: 5/OM .6'51, s'B" 
honesl, communicative, joy of lire, We have eYel'f\:hing 
10 ga;n. Portland·south.~4961 
----'-----
FINE, FEMININE, FOXY, young, ~o's, 5'9", .",ptional 
slender shape, professional, educated, Se(ure, hip, 
sweet, crealive. dancer desires youthful, toned,smart, 
secure, allriKtive, sincere guy with spark & SOH. 
Race not an iSsue.IrS110 
fUN AND FRIENDSHIP FIRST. I'm down to earth. spiro 
itual, energetic, wacky, vegetarian; love yoga, read· 
ing. natu"" movies, walking: mid'20'S; see~ng friend· 
ship fi~twlmid·'o's guy who's NjS, N/D, int.lligent, 
sometineshorrobodylarlventu",r,spiritua\ vegetaria~ 
compassionate, romantic; let'sueate fun, friendship, 
support. "5118. 
HAPPY'('()'LUCKY OFF·BEAT NUN. Delicat. but inap' 
propriate, fun. funny, casuaL Soeking chiv.lrous old 
wortd gentleman, fit or fat, int.rested in the arts, 
stnl living in the 19S0'~ generous, tol.rant, kjnd, 
paternal, enjoys ~ne dining and ballroom dancing, 
50-65, Ital~n·Asnerican catholic a pI05.-S077 
I HAVE A LIFE, intel~dua~ self·assured, naturalist, 
grammy of 2, '"iOYS firelight, cand~light, arts & p~. 
tachio ice-cream. Easygoing, I\e~ble, family·orienl· 
ed, PI.ase be gracious, sincere, independently 
wealthy & ,outh. NjS, 55-60 ~h, no vice~ nice pre· 
sentation a plus. Greater Portland,"4960 
I KNOW WHAT I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS, do you? 
Naughty and nice SWf, 39, seeks ~.ighrid. with 
dashing reindeer blKk (Dancer perllapsn Festivities 
include chilled bubbly, pyrotechnic roanng fires, ( 
masted chestnuts optionaL.) mistletoe, angels of 
snow, glowing cheeks and NO HO HO' Order earty. 
F"" local deli .. ",. Giftwrap slightly extra.-s043 
IF irS CLEAR TO YOU THAT one can be whit. collar 
& blue ,ollar, activ. & quiet, ,,,,ative & down to 
.arth, cultivated and str .. t wise, hard,wor!<ing & 
frivolous, spiritual & carnal· then maybe you & I ( 
DWF, 52) should talk'''~9s6 
IF YOUR SMALLER HEAD DOES YOUR THINKING .. .l'm 
not int.rested! TM 49 y.o, NjS, he~thy, caring, roman-
tic., adM, worong. thinking, attOOive. creatiYe. WPTH. 
frugal, christ~n, DWF with m.ny interests. loves fam· 
i~, hom" 'ount"" ,hildren, animals, dandng, read· 
ing, writing, poetry and the great outdoors. Right 
man won't "'gret calling!!1rsOO9 
INDEPENDENT, INTELLIGENT, UNSKINNV but not un· 
pr.ny, mid·twenties SWF who can p.rall.1 pa"seeks 
quiet, witty, ,harming SM 25'35 ~om the top half of 
the g.ne pool.-SOIl 
INTELlIGENT, ARTISTIC, SOPHISTICATED, AGM .8 
y.a female with future aspirations and an interest In 
finding quality friendships. Seeking a clever, creative, 
secure, cullurtd, humorous, liberal male, t9·2S, with 
an appreciation for t'xceptional women, a healthv 
social life, and • progressive approach to life and 
",lationships.-soo6 
~ LOVE lUST ~ DREAM, ~, yr. old n~u.list with strong 
mariner spirit, spiritual sensitili~ and sense ofhUlllOll seeks 
,omp"~n 10 share the salty rock and " I ofCas<o Bay, foI· 
lowing ti'o will of the win~ .. s"" 
lETS RING IN THE NEW YEAR TOGETHER! Portland, 
Maine SWf, 37, 5'9", Ig buld, enjoys dining in or 
out, rnovies.sports. canadng. ~djng.quiet Mnings 
& taling walks. Desires 5/OWM for fri.ndship/ 1II1. 
Med 10 Ig build'''4952 
UFE ~ TOO SHORT to spend i alone! Pretty, fIA fig~ 
1lWF, S. ,.' seeks int.lil'n~ si""", h.nest, spiritua\ ~ 
gentleman .5·58 to share ""ilar Intetests. laughte!, con· 
versation, friendship, possible LTbsOOS 
LDOIIING FORWARD TO 98! Young ~oking and feeling 
49 DVIr, ~ fil, 5'.', 125'. Am 1Ieli~., enjoy, cooking. 
gardening. boating. entertaining. Have one grown Ud 
and a charming dog. looking for an int~ligenl gentle-
man wlSOH for ,ompanionsmp.It\04B 
LOVELY, KINO, FEMININE SWf, 43, seeks co"""niorl. 
Accomplished. weII-educated professional with many Int,,· 
est Appreciates and reciprocates inteztily, respect, len· 
tleness, humor, inlel!St in life beyorad home and wolt. 
Enjoys animals, kids. outdoors. arts, reading, gym. Hop· 
ing to moet similarly an.<live friend. L.ner and pholo 
.ppree.ted. PeMnal Adwrtiser 1926, P.O. 8oJ< 123B, 
Portland, ME 04'04. 
NEW YEARS RESOlUTION .. .!o meet int.Uigen~ hand· 
some professiOll~ who loves to laugh and have fun, 
has honesty, sincerity and integrity, and knows who 
he is and what he wants out of life. Me: anrattiv., 
physicallv fit, outgoing prof.ssional who has her ad 
together, is finandal~ and emotional~ sewre, loves 
travel, fine dining, oozy fireplace conversations, Breat 
friends and living life to its fullest. I want to sha", 
1998 with someone terri~c...ft could be ~ou! IrS123. 
Personal Advertiser '927, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, 
ME 04'0~. 
NOT RICH OR GORGEOUS, JUST REAU DWr, .0, ded· 
icaled mom. Stroog ~iver in personal growth, I!Sjled 
& commitment. looking for one special dad who's 
not afraid of ,halOnges of fami~ li~. Dare to share 
1M of DUr chiklren. Be loving, accepting, willing to 
receive same.-49S9 
RECOVERING fROM MISTAKEN IDENTITY. 5'2", straw· 
berry blonde, DVIr, spiritua\ """I, sense of humor, 
old enough to know better, writer, teacher, healer, 
NjS, I/O, loo~ng for availabl. male companion, any 
",., probab~ over .0, who enjo" dancing, movies, 
p~~ boo~ breakfasl, ,onve~tion and laughter. 
IrS1I7. 
HARMON'S & BARTON'S 
1·800·SUN·LILY 774"5946 
personal of the week 
BOYFRIEND IS AWAY over holiday and might as well be away for· 
ever! Looking for leplacement, smooth, hot hands, handsome, jntel-
ligent, SOH, direction, easy-going to comfort 5'3", attractive, 14511, 
Br/Br, feminjne & sensual.ws04S 
Wnrers 01 iIllmtal ~ ill W!eli8lM a gil reti CIIII1esy of m 's & Bartoo fIJIisL AI em Bay Weellt 
peIlOO3~ are enlered SeIIJ}'lIIf peIlOO3l ad 10 . em Bay Weellt P!rsooa~ PO. 80x 1238. PoItIand, ME ~1~ 
SEEK AOVEHTURE, TAlX, passion & wddles. Aura,· 
tive DWllovesthe Blues, cookin!, qU~1 times. ocean, 
kids & anirnats.I'm 39, independent, down to earth. 
honest, d.t.rminded entr,!>,,",ur with !ood SOH. 
Soeks self·suf!ic~nt man with lir. outside of ba~ & 
sports. "5122. P._al Advertiser '9'5, P.O. 50, 
123B, Portland, ME 04.04. 
SENSUAL, INTElliGENT, OPEN, up~ont ~ngl. moth· 
er who is desperat~ trying to _mber that I have 
needs and am more than a mommy. ISO caring, hon-
est, affectionate, fun-loving man who can appreci-
.t. my finer qu~it~ and acrept the other ones!tts083 
SICK Of KISSING FROGS! Singl.".nd over 2~ 29 in 
fa<l! R.formed Princess seeks nature boy for hoi· 
k~ng through hills, d.les, o,,"nsides, mountains, 
and gl.ns. Must be healthy, hones~ warm, a linl. 
"Iy, ind.pendent and likes kids, No prissys, ~ssys, 
ladykil~~, or big bad wolves.-S044 
SOUTH OF PORTlAND ~o VIS. good looking bottom 
looking for someone who is hiend~, man~, rugged, 
hairy, large, and loves to feel lik. the man. Don't 
miss this one i'm ready and willing. Da" great."4993 
WANTED: ONE BAD BOY WITH A BIG HEART seeking 
)0 somet~ng, dar!<, handsome man who's not ahaid 
of emotions, responsibility. family oriented musician 
with day job maybe? Me: mature 27 y.o Italian big 
brown eyes, looooooong brown hair, .sober smoker 
parent. Come hang your lealner next to mine.IrS012 
MEN~WOMEN 
30Y.0. WRITER/BARTEHTER looking for woman who 
wants to liv. Northem E1posure·lik.1 Spitfire Grill· 
like{Nearing·like life, who's excited by ueating,leam-
Ing, reading spirituali!yfrnystidsm, outdoors, garrIe~ng. 
community, log tabins., fitness, creative fun, wine, 
and prefers relationships & self·beltennent over career 
& money. -S1l6. 
31 Y.O SURVIVOR OF THE DATING HOLOCAUST. 
Thruogh yea~ of wa~a", this SWM has d.veloped 
the thr .. traits neecessa", for su«essful compl.tioo 
of mission: COOking. deaning, no baggage! I'm seek· 
ing special female re<ruit to plot future manouvers. 
Remember, some wars can be fun! Enlist now."-4998 
A CATCH IN CAPE ELIZABETH. Body: All .. ;late wrote 
th~ .•.. "Yes, he's handsome, has a great body and a 
I"'al pe~onality. You'll ag"", irs hard to btlie .. 
he's not taken. call him for an elC!remely .nt.rtain-
ing date and heart-warming eKperience:srs086 
ARE YOU HONEST AND TRUSTWORTHY ag. )5·.5, 
fainy at_tive and shape~? Uk. to walk the beach 
in thr .. seasons, lik.the woods and fish? Start out 
as friends and then become dose and affec:tionate, 
I'm 40'S, 5'S", '501, N/D N/A.-sos9 
ARE YOU OUT THERE? Awoman aliv. and still cun· 
ous, youthful, reft.<live with an ",petite for adven· 
ture and romance. Fifty more or less? let's meet to 
discuss recent dreams and ponder the signilkance. 
I'm, 50 plus .... 988 
ART THOU THE TAWNY WEIRCAT I SEEK? Hasl thou 
dreamt of a white tiger padding along beside thee? 
Then com. let us prowl the land tog.ther 'neath the 
pa~ opal moon, becomin! one with the night. Let 
lIS bathe one another in sweet - welL,just imag-
ine!lrs087 
ATIENTION CBW SHOPPERS!!! Professional DWM, 33, 
with outgoing personality, romantic nature, no sports 
addictions, Seinfeld, massage, computers. lazy sun· 
days seeks 5/OF, 25'40, with unique SOH and pa~ 
sion for life. ~I now· operators are standing 
bY!!"sl08 
AUTO RACING, DRINKING: CAMPING and mor. if th~ 
sounds good to you cal\ Ill\' message will roll you 
much more. Looking for S/M/DWF, '5'5' Y". Me 
DWM, 41 V~ Young, 5'10", '501, SOH easy going 
and fun'''s089 
AVAilABlE fOR THE NEW YEAR. 40, honesl, ~nc.re, 
believe in individuality, kind, polite, considerate, no 
nonsense, healthly souVmind, handsome, Nfj, 5/0, 
SWPM, wfjOH, 5'7', .601. Enjoy mu~~ movies,din· 
ing OUi, hiking, dandng, sports (not obsessedl.ISO 
same q~litife, race/age not real important. trSOSo. 
Personal Advertiser 192), P.O. 50, 12)8, Portland, 
ME 0~'04. 
BOSTON BY DAY, THE PORTS BY NIGHT! SWM finan· 
cial broker, vg·looking, )9, 5'U-, athletic build, seek· 
ing intelligent companions for adventurous sojourns, 
both country and urban as well as oceanic..'lfS109 
CULTIVATED, ASSERTIVE, DWM, 5'11", ,,01, aUra,· 
tive. muscular, romantic, highly educated, sensuaL 
confident, secure, sensitive, thoughtfu~ and affec· 
tionate seeks pretty, reminine, educated, indepen· 
dent, inteligent, refined, shapely, sensuous woman, 
35'49, I eniOY classical & popular mu~c, European 
trav.1 & theatre, ",ading. french cuisine, good '011' 
versalion and a cosy home.tt4980 
FREE 40 word ad • FREE voice greeting • FREE retrieval everyday! 
Submit your FREE 40 word ad today. Simply fill out the coupon and mall It back to us at: Personals P.O. Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104. FAX to 775-1615 or call us at 775-1234. Deadline, Friday @ Noon. We'll send 
you all the Information you need to know on how to record your free voice greeting. 
Free headline: 
Free 40 word ad 
Categories: pick one - 0 women IGi men 0 men ~ women 0 women IF women 0 men ~ men 
All free 4 week ads. 0 others 0 friends first 0 lost souls 0 single parents 0 sports enthusiasts 
Confidential information: 




add'i words @ SOC each without voice greeting 
all words @$1 each: 
CBW Box 
or P.O. Box (add $25): 
o VISA 
OMC expo date Guidelines: Fre. Personals ads are availabl. for sinqle peo~ seekinq relationships. Ads seekinQ to buy or sell sexual servi,es will 1M! refused. No full names, street addresses or 
phone numbtrs will 1M! published. Ads containillQ expli'~ sexual or anatomi"llanQuaQe wilf not 1M! published. We reserve the ri9ht to edit, refuse or reuteQOril. any ad. Adv.rtisers # 
must 1M! over 18 years of aQe. ------------------------
MEN~WOMEN WOMENwWOMEN 
DEAR SANTA, P~ase bring m. a SWf/DWf, ,8'41, 
s')"·;'/", 100'1401 forx·mass. SWM, 48,5'6", .601, 
Br/BL Mustlik. to have fun andenjoyyourselr. Tharty· 
ou. PO. BOX '53'4, PORTlAND, ME. 04112·"4987 
OUTGOING DWM. 36, looking to meet aUradive lady, 
ag' 27'32 for LTR.I enjoy sports, dining inand out, 
movies, home & fami~ onended. Chi~",rVsin~ moth· 
e! most weI,ome. Race is not an issue. Please respond 
if interested. IrS052. 
ACTION·PACKED CHICK SEEKS adventurou~ ath· 
letic, sports-<:rayenous goddess withe mystery of 
Amelia Eamart, the legs of Missy "The Miss~" 
Giove, the style of Gabriel Ree,. and the pro· 
tection of Manon Rheaume. Must also have com· 
ical quait~ sensuality, and be petit •. UB '4-3OY.o. 
"5061. 
OUTGOING fUNLOVING PROfESSIONAL, 2sy.O ..
trapped in a ~9Y .o. body. Soeking open minded 
friends to .. plore with. I'm squeeky dean, 
healthy, non·iudgemenlal. NjS, liD, wfftex. sc:hed. 
ul •• L.ts start lhe new year right. Port~nd· Rock· 
land area. Any age, size, race. IrsOSI. DO YOU HAVE AN IMAGINATION? As. your dreams 
and fantasies important to you? Are you the type of 
woman who could make them (ome true. with the 
right partner in Iif.? SWM, 3B, tall, good·looking, is 
waiting for you.!r4999 
00 YOU HAVE SPARKLING EYES, a dalliing smil. 
wilh a heart to match? Self·assured, 32+ '48, SOH 
with diverse interests. DPM . outgOing, warm and 
spontaneous, intelligent with dry SOH, Adventure. 
travel, conversation. impressionist/abstract art. jazz 
& dancing. Possible LTR.1r49i4 
DVORAK, EliZABETH BISHOP ETC. N.Y. TImes (fOSS' 
words, cross country skiing, Fore Sueet, Sonsie 
(Boston), caf. Uffa! ~nand.l~ secure, published 
writer, 31, seeks platonk muse. -S,12. Personal 
AclvertiserI92" P.O. 50, 1238, Portland, ME 04'04, 
EASY GOING DWM, 39, 5'10', '701, NSM, finan· 
,~I~ secu"'. Some of the things I enjoy are: Bak· 
ing, motorcydin!, avid hiker, camping, softball, bas· 
ketbal~ beaches, movtes.music. stock car racing 
and many, many others. ~und interesting. sM' me 
a "III."495S 
EASY GOING DWM, 39, 5'10', 1701, N/S-I/O, finan· 
dal~ se,""'. Som. of the things I eniOY are: Bik· 
ing, motorcycles, avid hiker, camping, softbal~ bas-
ketbalL beaches, mdvies, music, stock car racing, 
skating, X{ slciing and many many mo"'. Sound 
inte resting?1rsos 5 
GEEK ·rnE WANTED! Smart? Proportionate? Noo-<rnol<· 
er? Glasses?Child~ss? 28-)41 Averag.looks? Enjoy 
PBS, NPR, British comedies, cuddling, animals, hon-
est conversation, music, sci·fi films? Lonely? look-
ing for LTR, eventually leading 10 marriage? Me too. 
No further questions. IrS071. 
I AM THE TEDDY BEAR ... you've been dreaming .bout. 
Anra,tiv. DWM, )0, 6')", Ig build, average weight, 
who is kind. generous, c.aring, open, honest, under· 
standing. Seeks attr;ctive female 18·40, S'8" +. aver· 
age weight or less. w/similar qualities who really 
appreciates a man w,lsame.1r4975 
IT'S WINTER AND IT'S GrnlNG COLD and lone~ out 
there! But it doesn't have to be that way. Close your 
.ves. Touch th~ ad. 00 you feel it? Heat! It really 
is there if you want it to be. SWM, 40'S, wants to 
fill in the g,ps,"49n 
lUST BROWSING. It would be nice to meet a S/DWF, 
35'47 who's active, attractive, romantic, self·caring 
with a SOH and not overweight. This honest. hope· 
less romantic, enjoys canoeing, dancing, movies, 
tenting, and holding hands. Emotional availabil ity 
a must. IrS06 7 '
KIMBERLY, you calle<! my voice mail on dec28th. 
You sound great, but I lost your phone '.1 too have 
a wonderful dog, a house and similar interests. Please 
call again to exotic, handsome, 32.1r5090 
lIfE'SALEARNING JOURNEY. DWM, 6'1", .851, BVSI, 
exceptionally fit, handsome, secure, 49Y.o. single 
parent, ready for new journey. ISO dynamic, slen· 
der, fit, youthful, ,heerful, spintual lady who enjoys 
life, children. swimming, hiking. rollerblading. music 
& good conversation. Children welcome. ttSOS4· 
LOOKING FOR ROMANCE. N/D, smoker,DWM, 30Y.O" 
6',1901, seeks S/DWF, '5'40, N/D, for LTR. Children 
and smokers O.K. Marriage minded a plus. Please 
no games! Portland area preferred. -50t7, 
lOST IN PORTlAND. Down to earth counl", boy, 
incurable romantic, old fashioned values, new age 
beliefs, sensitive, sensuous, si lly, spiritual, seeking 
compalable intelligent woman for companionship, 
conversation, cuddles, commillment, frequent trav-
els to Acadia area, cross-(ountryskiing, theatre, beach 
wal~ dancing, hot·tubs & swims,"49S3 
NEVER MARRIED .oish. Professiona~ educat.d, trav· 
el~d, secu"', unanached, no baggage. R"ent but 
not new to Northem Maine. Soek NjS, 25"35. Ban· 
gor, P.I, talk or writ. fi"tl1r5111 
ONE WOMAN WANTED. 31 y~, 5'10', '5,', Blue· 
.yed, short·hai",d WM. Been Ihrough a few tears 
and fears, bit of. night owl ( not ba"),"499' 
OPTI MISTIC, OUTGOING, OUTSPOKEN, OCCASION· 
ALLY OUTRAGEOUS' Partly enlightened, somewhat 
romantic. leans Ie~. Have mortgage, own vacuum. 
tSO progressive, prodlKtive female who can smile 
when called a girt, blush thinking about lingerie, 
and put me in my place. No fatties. survivors. Will 
bait hooks for right pe~on'''4963 
RECOVERING WORKAHOLIC 3' seeks a lady who 
would lik. to go out and do some fun things, like, 
dance. dine, walks. movies, sport, games, day trips 
& qui.t times. Me 6'3', tall, handsome, .thl.tic, 
easygoing, humorous & fun to be around. Occas· 
s;onal smoker. OIeay I.t's chat! ... 969 
SANTA KEEP YOUR PRESENTS! As. you a ,hnstian 
girt? Alone for the holidays? Soeking hones~ ~n· 
cere, ",Iationship. DWCM, .~ 5'(, .601, affection· 
ate, caring. strong christian values. loves kids, inter· 
ests: camping, ATV, qui.t nights. You: 35'~' posi· 
tive minded, WPTH,"4970 
SCHOlARLY BOOK LOVER SEEXS SAME,SWPM,)2, 
6',", ,.01, ha2e\lblond •. Enjoy I."ature, museums, 
music, bookstores. caies, tal~ng, reading, intima· 
"I, ,ooking.Looking forstable, pro~onal woman 
25'35 to sha", Hfe and 10 ... I am carin, honest 
and sin",.. Pos~~ LTR.-SO'3 
SECURE MlJ.E WITH lOB. SM.likes all outdoor activo 
ities, family gathenn~ early evening walks, the secu-
rity of being with an emotionaly secure woman'-
loves laughler. If this sou~ lik. you and you can 
be true, then ~t's watch sunday football together 
(Ha, only kidding) how about dinner an.d • 
mov~·~~977 
SEEKING A WOMAN FOR MY BIG BROTHER. H.'s tal\ 
BVSI, t.ddy bear type. He has a heart of go~ & 
deserves someone who is going 10 treat him as they 
woold want to be treat.d. Don't be shy, call! -S057. 
SEEKING CHRISTIAN FEMALE anra<live, .asy going, 
sincere, 5'9" BrIBI, nk. build, 3' y~ WCM. Inter· 
ests: outdoors, movies, reading. 5teking christian 
female )0"45 looks unimportant, iust honesty. In 
greater portland area. I hope losing licence doesn't 
maUer·"497J 
SEEKING SERIOUS COMPANIONSHIP Creativ., pro· 
gress~. & romanti, SWPM, )B, 5'10", '501, NIS. 
Enjoys nature, walks, c.amping. biking, snowshoe-
ing, music, theatre, antiques, NPR, pottery, along 
with falking, sharing, exploring and quiet times. Seek· 
ing fit & active, confident. N/S S/OPF with similar 
interests, to share lires conversations, adventures 
and more."SoSo 
TALl, LIGHT AND HANDSOME. DWM, 39, fi~ Gemi· 
ni,lawyer but no suit. Seeking smart, sensitive, soul· 
ful, slender, self·r~iant woman, '5'35, wlgood SOH. 
I like: books, theat"', art, brunch, 8ach, Chopin, 
King (Albert and B.B.), skiing, qeling, the Tao T. 
Ching. I don't like: ba~ or sports talk. "50.6. 
TALL, THIN, TAN, goodlooking ~te )O'S likes, beach· 
walks, hiking, looking for someone to spend time 
with and go to events together like aerosmith and 
fai~ in the fall, motor<ytie rallys in the summer. -SO.O 
TELEPATHY, ANYONE? Libera\ .mphati"l~ apoliti· 
cal, se«:ure, non·conformist Mensan with an irrev· 
erent sense of humour and 2 doctoral degrees 5efks 
an intelligent, stable, non·smoking ectomorph to 
read, ~sten to music and share long silences with. 
Rang. of interests limited only by the possibilities. 
V.", open mind.d. All calls answmd.-soIB 
UN·ASSUMING TEDDY 8EAR warm, und.rstanding, 
caring, WWM of 45, accomplished, down·to-earth, 
will love you for who you are, loyal, handsome, very· 
romantic, sensual· You? Smoker & SID preferred, 
i'm 5'6", 1401, take m. as I am."49So 
WARM HEART, COLD FEET! Sweet, good natured, 
fun, phys<al~ fit, young thirties, PWM, with speech 
impediment. [Inarticulate, but loving). Have a greal 
job, house, and car. love to laugh, Eniov X{ ski· 
ing, suspense movies and surfing the web. Seeking 
SWF to share tiies pI.asures. L.t's meet for coflee! 
"~982 
WINTER fUN lik. to X{ ski, slcat., or just watch lhe 
SIIOW falling, SWM 3~ 5'11'1401. Likes music, movies, 
cats, cooking and quiet times. looking for inlelll-
gen~ big-ilearted woman for good ,onve"""'~ friend· 
ship and lTR ... ~966 
WORLDS lAST NICE GUY! Honest, affectionate, DWM, 
Teacher, 4' yea" old, 2101, likes biling, X',ount", 
skiing. Oceans. music. microbrews. cooking, ISO some· 
one to share lifes goodtimes with, Must be non· 
smoker. 30-45 y.o·'II'Sooo 
= = = = = 
recycle 
IS THERE ANYONE OUT THERE who believes in 
monogamy and giving 110% to make a relation· 
ship work? looking for one special woman who 
I can spoil rolten with alii have to offer. Prefer 
NIS, no drugs, 18·30. Take a chance! 1r5058. 
SEEKING '5·.5 Y.O LESBIAN ... Allra,tive 34 y.o 
lesbian professional, part·time mom, part·time 
zany -seeks NIS, kind, intelligent woman for dat· 
ing. con(erts, hiking, coffee and giggling! Please 
be genuine, ha .. an off beat SOH; enjoy chil· 
dren (2 daught.~!) and dogs!-S0'9 
SEEKING GWf, ).4'4" loves boating, camping, 
canoein, snowmobiling and trav.1. NjS, honesty 
and sincerity a must. ... 962 
WANNA HAVE fUN! bright, anrattive, fi~ fun, my· 
going '5 yr.old Bi·sexuallSO someone w/SOH & 
similar nature who enjoys going out stavin& in. 
dancing. movies and just having fun. Good per. 
sonality matte". Looking to share friendship/pas· 
sion or possibl. LTR'''4972 
MENIi'MEN 
ACTIVE UNCLE·SEXY GRANOFATHER AVAIlABlE! 
You: under )5, NjS, c~an·<ut. intelligent, prep· 
pie, lean. athletic. not into gay scene or willing 
to learn another way out of here to another time 
and place. Know·it·all types need not apply. No 
druggies, r.ms, fats. "SOl'. 
ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE? 2)Y.O. seeks finan· 
dally secure gentleman for giving relationship. I 
want to experience tne finer . things in life. I'm 
nollooking for a free ride, I'm YeIY good at giv-
ing in my own way. Real romance ;s a must. (all 
me! 1r5121. 
BI·CURIOUS ... 21 yr.old guy, athletic, professional, 
good·looking, 170*; seeks similar for exploration 
and possible first time encounter, Prefer some· 
one who has rec.ently discovered their Bi/gay 
sid·· .. 49s5 
BIM 40, NjS, .60, 5'9", looking for other ma~s 
for mutual.dult massag •• Safe, healthy and dis· 
creet a must. Also fun and hot! Tell me what you 
lik. and how to ,onta<l you. PO. BOX 11043, 
PORUAND, ME. 04.04,".984 
BiWM LOOKING FOR fHE SAME, .8'40 in L.wi~ 
ton, Auburn area + surrounding areas. I enjoy 
giving and recieving massages, theatre. music, 
movies + quiet times looking for possible mend· 
ship or relationship. let's meet + talk.!rsoot 
GOOD LOOKING MASCULINE MAN mid·40s look· 
ing for somewhat younger man. I'm strong hard· 
working, intelligent, looking for same. like to 
hik., slci. 5'9', .65-, Br/Br. I'm w.1I traveled. 
well read, NjS & healthy'''4992 
GWM CLOSE FRIEND. Romantic, passionate, dis· 
creet NjS, no drugs, lit. drinker, enjoys eating 
in/out, movies, bowling, walks and more. 46 y.o 
5'10", 190#, Br/Br, 150 35·5S masculine, secure, 
,lean, no funky stuff. Bidd.ford, Saw to Lewis· 
ton, Aubufn.'lrS082 
HOPE YOU'RE NOT AFRAID TO SWEAT. Conserv' 
ative, dominant, GWM, 32, seeks companion for 
winler activities. Skating the Oaks, Pirates hock-
.y, sledding, snowball fights, , ·skiing, sympho· 
ny, theatre, film. Enjoy histo"" jazz, politi~ ,,0' 
nomi". Seeking younger, athletic intellect who 
enjoys ferocious debates and rubdowns. "5064. 
LOOKING FOR MlJTUAl FRIENDSHIP & RELA-
TIONSHfP. GWM, 50 y~. young, 5'11", '70J, '01· 
lege grad, owns small business, enjoys theater, 
travel, outdoo", landscaping & quiel fire~d~ 
romance. Prefer, GWM, over 3OY,0. masculine, 
professional, honest, discreet. leiS meet for cof· 
fee. 105119. 
READY ready & Iooking ... for new keinds, part· 
ner, lover for good times out, movies, dinner. 
trav.l. I am NOT loo~ng for game~ hypocntes 
or one night stands, lam a professional secure 
21 yr.old thai is picky and proud,"4968 
SEEKINGASOUllMATE GWM, ,S, 6',', '001, Bl<J\lr 
looking for LTR with fun ·loving men ages 20·40 
enjoy old movies., collec.ting art, vel)' romantic 
and paSsionate, great SOH, No head games. just 
twister for 2!"4989 
FRIENDS FIRST 
ANYONE WANT TO HANG OUT? Love~ ,om. and 
go. It's friends that ,omfort you through and 
through. Looking for someone to be sil~ and 
Int.l~ualize with. MaV lead to LTR. if not rYe 
made a new friend. SWf, '" 5'11", WPTH. L.t's 
w.il and se.!ttl008 
CREATIVESPf, 30'S, seeks,ompanion(s) todance 
dub with. lappreciat. dance hom punk to t.ch· 
no and beyond. Seeking respondants who are 
untethered to substilnce5.1tS053. 
SINGLE PARENTS 
SELF·EMPLOYEO PROfESSIONAL, good iooI<ing, 
widower,elhjca~ humerous. romantte. Sly.o., 6', 
.B.t, NjS, N/D, ISO educated, intuitive·psVchic 
~dy in .arly 40'S with dass and curves for fun 
& friendship. Prefer passionate, adventurous spiro 
it. Interest.d in m. "5068. 
LOST SOULS 
BUMPER CARS AT FORlST AVESHOP'N'SAVE 111,6 
You: grey sweater and Hoppy black chapeau. Me: 
goatee, beret · looked like Che Guevara. Was 
working up the nerve to strike up a conyersa· 
tion, but we had to evacuate. Coffee? Dinner? Try 
on hats?tr496S 
DARERS GO FIRST. Mr. fish: W. m.t a year ago 
in the bar at tile sheraton. My friends dared me 
to ask you if we could sit at your table. You were 
charming, generous and playful. I still wear black. 
I'm fil funrry and sober. Would you care to meel 
again?1I'So6o 
11M AT THE MALL We met '2/5, remember big 
TVs? 49·s7? Wanting your friendship and more. 
Wish' had your pager'. lei'S go skiing, at least 
a chat, stiU smiUen, . M."498. 
LO.M.L Thanks forgiving me fant~es and d",ams. 
for mak.ing me feelloye and loved. Thanks for 
the bullerflies, thanks for being in my life. Thanks 
for being YOU,trs081 
LOST: lAY SINClAIR. Searching for lay, form.rtv 
of Surry via Orono via T umer. Singer/guitarist for 
"Big Eddie" & "Mad River". Where are you my 
friend? Please caU me· Chns. "5070. 
NEAR MISSES, .2/20, Siein Glass Galle"" 1:30pm. 
You: Tall, dark haired man with dar!< eyes. Me: 
tall woman in red jadet. You left too soon. Want 
to meet? '11'5120. 
NEW YEARS WISH COME TRUE, Greek pasta din· 
ner, stlootsand ladders, Pooh·winnie, green eggs 
and ham, t.rrible movi., holding your hand tight· 
Iy and not wanting to let go, Just being with you 
and hearing you say you miss me too! I love you 
• Bob."s'07 
PENNEY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS! Maybe two! I 
would like to 5 .. you blush again! Hope your 
nOKt birthday is ben., Can I bo.ow your pen? 
No cold, just an excuse to see you again!tt5004 
CBW 
MID·AGE GUY would like to meet some for friend· 
Ship. Nol into hunk of the month, or one nighters. 
Someone to share & c.are.IrSt13 
Classifieds work .. , 
Call 775-1234 to 
-. place your ad 
t"! today! 
"Beauty Trilogy' , Story of O· " Diff.",nt Lov· 
ing-: Attractive, intelligent, nurturing. 805M play. 
e~ (Jo'~40'S) seek anra<tlve, ~r~ submissive 
femal. (mamied{singl.) to ioin in upcoming, inti· 
mate, "Safe, sane, consensual" adventure. Dis-
cretion assured. No single men or non·serious 
calls, please'''499~ 
' GET DOWN ON YOUR KNEES". Goddess has 
opening fCM' devoted slave to train in all areas 
of discipline and worship, Unimaginable pain 
and pleasure to make you writhe to your core, 
leam .bout obed~nce the hard way from ~ 
long hai~, Br/Br beauty. call NOWl-so,. 
ARE YOU A lADY OVER 50? Do you know what 
you want? This uniQI.Ie. handsome. SWM, ",o's, 
6'1", :lOS'. very dean professional is seafchins: 
for a specia\ disc",,~ dassy, amourous & ,~an 
real woman that loves advtnturoLtS indoor activ· 
ities. Smi~, and have needs that havon't been 
fulfil~,"mS 
ARE YOU A SOLID (OUPLE? MWM, 50, 6', Br/BI, 
good looking, wants one ,ouple for lTR. Happy 
confident, clean, discrtet, give and take rela· 
tionship. W.'v. been lookin! for .achother, Reg· 
ular people. let's anepl ourselves and explore 
together. I'm eager, and waiting for your 
call.-sol9 
AnRAGlVE, SINCERE, SENSUOUS MWM, 43, 
ISO,passionote SF or SBiF '5'50 slightly plump 
OK. Discreet and healthy. Fr .. some week· 
d'YS,"4986 
BtD, S.M MASTER, looking for ~aves. any .g., 
race, sex, she·males a plus. live out your dreams. 
Also lack & 11I1.-sos6 
JANUARY 8, 1998 
I KNOW WHAT YOU NEED male Joish, 6', seek· 
ing to pl.asure healthy, open-mind.d, MIS 
women ages 2D-4S, Discretion expected & 
assured'''4964 
LET'S PlAY. SWM, ,8, SMART, fit, mi~ yet wild, 
seeking woman .8-45 to sarId~ p""odous nature, 
slender or yoluptuous, prefer extremes. Am dis· 
,,,,,t, Nfj, since, dean, many interests. ~re 
same. Open to suggestions'''4916 
LIVE OUT YOUR fANTASY. Good looIcilll SWM, 
35,5'11", .65', 8rIBr, looking for a WF 01 fItWC, 
WPTH,21·.s for erotk fantasy Mfilknent t am 
c~,", discltl. and extreme~ eager 10 pie .... 
All limits respe<ted .... Go .head, cam!-So., 
37 - :.. 
lOOKING fOR A CHANG{ MWM, tall, ~te 20'S, 
bored and willing to try .Imost anythlnc once. 
s..ir.ing M or F for discreet fun. Me: dean, d~· 
cr .. ~ open'minded, UB2.!t49s7 
MAlIRIED COMPANION SOUGHT FOR COUPLE. 
MWC, 4/, Saco, seeks to replac. MWM after 15 
yr. LTR. H. and wife moved with in·1aws. Mr. 
po~, .ndowed. Mrs., m~ti-Of!asmk. SeekMWM 
for "2 .v. wk, possible getaways: or MWF/MWC 
( 1st time~) if any inlerest. lTR sought."m9 
MATURE WOMAN SOUGHT. MWM seeks mature 
(up to ag. 55) woman. I am 36, Br/Hl. Looking 
for long term discreet relationship·_s085 
NEW YEAR BANG, MWC looking to bring lhe new 
year in With a bang. loaling for straight males 
COUPlES, M OR 5 WF you just got lucky and for "close enCDunle" of a good kind" tog.th· 
happylHappysoy.o.MWM,6', 21sl,handsome, er·"s003 ________ _ 
discreet, sensuous! SVBI, respectfullv playful, . . 
amorous . desires only sincer.lcaref",. peopl. . NUDE WOMAN. No drugs, soc,,1 dllnker, SWM, 
It's on~ wrong if w. want it but don't take it. ' 43,6'2·, 2101, BrlBr. How would you liketo get 
cau me! Let's share joy! "4954 rubbed down? I do, if you do. w. can rub aU 
Saturday. You be 5/OWF, 3rt-SOY.o. ~s06" 
EXHIBITIONISM AND VOYEURISH FUN. Elhibi· 
tionism and voyeurism are fun and safe. We are 
an attractive couple with a sense of humor. I am 
very petite and my partner is big and mus(Ular. 
We would like to meet a coople any age with 
similar interests. 1r5069, 
fUNLOVING WHITE COUPLE seekingBiF to share 
in adult fun & fantasies. MuSI be dean, discrett 
& safe, let's Rei together for drinks & discuss 
the endless possibilities. You won't be dissa· 
pointed. -S 124· 
HAPPILY MWC SEEKS SAME .ndlor "I.ct hard· 
body s i n~es M&F. W. are dean, disc""t, ve!y 
imaginative. Husband loves hardbody blonds 
wftlaseball cap. Wife likes tradesmen in uniform 
to service more than our home! Doctors in scrubs 
a plus! No drugs. -S1l4. 
----
HAVING SOME EXCITMENT WITH IMAGINATION 
I'm seeking to find a gay mal. th.t likes to .>plore 
with infantilism and kinky play. (ome on give it 
a challeng' won't you? If you don't call you'll 
never know what fun it • . call me now & 1"',"4998 
HOME IMPROVEMENT. MVIr, se'Y blond. hard · 
body that ne.ds to be pl'Ved with . Husband 
married to job wltoo much overnight Iravel. I'm 
s'5". 110' of needy woman. Don't let me go to 
wastef'll'sol5 
HOT & SEXY BiM TV calling oul to ~I foot and 
booty worshipers. Be uninhibited and an embrac· 
er of the exotic as well as the erotic·_S091 
HOW IS THIS FOR SERVICE? MWM 36, T"des· 
marVMist seeks 10 fulfill lon, lost fantasy of 
being sedlKed whi~ wor!<ing for a hot & homy 
female homeowner. Very clean, discreet, open. 
Age. weight nol an issue. Couples considered. 
1M ad for ",ai, UB,! call forquaUty seM,.!1rsool 
PARTY HARDY!! MWC, 40'S, av.ral' looks, she's 
"'ticent but malabl., he's re.dy, willing & able: 
seeks invile from another couple or couples to 
a holiday party featunng "lit." adult a<tivi· 
ties,"496' 
SEARCHING FOR fULFILLMENT MWPM, 36. ISO 
of someone to fu l ~1I my desires. Happily mar· 
ried. but something missing · pasSion! RU MWF 
Of Sf who can complete me? I'm dean, safe, dis· 
creet, fi t, anriKtive, UB2. Please calI.IrS088 
VOlUNTEERS NEEDED. 36y.o. 8i M~e se.~ng 
fantasy friends. Spend an afternoon with me, I 
need several good, open minded men friends 
to help me ful fill a longl.rm fanlasy. Local mot.l, 
maybe Saturay afternoons. I'll provide all the 
ente~ainment. 1r5063. 
VOYEURISM DISCRETELY OFFERED to ,ouples 
only! We are 25·ish, energetic and fun . She is a 
siulingstrawber", blond., 3~C'24'l2, 1151, 5'6" 
and h. ~ a 6', "5t, fit hunk with great trouser· 
mouse mobility.'II'S0Ij6 
WANTED: LIBERATED, SENSUOUS, HONEST 
WOMAN. 4~ Vr.old separat.d WM, no patience 
for bars. Not ready for commitment. Seeks female 
or 2 SiF for mutually Soltisfying menial & phys· 
ical encounters. No age or race boundaries, I'm 
dean & discreet, please be Solme."~983 
WOULD ENIOY THREE. Ma~, 50, tall, ath~tic, 
looking for coup~ for fun and pleasure. 1·2 eve. 
w .. k. LTR hopeful~. No drugs, NjS, I/O. Uk. 
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\1..Y t:4 iJ iQUA N 
(T'aI Chi Ch'uan) 
LARRY IRA LANDAU 
967-5965 
Studios In Portland & Kennel>l.nc 




FOR ALL AGES 
828-6571 
• Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Reflexology 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 
Cherie Howard CMT, NTS 
781· 2132 
VOGA 
Winter Session Begins 
Jan 12th 
Free Introductol)' Class - Jan 10 
Sat 1:00pm 
THE YOGA CENTER 
137 Preble SL, Portland 
775-0975 or 799-4449 
Free YourCellt 
Ocean Rolfing Associates 




JOIN WINTER CLASSES! 
Kripalu Yoga. 871-8274 
TelllD' method? 
(Feng Shui &: Face reading) 
... - ... By Ming Powers, a former 
Hong Kong policewoman. Send $7 
for more information. P.O, Box 4293, 
Portland. ME 04101 
/ 
...., 
Practitioners dedicated to your health ... 
~~7U~~ , , 
\. 
884 Broadway, South Portland, ME 
-' 
Acupuncture Works! ..... CranioSacral Therapy 
.eMeret Bainbridge 'I ~ Work with your 
LJcen~d Acupuncturist ~ Body 's Inner Healer 
838-2413 
tlcUPUftCturr: • Cmtu.S4! H~tb5 
Merril Grohman 
,," ShiN 00«) Bodylftitul AClIPftSSlt:IYTI<I 
UPLEOGER INSTITUTE TRAINED 
\. Free Initial Consult«ion ~ 767-1385 ~ 
/ Individual Counseling 
for Women . 
-..., 
Individual, Couple, and 
Family Therapy 
Jane Prairie, LCSW Barbara Harding Loux, LCSW 
774-8633 772-6599 
~lf Estum • Suu.J' Abust lssws 
Eve'""g Appointments Womt'" 'S Iuws. FAmily ChAnge 
\. lllsuntna lUimburSdbl~ ~ Substa .. u AbK5~ l"~s • Partnting ..,) 
/ Therapeutic Massage / Counseling &< 
Swedish· Sports. Neuromu5(ular Psychotherapy 
Liane Hamrick, Ph.D, WSHElLA M<K"'''~RN LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST 
Certified M.s.age Therapist 1-800--743-5137 
767-7543 IntlividlUtl • Group· Family 
~ &latimultip 
, 
Brian M. Davis, N ,T,S., C.M.T. 
Natlmz/ Th"ap~ulic Sp«iaiisl 
CrrlifiLd MasSllg~ Thul1pul 
Holistic Health Education 
Massage Polarity Reflexology 
MOYl!'ml!'nf Classes 
879-8934 
- Cifr C('rrificales Year Round -
P~D 
~ 








Karen Austen, M.A., M.S., L.M.T. 
Ucensed Massage Therapist 
• 7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
• Same day appointments 
• Gift Certificates available 
• Regular Basis Discount 
• SweediSII • Acupressure' Deep Muscle 





302 Stevens Ave, Portland 




For Male & Female 
Survivors of Sexual Abuse 
Pr~s~ntly udmg male 11ortl(lpanl$ 
Co-Led by Male & 
Female Psychoiogisis 
Cull lilt ;"furmlll,nn ur Cm,fjdr"I'rJ/'nltrVu", 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH.D. 
772-1570 








FA!! 1 HOUR CONSULT WITH 




... Anxiety. ~prenion, Substan« Abuse 
... Relationship Problems, Suuill 
Dysfunction. Etc. 
... Creativity Blocks. lunglan Dream 
Interprl!'taUon 
Over 2S years of Experience 
Ailinsur.nce Plans Accepted 
Evening Hours Available -
Sliding Scale 
Initial Consultation Free 
Dr. Martin Marguli 
PhD. lk:enl~ (!Inial Plythologht 
780~0500 
GROUP THERAPY 
Large Women Who Wish To Explore Life Issues 
Group Beginning Thursday, Jan 8th 7pm-9pm 
Openings Available 
FMI Call: Pauline A. Salvucci, LMFT • 799·8596 
UNDERSTAND. ACCEPT· SUPPORT. EMPOWER 
AFRICAN DANCE 
CLASS 
Fri., Jan 23rd 
6:00 - 7:30 $12.00 
casco lay Movers 
871-1013 
,. , 
FULL CIRCLE SYNERGY 
l'AI CHI CH'UAN: 
SELF-DEFENSE FROM THE INSIDE oun 
• Build your balance and your root • Be centered and calm 
• Stay re laxed even as chaos comes at you 
• Listen [0 & blend with tile incoming energy, 
but preserve your root and relaxation 
• Return your opponent's energy as 
appropriate so he defeat's himself!l 
SELF-DEFENSE FOR EVERYDAY UFE 
AND VIOLENT ENCOUNTERS 
FOCUS ON SINGLES 
An inlerdenominational agency thai com-
lTUlicates a message 01 Wt1oIeness, heaI-
ill9 and in":9_myl on the journey toward healthy relauonsrips. Ca~ Todd Denson 
761-0228 
Join the tape of the month club: 
This month's tape: .Sitting alooe togeihe( 
An invitation to friendsh' 
0p<0inJs In a .oo>en'. ongoinf, soMian orien[td, psychotherapy ,,,,,,,,-I( you fimctJon ode-
quato/r In rou' d<IiIy life bul find ~ dIfIiaAt 10 estDbIish or main10in ~f personal ,....,.". 
.hips, /oa¥e symptoms of low .eIf_ dIronic IoneJffless, depmsion. or diIficuIIY lden!i(ying 
01 ....."....., rour (eelinfS, this group may be for you. Focus Is on findinr .aIuIions that you can 
put into.<lion In!""" life. 
SO""" J, Bulley, LCSW 871·925' 
Individual & Couples Theropy Available 
-WEST ENO- FOcusing on 





Nat/onallv eerr/flea Massage Therapist 
761·1793 
JAN. 13 - Celebrating the Holy Days 
of Mother Earth 
Northstar 
6:30pm-8pm • $20,00 
JAN. 15 - Honoring Crossing-Over 
with Lucinda Babin 
6:30pm-8:30pm • $20.00 
JAN. 17 - Personal Healing & Meditation 
& Part 1 
JAN. 24 This 2 day seminar focuses on 4 relationships 
Larger Beings - The Earth and the Cosmos 
Your Chakras - Your Energy Field, Part 1 
Other Beings - Human & Etheric Beings 
The God of Your Heart - Over Soul, 
Essence Self 
Being held in Lyman, ME. 
lOam - 4pm cost $175.00 
F.M.l. call Jill Leigh 247-4565 
773-0763 




INDMDUAlS, COUPW AND GROUP THERAPY 
Srlf&-. Rt/AfiMlh¥' ~ ..... AllKltIJ'. 
~~ ... s-uJ D,s!i.Mfi . .. , 
S,iri-'II?' /,,,..,,..;,rr.,.,,,u, 
rLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFARMATlnN 
MassaCe (1 Reiki 
• Every l.n4 Wed. Monthly ... 
ruE aeiJd CUDic, 





Carol (/. Jenkins 
Certified Illlhenfeli SlJnerlJi s t 
A dynamic system for [he 
integration OfhodY',".' ind, 




Begins Sunday. Jan 11th 
S35.00 
casco lay Moltrs 
871·1013 
A lew sessions to help 
with problems] stress, 
loss & comllct 
and 




Counseling and Psychotherapy 
OffICeS In Portland & Wltldham 
892·9029 
Li~cn scu P~ydwIClJ!i"[ 
Pr.lcticc Sinc.:c 1970 
Anxie[),. Depression. Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Srress. 
Recovery Issues 
Brief or Dep[h Psychotherapy 




BODY IMAGE & 
SEXUALIiY ISSUES 
Individual, Family, w",*,,",ps 
LISA BUSSEY, LCPC 
775-7927 
Cathy Langevin, LCSW 
Psychotherapist 
Individual/Coupl .. Counltling, 
Women', IIIUOl, Sub,tanto Abult 
Sliding (ee ova1oble 
799-4974 
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loJt fJ found ifr ••• 
ridesha"e ~fY •• " 
help wanted 





• pts/ .. e"t 
condos/re"t 
rooms/ .. a"t 
' •• o"al rental 
offh: •• / .. e"t 
art stud'os/ .. ent 





condo. for .111'. 
land for .al. 
mobil. home. 
.... t •• tat., wanted 
auction" 








items for I.t. 
yard I.le. 
_nt'que, 




th •• tre lIIyts 
bed b bre.ltf •• ts 
... taways 
,atrs CJ 'e.Uv." 
music 









le ... l notices 
d.U services 
R A T E s 
First I, word. - ., ••• /w • • , 
addUion,l 'Wds • 2Jt e,. I., , w ••• ,.t the ~t. ,., •• 
.,. ..... It K .... D .. t - $os/r.o 
'lil 
itsells il,. 'Word" v.hieles Ind 
bo.ts .olyf (.1I f.r d.ltH •. 
I.t .... t (1.lIlfl.d. - I. I ... IS 
hs for 6 ,".oth. for ,. word. 1 
DII,I., A4 R.t •• , .,..hlrtl'l". 
• 04,., ...... , 411 .... t lofo 
IVIUableupoft r.qu.st. 
GET IT TO US 
D .. dll ... ;"'.0 .• 3P'" p .. -,..Id 
, ...... : 77,,·U)Jt or 
1·100·,86·6601 
FAX: 77S-.61, 
... 11: (1 ... lflod. 
P.O. 80w "38 
P.rll.od. ;"'E .~ •• ~ 
H •• 4:Sh (oo,r ... St. 
FINE PRINT 
,flphlul .".,. •• IWlnloll •• or ~1I111'" III 
the .4 .. III~II 4 ... t .#f.et til ..... I ... r 
cutllli .r n~tl .. tI.U1 th ..... the ,. ... _ 
III, .f the .4. tndlt .. III ~. IIIu4 .. h.tt 
... I.~t •• ".r ....... II lI"or.I,..4 wltllt_ 
0"0 w .. 11 0' ,.~Iicdl ... A .. 4er •• ,. 
.4"lJd tll.t til .tt •• pt ... 1 •• 41t t. 
til. ,,'.ullclty .f .11 dl. hi .1I.t lIeh 
"orl'lc.II ... IIlIIot .1"'11 p.ni~I,. Th. 
8.U,r ) .. lulS llIr ..... ,IIIY' ... ,. 






• S tenci{ cUs.sses 
• Custom stenciling 
fltl'P:,' /W'WzV .c,UiN.rtouTs .com./periwiniJe/ 
(20'1) 985-8020 • :Fax.:. (20'1) 985-1601 
IR I . 1\ /lUI I I. «11.I.t 1/111./ .1 
OYL .. A Shoppe 
383 Stevens Avenue 
Portland. Me. 
772-3155 
**BOLD! BOLDII BOLDIII It sellsl Ask 
for bold lines when you place your 
ad. n5-U34-
S FREE WEB PAGES FOR UFE! www.cyber· 
matter.com 212-358-5296 
BARAKAl Middle Eastern Dance Ensemble. Lee· 
ture/demonstrations and celebrations. Josie Conte 
B, 8·657L 
CONSIDERING AOOPTION? Please cal 
FRIENDS IN ADOPTION ,·800-844.3630 & 
we'lI send you pictures of our exceptional fam. 
ilie5 wh:o are ready & eager to adopt The choic-
es are aU yours!! Our services are fiee & confi-
dential. 
ooNATE AUTOS/BOATS. free phone card to 
• donors with ad 'U81. Tax deductible. Free tow-
ing. lewish Herital!" f'" Til! Blind. 1-800-, ·DONA IE 
GIVE YOURSElf THE SPORTS EDGE. 
Sports entertainment Hne. 1-900-329-0611, ext. 
4473· $2·99/min . Must be 18 ... Sl!rv·U 
(6'9)645·8434. 
HER8AlIFE PRODUCTS AND OPPORTUNITIES. 
Free samptes, caU 1-888-244'1808 or 655'2984-
IIMNTORS, (all lor your fREE infoonation kit, 
,.Il00-846-8368. 
HELP WANTED 
Looking for someone with 
food experience and a fun 
personality for Spirited 
Gourmet's second location in 
Yarmouth. Pay reflects expe-
rience. 6am-2pm. M-F. Call 
for an interview. 
773-2919 
femall model wanted for glamour photograpity. 
no prior modelinl experience necessary. CaUfrank 
at B42·1499. 
MASSAGE THERAPIST/pRACTITIONER WANTED. 
A Touch of Health. Maine Mal~ So. ponland. 
Nights & w .. kend~ B74·'74B. 
PART·TIME ClERICAI/DRIVER for disabled per· 
son. Clean licence and some clerical skills; will 
train. 10-30 Ilours weeklv. fleKiblejnegotiable 
$6·7""r. Send "SlJm!lo: 574 East Bridl' Street, 
Westbrook, ME "409'. 
PROfESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER. Mod.~ need. 
ed for 1999 calendar. N{F, 18+. Boxholder 15121, 
. Portland. Maine. ('07)775·6684 e'1.75 . 
SLEIGMlAY RIDES. Over the river & Ihrough 
the woods. Includes the use of log cabin. Groups 
or romantic rides for two. Horsefeathers Stable. 
839"2243· 
SOCiAl SECURITY DISABilITY. 12 vears experl· 
ence with SSA. Fonner Claims Representalivt. 
Operations analyst, Regional training specialist. 
Edmund I. Ra lnstord, Attorney at law. 
(617)335.7065. 
SURFTHEWORLD" Azurite.Com! Ane pho· 
tographk an.larsipdoja Oi~ African Oothing, instru-
ments and gifts. Beaded headbands, Foreign films, 
70'S action classics, fi lms of (olour and more!! 
WE are ALL part of the whole pict ure!! 
http://;vww.azurite.com1-800·467·4743. 
UNPLANNED PRfGNANCY? CONSID-
ERING ADOPTION? Port~nd·s MY CHOICE 
provides personal support and related expens-
es. You choose a loving family and can always 
know how your child is doing. Many families 
waiting, in and out-of-state. Call 772-7555, or 
1-800·640-7550. 
BARTER 
Help keep me alive! Donate $20 or SO to sus· 
tain me in India in '98. and I'll be your pen-pal! 
Gabrielle 799·s8n 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: Blue embrolded costume dress, lost in the 
Forl!st Ave. area, Tues. Dec. 30th. Reward. 
76,·8012. 
COWGE STUDENTS 
TEMP O!! PUM Wo!!K • 
GREAT FOR SEMESTER BREAK. 
$10 STARnNG PAY RATE. 
WITH ADVANCEMENT 
POTENTlAl FOR SPRING. 
INTERNSHIP POSSIBlf. RESUME BUIlDER. 
WIU TAAlN. FlEXiBlE. 
FUll O!! PART·TIME HOURS. 
(AU n5-69fIJ FOR INFO. 
Sitcheron 
E.,iltttrinl, EtfrinHtm~ftIQ/ & 
Geologic COft$uJialUS 
Secretary - Part lime 
AthtnMI has an immcdilllt OfItniJg for. par1 1imr: 
scmt.ary in their Fllrnoom. MaiM otrlOt located 00 
U. S. Roule I. ApJ)I icanLS for Ihis xmwial posi_ 
ton musl have a pro(wional S«ltlarial background 
as well as u C'tllenl orpnwllionaJ and COI'IImWlica-
lion skills. Expcricna: lISinl Ami Pro Iftd I..ooLs t23 
is prdcmd. 
Please send nosumt in confidence to: 
Acheron.. Human Resourrts COOrr/iNJ10t, 
4(J Main St,Nt"HIport. Maint 04953 
HELP WANTED 
• 
We're Looking for Customer Oriented, 
Depenaable Employees 
• Opportunity for advancement 
• Full and Part-time positions 
• Friendly work environment 
eiGOPPLE 
• Competitive Benefit Package 
Please apply in person at: 
POOD STORE. Portland, So. Portland, Westbrook, Gorham 
HeallhSoufil Home Heallh Services has Ihe Following ful~time 
opportunity available covering our Portland, Brunswick, and 
lewiston offices: 
Home Health Aide Supervisor 
Candidate will be responsible lor hiring, training, and supervising 
Home Health Aides and Homemakers. Maine Regislered Nurse 
licensure, a minimum 01 2 years' experience in nursing, and al 
· Ieasl 1 year's exp~rience in community health nursing required. 
We offer a competitive salary, a comprehensive beneFiIs poclcage, 
and off file opportunities a leader in heallhcare has to offer. For 
immediate consideration, please send or fax resume including 
salary history to: HealthSouth Home Health Services, Attn: 
Jane Davis, Facility Atlminislrator, 222 St. Jahn Slreet, 
Suite 4G, Pcrtlancl, ME 04102; FAX: (207) 773-5780. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
HEI'LTHSOUTH • http://www.heallhsoulh.com 
Share Your 
Skills With Us 
Director of T echnicol Arts 
(port-time posifion) 
This is an exciti'19 opportunity for an 
~enced teclinician 10 wOrk with 
Iolented youna artists providing lach-
nical suPJlO!f lor Dance, Mu~c and 
Theater Pioducfions. The ideal candi-
date will pClSS8$S a BFA in Technical 
Theater or equivalenl ~ience in 
sound/light Oesign and ~oft. 
Experience warlcins with siudenl 
artists is preferred. :,pecilic know!· 
~ 01 sound mixers is especial~ 
desirable. Please submil CrmJ{ leiter 
and resume 10 the attention af: 
Carl Stasio 
1homtonAc~ 
438 Main Street 
Saco, ME 04072 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
$17So WEEKLY W~KING fROM HOME folding 
our finarKial brochures! We pay you by ch~ck! 
Homewo~ers needed Immediately. Free infor· 
mation. 1-800-774-9141. 
1000 EIMLOPES - $4000 AT HOME! S4/tvery 
envelope stuffed with sales materials. Guaran-
teed! Free info, 24 hours. bl0}8S1-B50. dept. 
Rz. 
1000 ENVELOPES-S4000 fROM HOME! MAJ(E $4 
per envelope you stuff with my circulars. Guar· 
anleed! free info pack. Cau now! '·3IO-HS·69\IJ. 
dept 10. 
looo'S WEEKLY STUffiNG ENVELOPES" home! 
free details. Send S.A.S.E. Bo, 754505 ·KO~ Coral 
Springs. fL H075. 
ALL POSTAL lOBS. fr ... xam. full benefits. for 
application! Information call 1-800-)20-7510, ext 
AlIOS· 8am·9pm. 7 days. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
AVON! CAREER OR PIT SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
needed in your area. Immediate openings! MLM 
option. Earn top SS now! CAli 1·800-286·6515 or 
1-800- 578-3322. Independent avon rep. 
AWSOME INCOME! I NEED HELP! Overwhelmed! 
Fantastic Support. Earn SS-loK per month:. No 
selling! Not MLM 1.800-322-6169 ext. 8465. 
EASY WORK! EXCElLENT PAY! Assemble products 
at home. (aU toll free. 1.800'467'5566 eKt. 11581. 
FINANCIAL FREEDOM! Earn S5-1ok/mo. P.T. No 
selling. Not MlM. Average people ca n do this! 
t-800"995o()796. Ext.tOO3. 
Health is wealth! Looking for nurses with a heart 
to help people. Work from tlome. havt fun and 
finadal freedom . Will train for succeS5. 
,·888-8BEWELL 
HOW TO EARN $1500 on someone else's money! 
Send S5 and lSASE to: R Spires.. 204 Lewis St. 
Edgerton, Mo. 64444-
lOCAL CANOY ROUTE, JO vending machines. Earn 
.pprox. SBoo/davall for$9.995. 1·800-998·VEND. 
lOOKING fOR EXTRA INCOME? ASSEMBLE CRAFT 
products in your spare time for Best Companies· 
orter in, variety of worle . Call toll 
~e"'-800-377-6000.e" '445: 
RADIO/TV DJ·SPORTS ·NEWS{rALK RECORDING 
ENGINEE~RODUCER. APPRENTICf/ON THE 108 
TRAINING IN LOCAL RECORDING STUDIO/TV STA· 
TION. TRAIN TO WORK PART·nME. NIGHTS.WEEK· 
ENDS. AIL AG£S.NO EXP. REQ·D. CALL RECORD-
ED INfO. 1-800·345-01U. 
STOP LIVING PAYCHECK TO PAYCHE(I(! Interna. 
tional company needs help immediately. Work 
from home PT/FT. Full training. Great benefits. 
, .Il00-813.8'47. 
ROOMMATES 
ARTIST DREAM HOUSE. Hou .. mate wanled to share 
home in Standish. Master bedroom & studio 
space available_ River frontage, private, natural 
setting. House can be seen at hnp:/!members.lri-
pod.com/- chesauJ/in dex.html $400/m0 .• uli~ . 
64'.5524-
BACK COVE, N/S fEMALE to share , bedrO<lm 
apartment in 1 familv house. Bright, sunny bay 
yjews, attic storage. $300/mo . ... 1/2 utiliUes. Please 
leave message. 774'3014-
EASTERN PROM: Water view. spacious sunny 6 
rooms, parking. WID. Basement SloJa&!. HIS. S3SO 
.1/2 utilities. 774'2110_ 
GM HAS fURNISHED HOUSE IN SOUTH PORTLAND; 
5eekinl2 GM's betwetn 25Y.O. & 46y.o. to share 
tIome. Off street parking, washer/dryer ioctuded. 
utilities included. Smoking O.K. No pets as Dwner 
has two cat5 who are animal intolerant. $65/wk. 
per room with use of all fadlities. Call 773-4648. 
ask for 8ob. 
ROOMMATES 
GM ROOMMATE WANTED for 3BDR apartment. 
Quiet neighborhood. off-street parking. spacious, 
$'3o/mO. plus heat. Call 77'·5997. lea .. mes· 
sage. 
GM seeking same to share two-bedroom Park-
side condo. $300 mo. (inc. neat and hot water) 
plus utilities. 874-0488. Leave message. 
GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE GAY/F RIENDLY PERSON 
to s~re large home, Portland, Rosemont. ]/BDR., 
cable TVNCR, WID, secure off street parking. All 
utilities included S400/m0. Call 773.3564. 
INDEPENDENT AND RESPONSIBlE person for 
great house near Wi llard Square. $4oo1mo. + 1/2 
utilities. 767'4785. 
OOB· N/S ROOMMATE NEEDED for 3BDR. 1 1/, 
bath (ondo. Huge. beauliful. many closets. plen-
ty of par1<ing. WID. ON!. iacuzzi. S3,s/mo .• 1/3 
utits. Available now! 934-2975. 
PORTlAND WEST END, seeking person to share 
lBDR apartment. Must be dog friendly. I'm quiet . 
clean. meditative. and flexi ble, but not to extremes.. 
874-03'4. 
PORTlAND: Pleasanl Av~. large 3 bedroom com· 
pletly renovat~d Victorian_ Huge closets. storage. 
off slreet parking, hardwood floors, WID hookup_ 
Cal OK. $725. utilitieS/iease. 773-2767. 
PORTlAND: Responsible roomate to share spa· 
cious , bedroom 'panmonl. $,6'.50 • 1/, utili· 
ties. references. 259 Woodford St. Portland 
773-6096· 
PORTLAND, SUNNY CONDO. N/S M/F to sharequie~ 
neat 2 bedroom. $390+ 1/2 utilities. 871·,511. 
PORTLAND, WID. par1<ing. DID. spatious harbour 
views. Young professional roomatt. $350 + util· 
ities. Call 780·6775. 
SUB·LET ROOM TILL END Of MAY. S. Portland. 
waterfront. NIS, house w/lncredible views. Rent 
cheap. 1/3 ulils. 767 ·JJ50. 
WEST END - GF looking for semi-professional, 
mellow F for private, 2 bedroom apartment Nice 
bedroom. shared livingroom. kitchen and bath_ 
HT & HW included. $'9'.5o/month. Avail. feb. 
lSI. Call 874-66'9. 
WEST FALMOUTH. N/5 neal roommate needed for 
new super efficient 3BDR house in country. Big 
yard. pool. WID. $35o/mo. '. 878·3522 . 
WESTBROOK/WIN DHAM: Conscious N/S person to 
share beautiful. comfortable, dean home with like-
minded people and one highly evolved dog. No 
other cats or dogs, please. S)OO .. share .of util-
ities· 892·7453-
APTS/RENT 
MAINE MED.- Studio. 1 & 'BDR. apartments. 
H/H .W .• oak "OOfS. new kitchens & bath. nicely 
redone. S365·S600/mo. 773·,B14. 
PORTLAND: FOREST AVE, large sunny 2 bedroom 
apt, hardwood "oars, wId hook·up. working fire-
place, gas h:eal/hot water/cook. first Hoor avail. 
february 1. S650. 780·6,89. 
STATE STREET- NEAR MERCY HOSPITAL. 
1&2BDR. in 3 buildings. A Victorian building with 
water view of harbor. A Federal period building 
with: high ceili ngs and large rooms. All redeco-
ra ted, bright rooms, oak floors, H./H.W .. start at 
S55o/mO· 773· I BI4· 
OFFICES/RENT 
WATERFRONT OFACf/NAREHOUSE Port-
land. Commercial Street. 1600'.Sf. 1St. floor 
space available in Waterfront Brick Buildin g. bc. 
location with _ ear~i~g . available on-site. Call: 
WATERFRONT MAINE, 775-7455. 
REAL ESTATE 
1.000·S Of GOVERNMENT HOMES. VA .• H.U. D .• 
F.HA. etc. Government r.nancing available. Toll 
~ee, 8oo·974·'396._Ex_t_'09..:.::5_. ____ _ 
HOMEOWNERS. NEED CASH!?! CREDIT 
problems. se!f·emploved,even bankruptcies. Fast 
approvals, no application fees. personalselVice. 
GOOD PEOPLE HAVE HARD TI MES TOO!! Toll free 
1·88B·383-6168. 
MOBILE HOMES 
5 BEDROOMS- BUILT bV Caslle. Over ' .000 
sq. ft , with fireplace, whirlpool. dishwasher, pad-
dle fans, skylights patio door, stove. refridge, deluxe 
carpet ing. drapes all win dows 2 full and 1 1/2 
baths. living. fam ily. dining and utility rooms too. 
$59.000. Md worth $20.000 more. Da iIY 9·6,Sun· 
dav,o-5. CAM ELOT HOME CENTER. RT3 (exil,o 
off RT93), Tilton. NH /202, Auburn, ME. Also, RT 
18 Nort h, Litt leton, NH/ Rt. tA Holden ME. 
BODY & SOUL 
Sound WORks 
fOR ;::-he soul 
828-1200 
TALK LIVE 
WITH A REAL 
GIFTED PSYCHIC 
NO GIMMICKS· NO HASSLES 
1-900-267 -9999 
EXT. 8146 
MUST BE tB VRS· 3.99 PER MIN. 
SERV-U (6'9)-645-8434 
FOCUS ON SINGLES, an interdenominational 
agency that communicates a message of whole-
ness, healing, and integrity on the journey toward 
healthy relationships. Call Todd Denson at 
838·934'. Ooift the tape althe month club· this 
month's tape: "How not to be single") 
HIGHER GROUND MASSAGE.'4 hour .. lVice. The 
best. 775-6684 X75, Keith. Available byappoint· 
Lillyl s Hair & 
Tanning 
(fonnerty )(anh's HaIr Center) 
Relocated to: 
One Spring 51., Portland, across from the NIckelodeon Theater 
761·5811 
Haircut: $13/men • $1S/women • 2 Taming beds 
1st 2Q responses receive 10 tanning visits for $20! ( .... $$ 
Hey you guys! Don't you miss me? 
ment. Be H·PPV· TIRED OF 
I'll tell your future·now!! '-9<»3'9·"6ge"·95'7· AL.WAYS FEEL.ING 
3·99 per min. 18. SeIV·U 619·645·B04- TIRED? 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING SEMINAR: Deci· . 
~on Making In Small Groups. february 14. 1998- What JlOU need Is 
Call, 799·'0'4. fasfer metabolism • 
LESBIAN INTIMACY SKIllS THERAPY o/OO'HM_' __ m. 
GROUP. A 16 week intimacy skills thmpygroup • Dr_ rKOrmf'MIIded .IncrNMd ~ 
is forminl to assist women in identitif'ying and . 30 Day Money Back 
aPJHying new skills in their friendships and sig-
nificant relationships. The group is designed to Guarantee 
assist women in learning new ways of relating C II (207J 693-4580 
interpersonally. dealing wnh past re~tionship dif· a 
ficulties and learning healthy ways to enhance 1-800-296-0439 
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partnerships and friendships. The group will be (VOice mail) 
held Thursday evening from 6:)o-8:oop.m. and I~;;;;;~;;~==================::=:;~~§::~:::::==============::!~ an initial interview is required for entry into the group. The group will start n January 29th. Please-
call to .rrange an inteIView. for more informa· INSTRUCTION BUSINESS SERVICES tion contact: The Intown Counseling (enter. 
PHONE: 761"9096. Individual, (ouples and fami· 
Iy therapy also available. 
OH. Now I get it! Swedenborgian Church, 302 
Stevens. 772-8277. Sunday 10:JOam, Wednesday 
6:00pm. 
SACRED BODYWORK, Massage. Breath. Sound. 
Cranial-Sacral. Mariel. Binh your desired self now. 
Kristine Schares. 829-5411. 
SUNBIRD READINGS- 35 YEARS EXPE· 
RIENCE. TAROT & PAST LIFE READ-
INGS. APPOINTMENTS ON LY. 883-6198. 
TAROT C~~\,8 week session begins Jan. 
,8th. S145.DRtIIM GROUPS start Ian. "nd. 
6 weeks $90. FMI. Jeanne Fiorini, 799-8648. 
Women's Writing Retreat in Guadalajara. 
MeKico. March 20'27. Hot springs, yoga, vege-
tarian meals. $t,2oo. call Joan Lee Hunter at 
797.5887 by Ian. '5. 
YOUR MIND ClEARS. YOU BECOME CALM with the 
"Symphony of Palms" touch form. Pocket size. 
Includes guided meditation tape. 30/day money 
back guarantee. Created by massage therapist 
Eliott Cherry. Patent pending. $27.95. P.O. Box 
873 2. Portlan d. ME. 04104. {207)772·2442. 
FITNESS 




Learn the Healing 
Art of the Future 
Professional-Level Polarity 
Therapy Training 
• Certification Programs Designed 
for Busy People 5083560980 
Portland, Maine 
207 B28 B622 
Plenty of 
Free Parking 
• 160- and 65-Hour Courses 
• Evening and Weekend Schedules 
6fT IN TOUC.H •• _ 
0+ C.om~ TO TH~ ONLY c.OmTAA-AttR~OIT~O PR06RAm IN mAIN~! ! ! • Flexibte schedules for even the bU9ie~t! 
ti • Versatil ity of programs to enhanc~ skills! . 
• Large, d iverse faculty for greater Instruction! 
FOR f'I'lOR-: INFO • Payment programs for flexible financing! 
(ALL 832 -5531 • Spacious faC il ities for more elbow room! 
Accepting applications now for the January coursel! 
AMERICAN DR EAM. LOSE WEIGHT. fEEL GREAT PO Bo. 24 99 Moose Meadow Ln. Waldoboro. ME 0457. 
AND MAKE SS. I made $420 in my first week and " :~~Nii~~~~~'~~~~:;;~::::~;;;;;;~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
lost 4' Ibs in 6 weeks. Call 1.800-568-98'5. DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE; tolored 
fEN·PH EN/R EDUX USERS, If you used prescrip· 
tions Fen·Phen/RedUK diet drugs and suffered 
heartJ\ong complications.. you may be entitled com-
pen sa tion. Att orney Charles lohnson, 
1-800-535-';72 7· 
lOSE WE IGHT NOW. ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS Dot· 
tor recommended. 100% safe. Guaranteed. 
1·800·600-0343 x2430. 
SHED THOSE UNWANTED POUNDS Quicklv and 
Easily with our simple and effective weight man-
agement program. Satisfaction"guaranteed. What 
do you have to Lose? Phone Now: Toll Free 
I·B88·313·'958. 
WANT ED 19 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE NEEDED to loose 
weight and/or earn extra income. HoUday special, 
free samples. call today! (207)622-1308. 
WEIGHT LOSS GUARANTEED! Stops Nibblers, 
Bingers, Emotional Eaters. Only $16.95. Select 
Pharmaceuticals.l·800-'s8-Q989. VISA/MC/AMW 
PH.CK./COD·s. 
pencil nature classes. Brochure: CaU Kathleen 
Boldt:m·57,8. Gift Certificates Available. 
GET A COllEG E DEGRE E IN '7 DAVS ! 
BS/MS/MBA/PhD. etc. Including graduation ring. 
transcri pt. diploma. Yes it's real. legal, guara n-
teed and accredited. Columbia State University. 
1.800-689.8647. '4hrs. 
GET A COLLEGE DEGR EE in '7 days! 
BS/MS/MBA/Ph.D. etc. Including graduation ring. 
transcript. diploma. Yes, it's real. legal, guaran· 
teed and accredited. Columbia State University. 
1·800-689·8647. '4 hrs. 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR POIARITY THER· 
APY. Professional Level Trainings. Polarity Real-
ization Institute. Port la nd. t-800-49 7-2908. 
CRW Classilieds WOI'k. •. 
call775-123410 
place YOUI' ad. 
CONSIDERING 
BANKRUPTCY 
Call Allorney Sandstead 
781·8464 
Reasonable Rates 
Clients Treated with Respect 
$10.000 CRED IT CARD5.GUARANTEED. Bad credo 
it. bankruptcy OK! Visa, MC and others pre-
approved! 1-704-,;61-2208, 7 dayS. 
ARE YOU RECEIVING PAVMENTS 011 property vou've 
sold. annuities. inheritance. structured settlements? 
Get CASH NOW! 800-8/2·5686. 
BI LL PROBLEMS? 1·800-408-0084. EX 1000. 9AM· 
9PM. 7 days. Debt consolidation loans and pro-
grams available . Baa credit okay. No advance 
fees. Free consultation. Non profit. Lower month-
ly payments. 
r.e, .tIck.,... m.",·.te • ":II)'ah.tn. _gDIf .hlm. IY'" tt.ge • ,,-. ..... tt·1 • Come bt and mit i I our retaU store 11 
• 
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CHAIN SAW REPAIR SPECIAUIl PIck .. p FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you can 
and dtllvery lnduded. The Equipment Doctor, trust to do ~uality work, don 't forget to look m 
B78"9168. Ihe BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
DON'T WAIT TilL IT SNOWSII Get Y.O!!! 
snow blowers tuned up now! THE EQUIPMENT 
DOcrOR will make house ca lls. Best rates 
anywhere! Free pick-up and delivery. CAlL 
NOW! 8]8'9168. 
FINANCIAL 
CREDIT CARD PROBLEMS? ONE LOW MONTHLY 
payment. Cut interest. No harassment. No fee. 
Counseling available. Non-profit agency. NACCS 
1-800'881-5)5) ext. *.-7. (not a loan company). 
NEED CASH? HIGHEST PRICES PAID fOR: Seller· 
held Mortgages.Lottery Payments.StructuredSel· 
lIeme nts. 1·8oo·ITS CASH (487·2274). WOOD 
BRIDGE STERLING CAPITAl. www.wood· 
bridgesterling.(om. 
STRESSED OUT? CREDITOR APPROVED NON· 
PROFIT Consumer Debt Consolidation Specialists. 
One low monthly p;lyment. Reduce interest rates. 
No cost. BSI: 1·800'269"4469. Not a loan com· 
pany. 
WE WILL fiN D you MONEY fOR LOANS!! Any pur· 
pose! Fast res ul ts. Retai ner may apply. 
1.800.565.419'. 
WIPE OUT DEBT without bankruptcy send S3 and 
LSASE to: R Spires 204 Lewis St. Edgerton. Mo . 
644444· 
every week.! 
HOUSE CL EAN ING PAR EXCEl lENCE. Efficient. reli· 
able, reasonable rates. 12 years eKperience. Ref· 
erences. Free estimates. 207-741-2010. 
HOUSE ClEANING: Port~nd and til! suround· 
ing areas. Excellent references, fiee estimates. 
89'·1590 or 893.'980. 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/ CONVER TE RS. JO dav 
tria l, money back guarantee. UNBEATABLE PRICES. 
AR ROW TECHHOlOGIES. 1·800·554·'776. 
(ASlE TW CONVERTERS. Why rent when you can 
own! All makes/ models available. At Cable Lmx. 
we take pride in our customer service. 
VISA/MC/AmEx/Discvr. 1·8oo·50H)095. 
(OLlECTORS:500 out of print baseball cards from 
the past 3 decades. Topps.Donruss. etc. $'3.95 chec~ 
MO. VISA. Mastercard. ABS.511 Mollie B~d. Holbrook. 
NY 11741. 1·800·95/-388,. (v.ww .• llbsaies.(om) 
DUI CF200X DRY SUITE, EXTRA LARGE, 
excellent shape. New $2,000, g~ing 
for $8oo/firm. call 87S·4926, anytime. 
GAS STOVE- in good condition. S75·oo. 797·9795. 
GAS TANKS! NEW TANKS IN STOCKS fOR GMC 
fO RD.CH EV. OODGE induding (,0.0.& ~.iihl 
$99.00 Omports $119.00) Delivered U.P.S. CAli 
Greg at 1-800-561-826,. 
LIQUID COllOIDAL MINERALS. S7.95. St.lohn·s 
Wart, S10. PyrUyale. S15_70. FREE wholesale cat-
aloi . 8""57·6421. CAli NOW! 
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ITEMS FOR SALE 
METAl ROOfiNG & SIDING fOR HOUSES,lBARNS. 
Incredible proven product. Super attractive. low 
cost-easy installation. Guaranteed 20 yrs. We cut 
to the inch. fast delivery! Free literature, 
1-717-656-1814· 
RECYClE TONER CARTRIDGES& SAVE! CATRIDGES 
(rom $45.00, including pickup and delivery. Guar-
anteed. Discounted loner for copiers available. 
We buy empties. 800-67iKl749.www.n3tionalcom. 
SNOWM08IUS·lERO MILES, BRAND NEW! 1997 Puma 
12.799. Puma Deluxe,S'.999. Puma '·up S3.)99. Jag 
Deluxe S3.799. 8o'·36S·49S'. Must sell! 
STAINLESS STEEL Hot High Pressure Washers. 
4000 psi. gasoline. electric, factory direct. 55% 
discounts. Financing. 1-800-324-2822. 
STEEL BUILDINGS! YEAR END LEFTOVERS! MUST GO! 
Factory direct! 25'l)O', 
JO'x}O'.40'XS4'.4S'l70',SO"UOO,Ss'l150',6o'12oo'. 
free delivery, financins available. Save thousands! 
20 vear warranty, 1800-211-9594. 
GETAWAYS 
HANOSOME LODGE. WALPOLE. NEW HAMPSHIRE 
a~comm?date5 private groups in style, inexpen-
sively. Eight bedrooms. kitchen, extensive living 
a~eas, sauna. For skiers, family gatherings, wed· 
dings, etc. (60))756-9090 for details & referen<:es. 
MUSIC 
ACOUSTIC GUITARIST/SINGER looking to jam and 
h.armonize, into folk, reggae, bluegrass elc. Call 
chris 775'7522 
BASS LESSONS, Blues. funk.)au and Rock. Offer· 
ing theory and te<hnique. UtM degree and pro· 
fessional bass player. ull Jay at 773·6096. 
CAN YOU SING IT like you mean it? JUBOIUB needs 
you! Frumiously! Steeped in soul, prone to pop, 
hip to hop. 772'7003/761'03/6 
ClASSICAL PIPE ORGANIST· Weddings. funerals. 
concerts, special services. Reasonable rates, "ex· 
,ible, professional. call Andrew F. Cyr. 761'9946. 
fEMALE MORRISSEY IMPERSONATOR seeks musi· 
cians forSmilh tribute band. Please help! 839·8982. 
FENDER SQUIRE TElECASTER. nalUral wood fin· 
ish with vintage red pickguard. Humbuckerin ned. 
single coil in bridge. Newish, S375. Call 773'7020. 
GUITAR PlAYER NEEDEO for originals pro~ct. Innu· 
ences: Oasis, Beatles, Toy Dolls. Please call892·~531. 
KABBAKO: II:EGGAE BAN[). two up coming shows. 
Looking for lead guitarist, keyboardisl. and three 
female ... ocalist, call Demba ft 780-0601. 
MEGA MUSIC SALE incredible deals on quality 
u~d gear. Fender Jazz Bass, PRS CE·bolt on. amps. 
mlCS. PA gear. cables, etc. call for detai~ 8/9·9697. 
WHEELS 
··-CARS. UNDER Sl00· ... Public seizure. auction, 
spons. Imports. W and more! Call toll free 
8oo·974·'3~. ext. 4'3'· 
1981 VOLVO DL SEDAN. 4 cyt. runs good. very lit· 
tie ruSl. S7S0. 773·807J. Oay or night. 
1985 ACCORD HATCHBACK great car! N~s some 
work. S700 ull 77S·,884. 
19Bs VW JEn'" , door. S speed. Power steering, 
sunroof, new txhausl/front tif'@5/stkker. $1,000. 
878-3S22. 
CELEBRITY WAG!lN.1984· Excellenl condilion. 64K 
miles, automatic. new brakes. tires & muffler. 
SI.800/8.0. 77S·"S4· 
1~ Chrysler LEBARON. fWD, AUTO, 
III miles, runs great. Good basic transportation. 
S89s· 77S·6/14 or 8,8-9933-
19;865AA89OO: 5 speed. 2 door. Runs excellent, 
stlckered; no rust, dull pain!. $725. 878'3522. 
1987 fORO BRONCO· 54900. 4wd. 8 c~lnder. 
rear antl·lock brakes. PtJwffwindo~ power locks. 
773-0390 (home) or 76100288 (work,l. Tina or Jim. 
1988 ESCORT E.xc. condition. low maint ...... ery lit· 
tre r~st. (One owner) S19QO. Call Mary 871'7028 
evemngs. 
1990-1997 CARS FOR $100. Seized and 
sam locally. All makes and models. 800 522'273° 
X,863· 
1992 HONDA ACC9RD ~ 4 door. auto. loaded. 
q. green, rear spOiler, Mrc.helins. 94K miles. Ser· v._ & records at Clair Honda. 56995. 934·815'. 
199' HYUNDAI SCOUPF ssp. CassiAll/fM sun 
roof, alarm. look highway miles. S2S00tB.O. 
98S-8864. 
1995 FORD ESCORT GT 16 valve. sun roof stereo 
Thule b~e rack. loaded. Uke new. $6soo. 88S-0818: 
I!I'lS fORD TAURUS wj\'OWER PACKAGE. Studded 
Itres. 6 yr/l00k warrenty. S12,ooo. Call eves. 
m·S322. 
1996 conye~able Chrystler Seabring. Loaded & 
fun! 40k miles; must sell. S18ooc¥'negotiable 
871'1192. 
19~6 MITSUBISHI3000GT. Pearl. 16 valve. stereo. 
cru.lse. NC. Powerwlodow5.locks. A Practical Fer· 
ran. SI8.9OO. 88S-0818. 
1996 T'loo 4'4. EXTENOED CAB. ssp. am/frn/CilSS. 
cCiair, cap. 22.5k miles. Great truck! SIS,SOO. 
934'7'311. 
CARS SIOO·SSoo. 1980's· 1997'S. Good condition 
Police impounds. Sport. Utility, Economy, Luxu: 
ry. Must sell! 1'800-772'7470 Ext. 7052. 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCK foro GMC. 
ford. Chevy. Dodge. AMC's including C.O.D. & 
frel&ht $99.00 Omports $119.00) Delivered U.P.S. 
Call Greg at 1.800'561.8266. 
ISUZU TROOPER. 1994' SSP. NC. POWER PACK. 
AGE, roof rack, 76K, well maintained. S12,OOO. 
6'7"7680. 
PEGEOT SOSS. 198s' ",dr .. sfsp. AI:. heated seats. 
n~ dutch, runs great. SI.3oo1B.O. 729'5)16. 
PONTIAC 6000 WAGON. 1986· PIS. PIB. new lires. 
high mileage, well maintained. S8oo(B.O. 799-8212. 
V.W. JEnA. 1990' WOLfSBURG EDITION. Sunroof. 
cruise control. took miles,s speed, new mufflEr. 
Books for SS.ooo. sell for S3600/8.0. 76/"3163. 
VW GOlf. 1986. SSP. 40R. SUNROOf. 13SK miles. 
Dependable w/many new parts. S1700. 772'7732. 
Z FANS: 1974 Datsun 2602, new "oors. frame. 
carbs. battery. Includes new body panels, exira 
parts. $1200 to good home. 797-8896. 
TRUCKS!V ANS 
CHEVY 510. 1986· extended cab. V6. ssp .• good 
sticker. no rust, new brakes/l:ires.S3750. 799-1496. 
CHEVY 510. 1987' 41-4. elltended cab, 5SP., 2.8l., 116« 
on a factory rebuilt. zK on a rebuilt trans. great cap, 
AIi/fM. tilt. no rust. clean. runs g~at. \J.9OOiB.0. 
john. 874-<>048. 
flS.o 4'4. STl\IGHT SI~ 199} Cap. rac~ NC.!I8K .. II 
mamtalOed miles. $7600 negotiable. SIM' 7~1-28)8. 
GMC 3/4 TON VAH, 1979" Grt!.1 work van 
wItIl .... stJd<er. S1s~D. 878"9168. MIll"" or 
Iuw tnISSI ... 
BOATS 
16' DAYSAllER W/GALV. TRAILER. Excellent con· 
dition. YeUow/while fiberglass. Cuddy cabin sleeps· 
,. Roomy cockpit. 52.800. 799'4)05. 
BAYLINER 2,4" Vol ... o in/oul, List,SIO,500. sell for 
SJ,oooItrade. Excellent urchin boat! Moored, East 
End Beach. 773-0060. 
DATING SERVICES 
Granite Stale/Greater Maine 
Singles Connection 
Single Adults Network 
Professional Personal and 
Cost -Effective 
Shop carefully ... calllhe alher 





~~[3IT'AJDODIT'AJ OD@[3@) IJD~[3@ 
Thoroughly Inspected 
Fully Reconditioned 
Factory Warranteed Starting at 
$9.95 
Tire Warehouse 




Voice Personals -Direct Connect 
F • E E 10 B-o.se Ad; To Respond 10 Ads '0 ,ecerj you ' ov.n Ad 
Pub. 742 
- - 207·828·0000 
Megaphone does nOI prescreen callers and assumes no IIabll,ty for personal meetings. 18+ 
Q PHOTO DATE Q 
OPEN HOUSE 
SAT: 1·10-98 llM14PM 
BEe()Y( A!.'E/Jru & RECEM A flEE ..... TCH! 
OR f YOU IJST WANT TO I<XX, t.O PIIESSIJIE! 
11 FROST BROOK lANE - FREEPOO 
1/2 MIlE OUT OF TOWN OFF ROUTE 1 
TOWARD BRUNSWICK. 865'()828 
Q SEE IffiTOS-WHElHER YOU SIGN OR t.OTI Q 







ModtIt & 0.,,,,, lor 
BochoIor & Binhdoy Pu1y Smic •. 
Great pay, consistent worK. w 
en'rirorvnent We prcMde tninilg. 
TOLL FREE: 851·0160 
SENSUAL LACE· All occa,ions events and 
...ery desc:reet one·on·one parties. Greater Port· 
land area. Always interviewing new dancers. 
88S·OS03· 
MAC He!p 
Personal Guidance for MAcOS 
Selecting • ~uylng • In..-talling 
1101lnlng ·Intomet· .. ibM' Problem. 
,1 .. FIyors' 5rochures' Wei> PIe" 
DooIgn 'l'MIoglOlp.d. Rastomlon 
Tommy T's House Cleanin~ 
Par Excellence I 
Miriam Otis Mien 
1106 Highland Ave. 
S.Portland. ME 04106 
PbUlp Lfl1De 879-0407 1f 207.741.2010 
A HEALTH CARE 
PLAN FOR YOUR 
SMALL ENGINES 
,'" -". Cleaning Service 
1 Dependable 
17. : A new locallamtorial cleamng 
selVlCe that has you in mmd" 
JOT ASlBWFlIIIIIIIIIl AlII .... 
TUCKER'S ~ 
Trucldng & Moving 
Professional Furniture Movilg • Rubbish Removal 
• Demolition • 8ying Antiques 8. Fumitures A&A 
Property Services 856-6251 .. 
856-6319 1M 
~~ v J,,~,~H 








"Females Only, Ander Fee Paid'" 
Nude Bondage Photography 
PaJd, Professional Work 
Friends Welcome on Set 
$l00/hour 774'5459 
CiMA INC. 
YOU OON'T NEEO TO BE LONELY on Ihm cold 
nights anymore!!! Beautiful gins wanting to talk 
to you! 1·900·2ss-oSooext.)281. 5),99 per min. 
Must be 18 t~. Serv·U (619) 645·8434. 
NASTY'lIINEAT 
COMPULSIVE T CLEANING 
... and other life support ser ... ices 
If you've ever cleaned 
up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after them ... 
You need me in your iife. 





"d & TUNE UPS 
" TOO SICK TO MOVE? 
OON'T PANIC. I'U BRING IT 
BACK TO THE "HOSPITAL"I 
SNOW BLOWERS 
& CHAINSAWS ... 
1207J 761·0193 
G.A. Tll.fts • 
Remodeling. bathrooms. 
kitchens. finished basements. 
roofing. decks. addilions. inlerior 
and exterior painling. vinyl 
siding. complete mobil home 
set-up and service. 
~ & Jaz's I 
i )ffJ Cleaning I 
I Service I 
ON SPECIAL NOW! 
CALL TODAY' CAll TODAY' CAll TODAY' 
(207) 878-9168 
PICK-UP & DELIVERY 
IThwiJ Sf. 'Dobson 
OIJ-J~~ 
. 'Uar.iely Speciali51 
Creabve rtpDIr,.al . 82g'S4II 
common sense P!:.::ICt,,''-____ .J 
mOvmg Services 
Local or Long Distance 
-PROFESSIONAL'DEPENDABLE-
-COURTEOUS' 
797 - 3964 anytime 
No job too big or small. 
Prompt, reliable service, insured. 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
QUALITY n..EANING IN 
AU. KINDS OF PLACES 
t:.;.;CELLENT RrFERENCES 
Jaspen Towle' 828-8092 
~~~~~~~~~.~ 
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ADULT SERVICE 
PHONE ENTt.RTAINM£NT DISCLAIMER: TMIS CW~JQTIDII COIITAW AOS fQRtOlMIV.TlOIi OIl1tMDm ~ flIII()I-"H TItE 115£11 llLlPIIOtIIS' TIC( ADYEI'J\mrtO'llD£ l yrnarOR ~ ra CAUl TDSIJ[Kll*IllSlIAl RtSUlT III ACIt4K{ 10 01£ CAlLI~ lMII[I· loutPHOtl£IUT .IIEJII(lIM~S TO 51.11:" ~·U! ~ Arwoc8ru..1 I-eoo-S85-~' 1l00000IIIG A 900. WlRDCl. NoT All. ~ IIUaIS AIlOi A ~(PWXI OR IARIIIII' 1U0I( 11£00 15 CIIAKOTOTOiJl PItOII[ IIlL H(Sl mE1MOM MUTED SOYKU AI£. nucCMIUIIIUllOI5li1O AM tt:Q.Ult11 n MfCC. CN\JIIT1I11aY Ie_CU' 10 ce, t9t9Irt. STIUT ",W .•• .1.511*101, D. C. ~54 
PORTLAND 
PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Just enter tlie box # below and 
Make direct contact where the adults play 
1 900 255-0888 Credil card 800 790.,.6699 
BOX # 316061 Tricia 
1'm an 18 yr old nursing 
student 5'6 120 Ibs· 36-26· 
36. l'm not looking for a sex 
partner but am looking to 
meet 3 man that will share 
special moments with me. I 
like SI)Orts and the outdoors. 
So call a nice 
2S yr old single hot female 
searching for a male phone 
sex partner or maybe more. 
I'm very cute with a nice 
butt and medium breasts. ] 
have brown hair, blue e}"es 
and would like to meet a 
man for the holidays. 
BOX # 301854 Marie 
I'm a large but luscious 23 
old Italian female. I statld 
200lbs. l/Jave very large 
t/Jat 1 will share willi 
. like playillg willi all 
ofadul/loyS. So if you 
don't mind being willI a bjg 
$2.99 Olin 18 + 
BOX # 210980 My name 
is Alexandria. ( have black 
hair and brown eyes. 11m 
very shapely and sexy with 
long legs that 1 like to show 
off in short little teddies. 
soon. 
I'm a cute chubby brunette 
with a lot to offer. (not fat) 
Pm 24 with big bro","n eyes 
& large breasts .• llook good 
naked or in panty's and a 
bra. Give a chubby girl a 
chance I can 'da te most 
& weekends. 
BOX # 320311 Colleen: 
Julia Roberts look a like. 
I'm 25 5'4 1251bs with a 
great body and nice to the 
touch legs & breasts. I like 
the outdoors, sports. boating. 












BOX # 321893 
Spice up your sexual life 
with this 26 yr old sexually 
active woman. [looking for 
men married or single who 
are over 3S for a sexual 
rendezvous that you'll neveT 
forget. I enjoy lingerie, body 
massage & heaVY, lip fun. 




Spy in Ofllive Sex 
calls or join in 









1 800 774-8252 
BOX #300804 TINA 
"m a 25 yr old Passionate 
blond tlratlovel' sipping 
cllampag"e nude in my hot 
tllb. /'", 5'3 1251bs well bllilt 
alld toned. / like gilli"g alld 
receiving nllde body rub-
downs. This ad is real so call 
me [or some wet flm. 
BOX # 209280 MJ 
Older lover wanted by sexy 
light skinned black female 
with very hot body and long 
smooth sexy legs. I seek men 
between tbe ages of 40·60. 
1 am in my 30's and feel 
older men are better. I 
have hot lips & use them 
SHOWS AND PARTIES IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN HOME 
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT! 
BOOK NOW TO MAKE YOUR PARTY ONE TO REMEMBER! 




EXOTIC DANCING' DOMINATION - FANTASIES' FETISHES 
ONE ON ONES - BACHELOR PARnES 
1-888-631·2953 
Midnight Boutique Lingerie 




Exotic Dance Wear 6- Costumes 
666 C..,. ... 51. 'I'lon /74·1377 
\Idee ElJO (I) 
RI.236 '110n 439·621S 
OUR NATIONS'S UTILE SECRET 
HOT LIVE TALK 
l-SOO-SOO-APR I L 
NO ee. REQ. 
PENIS ENLARGEMENT 
Professional vacwm punps Of 
Slfgical. GaIn f··3". Pefmanent, sa'e. 
Enhanc:e erection. Free brodve. 
Dr. Joel Kaplan (312)409-5557. 
For loI .. t enIargomonI Inlormation 
1-9QO-976-PUMP (S2.95/rmJ 




$29 per Call 
Direct Callback 
Photos and Panties 
Available 
1-800-866-0244 
Mass Comm P.O. 
Box 2542 
Westwood. MA 02090 
MCNISA/PREPAY 
--
"BORED HORNY HOUSEWIVES· Port· 
land Names & Phone Numbers. Try it. it works! 
1'1)00'420-0420 ext. 161. S2.9SJ'min. 18+ lIT\( 
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GUYS & GALS 01·919-719'4060 
MAN 2 MAN 01·919-719-4649 








$2.50 & UP 1 B+ 
W@V~l\JJ~~ 
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AMBER· 18yrs .. S·'-. 1031bs. blond. blue eyes. 
well endowed, seeks hot guys for hot talk & to 
meet. 1'954'704'7)86. 
ARE YOU READY for romance? 1'9QO'28S'9119 
)(.6802. S2.99 per min, must be 18 ... Serv·U 
619·64s·8434· 
Award-winning B&DI5&M offering· Intelligent! Dom· 
ination! FETISH! TV! ETC! Free inquiry : 
(716)672'3422. (9Q8)28q·8028. love· Nancy Ava 
www.peplove_com. For otner dominantJ submis· 
sive ladies. please call (818)609'9046. 
BEST SWINGING COUPLES SEEKING 
SINGLE MEN'PORTLAND NAMES & HOME #·s. 
I'9OO'JI8.~S)) t.d. ~7. 12.9'Jmin. !.T. lB • . MfOOI\. Il IUI.H. 
CHEATING WIVES- PORTLAND. GET 
NAMES and private home numbers. Cilli 
1-900'288'5533 ext. 372. S2.9s1min. Touch-tone. 
must be 18. Hat·N (70')Sn0 303. 
DOMINATIN DATES- PORTlAND names 
and phone numbers. 1"9110-737'1122 
ext.1S2. $2.9s!min. Must be 18+. NNI. 
(]02)S93-o303. TouchTone. 
FREEl SEXY PHOTOS 1-800-937'Sn2 
OLDER LADlES ....... aggressive & wild. 
888.761.8014. call free uncensored live 18 .. , 
OLDER PORTlAND WOMEN SEEKING 
SINGLE MEN. 1'900'737'1122 Ext. 796. 
S'.9s!min. 1.1 .. 18 •• NNI (70')S93-o303· 
t r i e d 
the coffee bar scene and all you've got lor your trOlille is 
hyperactM~ and bad bfealh .... ~s time to tr/ the personals. The safe, fTee-way to meet new friends. 
.-
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Saturday, January 31 at 1 pm 
meet Travis Roy author of 
Eleven Seconds Tarot Cards * A Story 01 Tragedy, Courage, and Triumph 
(Warner Books $20.00) 





GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 
§indO«twlud~ 
~lw/d.yfovyow 
Borders will donate 
1 SOlo of the sales 
from 
Eleven Seconds to the 
Travis Roy 
761-5655 TIU Foundation E. r>y Appointmmt Only 
* BORDERS@ 90m 10pm 7 Doys A Wt"t"k. 
PORTLAnD, f\AIr!( 
* 
BOOKS· MUSIC ·CAFE 
430 Gorham Road • South Portland • (207)775.6110 
Connection Problems? 
Try a Different Cup of Joe? 
Not every Internet Service Provider is as dedi-
cated to you as TIAC is. Any time of the day, any 
day of the week, you can call TIAC about your 
connection or other Internet"question you may 
have. TIAC offers unlimited Internet access in the 
Greater Portland area. 
- . ask for ext 207 for our 2 week money back guarantee 
207.775.2467 • www.tiac.net·info@tiac.net tlac and the tiac logo are registered trade marks of the intemet access company, Inc. all rights reserved 
® 
